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Black & White Publishing
9781910230022
Pub Date: 12/1/15
$24.95/$33.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB004000

10 in H | 7.5 in W

Bake with Maw Broon
Simple Bakes for all the Family
DCThomson&Co

Contributor Bio
Maw Broon is the indomitable matriarch of the Broons family and the original domestic goddess. In
between cooking, cleaning, and setting the world tae rights ower a braw cup of tea, she has also
found time tae become the bestselling author of Maw Broon's Cookbook, Maw Broon's But an' Ben
Cookbook, Maw Broon's Afternoon Tea Book, and Maw Broon's Cooking With Bairns.

Summary
Maw Broon has been baking delicious cakes, braw biscuits, and perfect pastry for her hungry family
for years. Now, Maw finally shares some of her favorite recipes, including cakes and bakes, puddings
and pastries, biscuits and bread, sweets and treats, cakes for special occasions, and baking for
bairns. Packed full of beautiful, easy-to-follow recipes, as well as Maw's time-tested hints, tips, and
baking secrets, Bake with Maw Broon has something for everyone and is guaranteed to make your
family smile.

Murdoch Books
9781743365199
Pub Date: 8/1/15
$39.95/$53.95 Can.
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB004000

10.5 in H | 8 in W

The Cook and Baker
Cherie Bevan, Tass Tauroa

Contributor Bio
Cherie Bevan is a cook who established deli cafe Gusto at Bondi Beach and Paddington in the early
1990s and then established Crave at Bondi Junction and Bellevue Hill, before collaborating with Tass
to create The Cook and Baker, in 2012. Tass Tauroa is a baker who worked for Cherie at Gusto
before traveling and working extensively throughout Europe and in London under Michelin star chef
Bruno Loubet. In Sydney he has worked at Jersey Cow, Darling Mills, Buzo, and Bird Cow Fish, and
also again with Cherie at Crave.

Summary
The Cook and Baker is the highly anticipated collection of tried-and-tested recipes from the acclaimed
Cook & Baker Bakery in Australia. Here are 110 recipes for food with traditional roots that ups the
ante on anything you've ever tasted before. Including the world's best doughnut (the middle is filled
with vanilla custard AND jam), flourless chocolate fudge cake (no gluten, no nuts, lots of chocolate),
and cheese scones (better than Grandma ever made). These are bold recipes for fool-proof
baking—both sweet and savory—that you'll come back to again and again. Includes dual measures.
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Wilkinson Press
9781925265200
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can./£8.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB007000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Craft Beer and Food
Jess Lomas, Guy Martin

Contributor Bio
Jess Lomas is the author of Diabetes Recipes, Low Sugar, and Real Food Treats. Guy Martin is a lover of
beer and food, and has traveled around the world to sample specialties in food and drink.

Summary
Craft beer is a return to the true art of brewing; the appreciation of locally produced, the promotion
of small batch production, the resurrection of lost styles and flavors, and the reconnection between
brewer and consumer. The resurgence of micro brewing and the craft beer aesthetic has taken the
world by storm in recent years, providing tasty alternatives to mass-produced lagers. Here 85
world-class craft beers are placed under the microscope and the renaissance of cans is explored. Go
behind the breweries with exclusive Q+As with two leading brewers, Mikkeller and Mountain Goat, and
expand your perception of beer and food pairings with delicious recipes from chicken to burgers and
beer-baked cakes. Includes metric measures.

Prion
9781853759611
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$17.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB009000

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Toast
Homage to a Superfood
Nick Parker

Contributor Bio
Nick Parker is an author and editor, and a cartoonist for Viz.

Summary
Some people deliberately buy really tall bread, so that the top bit sticks out of the toaster to yield a
combination of well-toasted and hardly-toasted areas. These people are just weird.

Everything you could possibly want to know about toast: learn why the Victorians thought toast-
flavored water was good for your health, marvel at Mrs. Beeton's "toast sandwich" (a piece of toast
between to slices of bread) and get needlessley embroiled in the Great Marmite Debate. With more
than 30 recipes, Toast takes a satirical look at the greatest of fast foods.
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American Cancer Society
9781604432374
Pub Date: 8/25/16
Ship Date: 8/25/16
$22.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB103000
Series: Healthy for Life
Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 8 in W

The American Cancer Society New Healthy Eating Cookbook (4th Edition)

Jeanne Besser

Contributor Bio
Jeanne Besser is a former food columnist for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and author of numerous
cookbooks, including the American Cancer Society’s The Great American Eat-Right Cookbook and What to
Eat During Cancer Treatment. Among her other cookbooks are The 5:30 Challenge: 5 Ingredients, 30
Minutes, Dinner on the Table; The First Book of Baking; and Working Mom’s Fast & Easy Family Cookbook.
She is coauthor of Tell Me the Truth, Doctor: Easy-to-Understand Answers to Your Most Confusing and
Critical Health Questions. She lives in Montclair, New Jersey.

Summary
Get cooking and eat your way to better health with the latest edition of this popular cookbook. It
includes more than 100 simple and delicious dishes that will turn healthy eating into a celebration of
good food. It includes healthy substitutions, simple tips in the kitchen, smart shopping ideas, and
notes on how to judge portion sizes. There is new material on how to shop in a healthy way, how to
set up your pantry for healthy meals, and guidelines for physical activity. With the latest research,
revisions to recipes, and updated recommendations for healthy eating, this cookbook makes it fun
and easy to eat well.

Penguin Random House New
Zealand Limited
9781775538141
Pub Date: 10/21/15
$50.00/$67.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB099000

11 in H | 8.8 in W

La Latina
Grace Ramirez

Contributor Bio
Grace Ramirez was born in Miami, and spent most of her adult years in New York. She worked as a
producer and director at Nickelodeon, MTV, then the Food Network. She gave up her job in television
when she was selected from over 60,000 people to be on MasterChef USA. Shortly after, she was
awarded a scholarship to the prestigious French Culinary Institute in NYC. She has since relocated to
New Zealand.

Summary
From Pozole Rojo to Alfajores, Miami-born, Venezuela-raised, New Zealand-based chef Grace
Ramirez shares her interpretation of traditional recipes from throughout Latin America. Utilizing
readily available ingredients, Grace recreates the authentic tastes she grew up with in contemporary
dishes full of bold flavors. With its use of fresh aromatic ingredients and exciting flavor
combinations, Latin American cooking is set to become an exciting new food trend. In this unique
cookbook Grace shares inspirational recipes for every meal as well as fascinating titbits of
information about each Latin American country's culinary history. Uses cups, tsp and tbsp, and
grams.
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Murdoch Books
9781743366134
Pub Date: 9/1/16
Ship Date: 9/1/16
$36.95/$47.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB018000

10 in H | 8 in W | 2.5 lb Wt

Chocolate
Kirsten Tibballs

Contributor Bio
Kirsten Tibballs, who MasterChef proclaims "the queen of chocolate," is one of Australia’s most
celebrated and internationally respected pastry chefs and chocolatiers. She is Pastry Chef & Director
at Savour Chocolate & Patisserie School in Brunswick, Melbourne, which she owns. Kirsten
represented Australia at the World Pastry Championships in Las Vegas, where she was recognized as
the best in the world for her handmade chocolates, as well as winning gold in the Pastry Olympics in
Germany. She has also been a judge at the World Chocolate Masters in Paris, The Patisserie Grand
Prix in Japan, and The World Chocolate Masters National selections in London. Kirsten makes regular
appearances on TV, including Everyday Gourmet with Justine Schofield, and has presented numerous
chocolate challenges on MasterChef to test and inspire the contestants. She regularly contributes
recipes and articles to a number of the world’s leading pastry publications including so good.., Pastry
and Baking North America, Pastry and Baking Asia Pacific, Baking Business, and Australasian Baker.

Summary
This is cooking with chocolate for the home cook: luscious, decadent recipes that are both classic
and contemporary. Kirsten Tibballs, dubbed "Australia's queen of chocolate" by MasterChef Australia,
runs a school for home cooks who aspire to master the delicate arts of chocolate and patisserie. Her
years of experience as a leading chocolatier and a teacher make her perfectly placed to bring
together this stunning collection of recipes for all those with a sweet tooth and a desire to impress
friends and family with thoroughly indulgent, chocolate-based creations. Chocolate is always the hero
ingredient and each recipe is graded for difficulty: easy, medium, and tricky. Kirsten carefully maps
each stage of the process with step-by-step instruction and accompanying photography so you feel
as if you are being hand-held from start to finish. From the ultimate recipe for brownies or chocolate
chip cookies to coconut, raspberry, and chocolate tarts, caramel chocolate mousse cake, chocolate
creme brulee, milk chocolate honey truffles—this is chocolate at its luscious, gorgeous best.

Wilkinson Press
9781925265668
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB019000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W

The Coffee Lover's Guide
Connie Hatzikalimnios

Contributor Bio
Connie Hatzikalimnios is the author of Alzheimer’s: Reduce Your Risk & Revitalise and Fast Vegetarian.
She lives in Pennsylvania.

Summary
A renewed sense of community surrounding café culture has introduced customers to the process of
making good coffee. Roasters and baristas are in touch with where and how their beans are sourced,
elevating coffee should to the level of craft beer or fine wine. The cafés now also feature press pots,
siphons, and drip brewers alongside their espresso machines, exposing coffee lovers to more
complex coffee flavors. This book shares everything from a brief history of coffee to how a home
brewer can enjoy their favorite beverage today. The book includes tips for sourcing beans and setting
up your kitchen with the right equipment, and how to make your own immersion, pour over, and cold
brew (among others) coffee from home!
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Summersdale
9781849538145
Pub Date: 2/11/16
$9.95/$13.95 Can./£5.99 UK
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB024000

5.8 in H | 4 in W

Puds
Easy Dessert Recipes for Every Occasion
Alex Ray

Contributor Bio
Alex Ray is an author and enthusiastic amateur chef.

Summary
From a virtually effortless cake in a mug to deliciously classic apple pie, there’s a world of desserts
out there! Indulge your sweet tooth and treat yourself with this fantastic book of easy-to-follow
dessert recipes.

Wilkinson Press
9781925265255
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$24.95/$33.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

164 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB025000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Real Food Treats
100+ Wholesome Recipes for Every Occasion
Jess Lomas

Contributor Bio
Jess Lomas is an author and editor whose previous titles include Diabetes Recipes, Low Sugar, and
Real Food Treats.

Summary
This lovingly curated collection of more than 100 recipes proves you don’t need white flour or sugar
to create sweet treats and delectable dishes. From pimping your porridge to kick start your day, to
simple salads with a twist to impress, to mains that shine a new light on basic ingredients, to snacks
and sweets that let you treat yourself in the most wholesome way possible, there are plenty of ideas
here for the conscious cook to help you celebrate and enjoy real food for every occasion. Includes
metric measures.
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Random House UK
9781784753207
Pub Date: 4/1/17
Ship Date: 4/1/17
$16.95/£8.99 UK
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Health & Fitness  /  Diet &
Nutrition
HEA006000

8 in H | 5 in W

Rosemary Conley's 3-2-1 Diet
Just 3 Steps to a Slimmer, Fitter You
Rosemary Conley

Contributor Bio
Rosemary Conley is the author of 100 Great Low-Fat Recipes, Rosemary Conley's Amazing Inch Loss
Plan, and Slim to Win.

Summary
There really is a better way to diet! Rosemary Conley has devised a plan to suit the way you eat.
Whether you are a 'constant craver', a 'feaster' or an 'emotional eater', Rosemary will show you
how to diet to suit your personality.

Research has shown that overweight or obese people can be characterised into three types:

Constant Cravers are always hungry and would happily eat all the time.
Featers find that once they start eating it is difficult to stop.
Emotional Eaters tend to turn to food at the slightest emotional upset.

And now, Rosemary Conley has created a unique selection of healthy eating plans to suit your eating
type - including gluten free and lactose free options - which dieters loosely follow for five days a
week. Then for just two days, they follow Rosemary Conley's 2 Day Eating Plan based on 800 calories
per day.

What makes this diet plan very different is that the 2 Day Eating Plan menus are designed to
complement your different personality type.

This is a unique and very exciting weight-loss concept which has been tried and tested with amazing
results! - See more at: http...

Black & White Publishing
9781849343282
Pub Date: 9/1/13
$12.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000

8 in H | 5.8 in W

Maw Broon's Afternoon Tea Book
Commonwealth and Empire Edition of the Nation's Favourite Scottish Afternoon Tea Recipes
Maw Broon, Annie Todd, Glebe Street Afternoon Tea ...

Contributor Bio
Maw Broon is the indomitable matriarch of the Broons family and the original domestic goddess. In
between cooking, cleaning, and setting the world tae rights ower a braw cup of tea, she has also
found time tae become the bestselling author of Maw Broon's Cookbook, Maw Broon's But an' Ben
Cookbook, Bake with Maw Broon, and Maw Broon's Cooking With Bairns. Maw Broon's Afternoon Tea Book

Summary
Maw Broon and the Glebe Street Afternoon Tea Ladies bring you the best of their Scottish recipes for
fancy cakes and dainty savories. They've also written their very own (idiosyncratic) advice on the
etiquette of afternoon tea for their friends and family, at home, and abroad in the Commonwealth
and Empire. Miss Gardner, a teacher, and one of the Glebe Street afternoon tea ladies, has written
out the recipes, nice and neat, so that everyone can make the traditional recipes and enjoy a good
Scottish afternoon tea. But Maw's proven advice and unique observations, in her own vernacular, are
also sprinkled throughout this colorful, bright, and entertaining book. You'll be well equipped to
present an outstanding spread with near enough 100 braw recipes. These include cheese pastries,
savory choux buns, mini quiches, fairy cakes (who needs cupcakes!), millefeuille (whit? that's a
vanilla slice if you're a Broon), swiss roll, eclairs, meringues, brandy snaps, gipsy creams, empire
biscuits, and many more. In addition there's a selection of recipes to help you make the perfect
celebration cak...
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Black & White Publishing
9781902407616
Pub Date: 9/1/08
$15.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Maw Broon's But an Ben Cook book
A Cookbook for Every Season, Using All the Goodness of the Land
Maw Broon, Waverley Books

Contributor Bio
Maw Broon is the indomitable matriarch of the Broons family and the original domestic goddess. In
between cooking, cleaning, and setting the world tae rights ower a braw cup of tea, she has also
found time tae become the bestselling author of Maw Broon's Cookbook, Maw Broon's Afternoon Tea
Book, Bake with Maw Broon, and Maw Broon's Cooking With Bairns.

Summary
A cookbook with a difference, this nostalgic collection of recipes dates back to 1940 and is entirely
different, but just as good as, the first Maw Broon cookbook. Funny, inventive, and full of humor and
comic strips from The Broons, with witty comments from the family members throughout, this second
cookbook has more balance with both sweet, traditional, recipes as well as recipes with lighter,
healthier ingredients.

Black & White Publishing
9781902407999
Pub Date: 4/1/10
$15.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 07 to 14, Grades 02 to
09
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000

10.8 in H | 8.3 in W

Maw Broon's Cooking with Bairns
Recipes and Basics to Help Kids
Maw Broon, Catherine Brown

Contributor Bio
Catherine Brown has been a chef in hotels, a teacher, a researcher, and a journalist, as well as a
presenter of STV and Grampian TV's Scotland's Larder. She became the Guild of Food Writers' Food
Journalist of the Year in 2001 for her investigative food columns in The Herald (Glasgow).

Summary
Maw Broon's Cooking with Bairns is aimed at helping children master basic cookery techniques while
learning to cook. The 46 recipes are clearly presented in simple steps, each of which is illustrated.
Any basic techniques used in the recipes are shown separately in a special section with their own
illustrations. Most recipes are laid out on two facing pages for clarity and each recipe has a "You will
need" box and a "Before you start" box. The recipes used by Maw Broon and the Bairns are planned
and written by Catherine Brown—experienced food writer, cook, broadcaster, lecturer, and
grandmother. She believes it is important to teach children the basic techniques of cookery and to
build on these skills. The recipes are organized in six sections following on from a first section
entitled "Basic Techniques" that is dedicated to the basic skills the children will acquire as they work
through her recipes. For example, the "Plate of Broth—Meal in a Plate" section will start with a recipe
for Lentil and Bacon Broth and the basic skills of how to peel a carrot, how to slice an onion, and
how...
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Black & White Publishing
9781910230268
Pub Date: 6/1/15
$7.95/$10.95 Can./£4.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000

6 in H | 4.5 in W

Maw Broon's Kitchen Notebook
ALL NEW Recipes, Tips an' Suchlike!
Maw Broon

Contributor Bio
Maw Broon is the indomitable matriarch of the Broons family and the original domestic goddess. In
between cooking, cleaning, and setting the world tae rights ower a braw cup of tea, she has also
found time tae become the bestselling author of Maw Broon's Cookbook, Maw Broon's But an' Ben
Cookbook, Bake with Maw Broon, Maw Broon's Afternoon Tea Book, and Maw Broon's Cooking With Bairns.

Summary
New and original material in Maw Broon's Kitchen Notebook—this new notebook is the perfect gift at a
great price. It contains variations of Maw's best recipes from her four cookbooks, with new recipes for
shortbread, tablet, soups, etc, plus kitchen organizing secrets and lots of original funny material
from Maw, Scotland's favorite matriarch. The notebook also contains some blank pages for your own
notes.

Random House UK
9781783520046
Pub Date: 3/27/14
$19.95/£9.99 UK
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
History  /  Europe
HIS013000

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 in T

Salt & Old Vines
True Tales of Winemaking in the Roussillon
Richard W. H. Bray

Contributor Bio
Richard Bray has been in the wine trade since 2001. He was a Head Sommelier for two years, and
has provided independent consultancy and tastings for Diageo, Tramontane Wines, LVMH and
Bibendum Wines amongst others. He currently works for SWiG, an award-winning wine merchant and
importer in London. Every year, he returns to the Rousillon to make wine.

Summary
Grab a bottle of wine, and a glass. Pop it open. Pour. Hold it up to the light and see how the colour dances
under it. See how bright it is, how it seems to generate its own light. Swirl it, and don't worry if you spill a
bit. Have a sniff; get your nose in. Take a sip. Savour it, let it fill your mouth . . .

Wine, claims Richard Bray, is a happy accident. Its journey from vine to bottle is fraught, and
involves lots of human, fallible people. Men and women who've been picking grapes since six in the
morning, or working the press since 6:30; people who get hurt, who sweat, who bleed, who don't
finish until late and need a beer at the end of the day; winemakers who started off as blues
guitarists, and octogenarian Catalan farmers who hand-cut grapes faster than their grandchildren.
Salt & Old Vines is the story of wine, a portrait of some of its people, and a biography of the place it
comes from. Inspired by his own experience making wine at Coume del Mas and Mas Cristine in the
Rousillon, Richard Bray gives readers a real taste of the winemaking process.

Get your nose in there again. H...
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Murdoch Books
9781743366608
Pub Date: 9/28/16
Ship Date: 9/28/16
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB034000

8 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

The Little French Cookbook
Murdoch Books

Summary
The Little French Cookbook explores the ways in which geography, climate, culture and tradition have
shaped one of the world's most popular cuisines. It takes a look at the behind-the-scenes world of
growers, artisans, chefs and home cooks, whose passion for produce is reflected in the regional
styles and flavors of Frances's rich and varied food. More than 80 recipes including hors d'oeuvres,
seafood specialities, pates and terrines, vegetable dishes and pastries. Includes dual measures.

Pavilion
9781910496336
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$27.95/$37.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W

Cooking for the Sensitive Gut
Joan Ransley, Nick Read

Contributor Bio
Dr. Joan Ransley is a nutritionist, cook, food writer, and nutrition professor. She writes a column on
food, nutrition, and cookery in the Yorkshire Post. Dr. Nick Read is a gastroenterologist and a
psychotherapist. He is the Chair and Medical Adviser for The IBS Network.

Summary
About one in five of the population are intolerant to the food that they eat. Most have sensitivities to
a range of different foods making preparing food a nightmare, and sitting down to a meal can be
torture. What can they eat without getting ill or running the risk of nutritional deficiency? What can
they cook for their family and friends? This book is the perfect guide to how you can restrict the
ingredients that cause you problems and still prepare a whole range of recipes that are simple, fun
to cook, and delicious to eat. From fresh and healthy breakfast ideas, to wholesome main dishes
such as Butternut Squash and Coconut Laksa, cooking for the sensitive gut has never been so easy.
Straightforward and authoritative advice from a gastroenterologist and nutritionist means it's never
been so easy to learn how to treat your tummy well. Includes dual measures.
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Allen & Unwin
9781877505614
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$19.95/$26.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

8 in H | 5 in W

Eat Clean, Live Lean
Art Green's Healthy Action Plan
Art Green

Contributor Bio
Art Green is an entrepreneur and co-owner of Clean Paleo, a company producing paleo products. He
starred on the first season of reality television show The Bachelor in New Zealand. Art studied Sport
Science at Otago University, and managed a gym in remote Western Australia.

Summary
Art Green, star of popular New Zealand show The Bachelor, shares his action plan so you can get
healthier, fitter, stronger, and get the most out of life. Art studied Sport Science at Otago University
and then managed a gym giving both nutrition and exercise advice. He tried out several different
ways of eating before settling on paleo as the ideal nutrition. He now runs Clean Paleo with two
friends, selling paleo products. In Eat Clean, Live Lean, Art explains that the paleo diet is essentially
about eating fresh, unprocessed food. He shares his daily nutrition plan with 35 great recipes plus
the key exercises that anyone can do to keep strong and fit. This book will change your life!

Penguin Random House New
Zealand Limited
9781775538646
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$29.95/$40.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Healthy Little Eaters
Wal Herring

Contributor Bio
Wal Herring has a Master of Science in Nutrition and 15 years of practical experience in the field.

Summary
The choices we make influence our children in ways we are not always aware of. This book helps
readers recognize their hidden assumptions about food, and the ways we can offer food options to
children that help them make good choices—and not just while Mom and Dad are watching! Packed
full of brilliant ideas that will make you really think about how you see food, this book also offers
practical suggestions and action steps to set your children on a healthy pathway for a lifetime. You
will gain confidence through seeing the bigger picture and will be able to choose eating habits that fit
your particular lifestyle. Use this book to make your meal times less stressful and more enjoyable.
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Wilkinson Press
9781925265675
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$14.95/$19.95 Can./£7.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

9.3 in H | 6.8 in W

Paleo: Meat
Elizabeth Marsh

Contributor Bio
Elizabeth Marsh is a qualified sports scientist and personal trainer who has worked in the fitness
industry with both recreational and elite level athletes. She is the author of Paleo: The Real Food Diet
to Reset Your Life.

Summary
Meat is a popular component of the Paleo lifestyle and diet. From how to source sustainable and
grass fed meat, to how to cook the perfect steak, or properly prepare bone broth, this is your
comprehensive guide to enjoying the health and taste benefits of quality meat as part of a whole
food diet. These delicious recipes will provide you with ideas for breakfast, snacks, dinner, and even
a few desserts—meat-free, of course. The Paleo diet is a simple and effective template that can be
used as a therapeutic approach to weight loss, illness prevention, treatment of disease, and as a
method to reduce cravings and dependence on poor quality, highly processed foods.

Wilkinson Press
9781925265187
Pub Date: 12/1/16
Ship Date: 12/1/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Sugar Detox
The 30-Day Lifestyle Plan
Jess Lomas

Contributor Bio
Jess Lomas is a health and lifestyle writer.

Summary
In Sugar Detox, Jess Lomas writes from experience; after reducing her sugar intake in April 2012, she
has experienced weight loss and a renewed level of energy and zest for life. She has created a
simple plan to help people reduce the amount of excess sugar in their daily diet in 30 days, and has
developed more than 60 delicious recipes to compliment the detox plan, including breakfast ideas,
snacks, and desserts. This book is not about extreme dieting—it’s a lifestyle change. The Sugar
Detox motto is simple: remove the everyday excesses and enjoy the occasional sweetness in life.
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Allen & Unwin
9781760291587
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$24.95/$33.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

296 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

10 in H | 8 in W

The Good Life
Get Lean, Feel Great, Look Fabulous!
Sally Obermeder, Maha Koraiem

Contributor Bio
Sally Obermeder is an Australian television host and the author of Never Stop Believing. She and her
sister Maha Koraiem are the coauthors of Super Green Smoothies and the cofounders of lifestyle blog
swiish.com.au.

Summary
Sally Obermeder and her sister Maha Koraiem have always loved to cook. First they shared their
amazing smoothies with us in their bestselling Super Green Smoothies. Now they are back with The
Good Life, a cookbook full of delicious, easy to make meals they love to cook. Sally and Maha's
recipes are focused on a super green lifestyle to keep you feeling satisfied, energized, lean, and
strong. Their delicious breakfasts, lunches, and dinners are full of fresh veggies, superfoods, and
proteins. Plus, with Sally's penchant for a sweet treat, their tempting desserts allow for indulgence
without the guilt! So if you love food and want to feel great, join Sally and Maha in living The Good
Life!

Random House UK
9781785040177
Pub Date: 10/1/15
$24.95/£12.99 UK
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Health & Fitness  /  Diet &
Nutrition
HEA048000

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.8 in T

4 Steps to Lower Cholesterol
The Practical Guide to a Healthy Heart
Linda Main, Baldeesh Rai

Contributor Bio
Linda Main is a registered dietitian and nutritionist with more than 30 years of experience. She
provides diet advice to HEART UK and has also worked within the NHS. Baldeesh Rai is a lead cardiac
dietitian within the NHS and an advisor at HEART UK. She regularly speaks to the media on the
subject of heart health.

Summary
4 Steps to Lower Cholesterol is a practical, comprehensive, and easy-to-use guide for anyone worried
about their cholesterol. Written by two experts from HEART UK (the UK’s leading cholesterol charity)
and including the latest scientific research, this book gives you the information you need to
understand cholesterol and make simple lifestyle changes to improve your health, including:

1) Motivation: learn how to change your mindset to meet your goals and establish healthy habits
2) Diet: enjoy tasty, cholesterol-busting foods and make heart-friendly food swaps
3) Exercise and de-stress: have fun being active and reduce tension and stress
4) Medication: understand your options to make informed decisions about your medicines

You will also find 40 delicious recipes, case studies, and answers to common questions. Packed with
information, tips, and advice, this is the essential, empowering handbook for anyone looking to
make lasting changes to their life and health.
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Penguin Books Australia
9780670077762
Pub Date: 2/1/14
$26.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

168 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

10 in H | 8.5 in W

Superfoods Cookbook
The Facts, the Foods and the Recipes?Feel Great, Get Fit and Lose Weight
Michelle Bridges

Contributor Bio
Michelle Bridges has worked in the health and fitness industry for over 20 years as a professional
trainer and group fitness instructor. She is a trainer on the Australian version of The Biggest Loser,
and the author of the New York Times bestselling Total Body Transformation.

Summary
Get the best out of the food you eat to get the best out of yourself. Michelle Bridges, Australia's
most popular diet and fitness expert, shares her superfoods—the essential ingredients that pack the
healthiest punch. From beans that boost your brainpower to veggies that help prevent disease,
these nutritional big hitters are beneficial additions to everyone's culinary arsenal. Inside you'll
discover: the benefits each superfood provides; information on how they can help you to improve
your state of mind, exercise effectively and lose weight; weekly menu plans and shopping lists. And
with 80 tasty, tantalizing recipes—from awesome breakfasts and elegant evening meals to light
lunches and on-the-go sandwiches—it's easy to incorporate these sensational superfoods into your
diet. Includes dual measures.

Random House UK
9780224101042
Pub Date: 10/1/15
$33.95/£18.00 UK
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

10 in H | 7.2 in W | 1 in T |
1.9 lb Wt

The Cornershop Cookbook
Delicious Recipes From Your Local Shop
Caroline Craig, Sophie Missing

Contributor Bio
Caroline Craig comes from generations of French fruit farmers and wine producers from Provence.
She writes for the Guardian and enjoys food styling and photography. Sophie Missing studied English
at UCL. She worked in publishing at Penguin, where she edited lots of delicious cookbooks, among
other things. She now works as a freelance writer, editor, and occasional food stylist.

Summary
For most people, an amble round a farmers’ market is a luxury, something that belongs in the
hallowed realm of the weekend. On most weeknights we’re more likely to dash to the local
cornershop or convenience store to grab something that’ll pass for dinner. These delicious recipes
show cornershop cooking needn’t mean compromise. From yam to Spam and greens to sardines,
these delicious recipes reveal the wealth of culinary creativity to be unlocked from modest
cornershop offerings. There are dead simple recipes for a quiet night in, like Linguine with Tinned
Crab; vibrant alternative fast food offerings, like Twice-Cooked Aubergine with Vietnamese Sauce;
solutions for weeknight guests, from simple Smoked Salmon Baked Eggs to the larger-scale Fish
Finger Taco party; comfort food, from nourishing Thyme, Chorizo,m and Leek Broth to
down-and-dirty Meatball Sub; and, finally, sweet things like Frostie Florentines. This book will inspire
newfound love for weeknight cornershop shopping and cooking. You will discover overlooked
ingredients and learn new ways with everyday staples. Whatever you...
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Ebury Press
9780091960544
Pub Date: 10/1/15
$18.95/£9.99 UK
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

8.8 in H | 6.5 in W | 13 in T

Ultimate One-Pot Dishes
A Feast of Simple, Delicious One-Pot Wonders for the Whole Year Round
Alan Rosenthal

Contributor Bio
Alan Rosenthal has worked as a chef both abroad and on the London restaurant scene, where he
started selling pots of stew at his local farmers’ market. After an overwhelmingly positive response to
his creations, Alan started compiling a catalog of recipes that became his inspiration for Ultimate
One-Pot Dishes.

Summary
A revised edition of the best-selling Stewed! by Alan Rosenthal, this is a modern twist on the
old-fashioned dish. Ultimate One-Pot Dishes uses imaginative ingredient combinations to let you
create fuss-free, wholesome, and tasty meals for the whole year round, from heart-warming winter
stews to flavorsome summer tagines. Whether you're cooking for the family or making meals for
one, these recipes are both effortless and delicious, and can be easily frozen so you always have a
hearty meal ready to go—and all with very little washing up! Alan Rosenthal offers 80 one-pot recipes
from all over the world, including Chicken and Prawn Jambalaya, Brazilian Black Bean Stew with
Chorizo and Smoked Pork, Catalan Fish Stew, Beef in Barolo, and Persian Lamb and Quince Stew.
Economical, tasty, comforting, and simple to make at home, this fantastic fully-illustrated collection
of recipes will appeal to anyone who wants to create mouth-watering meals with minimal fuss!

Pavilion
9781910496473
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB040000

8.8 in H | 7.4 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Mr Singh's Fabulous Fiery Cookbook
Anglo-Asian Fusion Recipes with Bite
Mr. Singh

Contributor Bio
Mr. Singh’s business started in a garden shed in 1985, using Popa Singh's secret recipe chilli sauce,
and has grown to supply the likes of Harvey Nichols, Selfridges, Ocado, Tesco, Sainsbury’s, over 450
independent retailers, and exported to New York, South Africa, and Ireland.

Summary
Mr Singh's fiery chilli sauces are a true family affair, produced by the Singh family in their East
London home. In this enthusiastic and accessible cookbook, the Singh family shares their knowledge
of incorporating spicy chillies into a family diet. From Mr. Singh’s sweet and sticky chilli chicken to cool
couscous, Granny Singh's paneer or Mamma Singh’s quick dhal, every recipe incorporates one of
their classic sauces in some way and will show you how to create your own version of their fiery
products. This book is sure to become a true family favorite on the cookbook shelf. Includes dual
measures.
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Wilkinson Press
9781925265293
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB114000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Paleo: The Real Food Diet to Reset Your Life
The Real Food Diet to Reset Your Life
Elizabeth Marsh

Contributor Bio
Elizabeth Marsh is the author of Paleo: The Real Food Diet to Reset Your Life.

Summary
The Paleo Diet is a fast growing and research-based approach for reaching optimal health, body
composition goals and a radically improved quality of life. This book provides a clear and impactful
introduction to the Paleo diet and aims to educate and inspire readers to clean out their cupboards
and reset their lives with nourishing, healthful and whole foods based on those consumed prior to
the industrial revolution. The 55 recipes included will provide practical advice and encouragement to
keep readers on track and informed. With increasing rates of modern diseases such as obesity,
heart disease, cancer and hypertension sweeping the world, this is a sustainable, long-term
approach to reaching a lean and healthy body by eating real-food, prescribed by nature. No calorie
counting, diet foods or deprivation. Includes metric measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743366622
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$29.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

9 in H | 8 in W

Venezia
Food & Dreams
Tessa Kiros

Contributor Bio
Tessa Kiros has cooked at London's The Groucho Club and in Sydney, Athens, and Mexico. Her
books include Apples for Jam, Falling Cloudberries, Food from Many Greek Kitchens, and Twelve: A Tuscan
Cook Book.

Summary
Venice is Italy's kingdom of salt and pearls, prosecco and mermaids, bigola and polenta. Tessa
Kiros travels through the city, breathing in its atmosphere and letting its bejeweled past and dark
alleyways fuel her imagination. 100 recipes range from cicchetti to antipasti, from secondi to
contorni, from risotto to dolci. Mingled among the recipes and stunningly beautiful photography are
Tessa's dairy jottings on the life and food of Venezia. Includes dual measures.
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Murdoch Books
9781743364703
Pub Date: 10/1/15
$41.00/$55.95 Can.
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

10 in H | 8.5 in W

Alla Fratelli
How to Eat Italian
Barry McDonald, Terry Durack

Contributor Bio
Barry McDonald is the man behind the Fratelli Fresh household name. His story, his food, and his
recipes will be written up by Terry Durack. What's the style, the voice, the presence—it's Italian with
attitude. It's the magic of Fratelli Fresh, the freshness, the seasonality, the sense that you are in the
moment and of the place. Casual, cheerful, generous, hospitable, a little bit cheeky. And perhaps a
little nostalgic for the good old traditions of Italian food and culture.

Summary
Alla Fratelli has the stories, the ingredients, the recipes, and the secrets behind Sydney's favorite
Italian restaurant, Fratelli Fresh. Each week, Fratelli Fresh feeds between 15-20,000 people across its
Sydney-based food empire. Alla Fratelli is all about seasonal, fresh, heart-warming, delicious eating,
dedicated to flavor and tradition—but it rips up the rule book at the same time, challenging some of
the older Italian traditions and putting meals together that suit the way we live now. This is how we
should all be cooking at home, with fresh, beautiful, simple, generous, messy Mediterranean market
food, shared with children, parents, friends, and neighbors.

Wilkinson Press
9781925265590
Pub Date: 1/1/17
Ship Date: 1/1/17
$14.95/$19.95 Can./£7.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB118000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W

Smoothies and Juices
Fast, Fresh and Natural
Jess Lomas

Contributor Bio
Jess Lomas is the author of Low Sugar and Quit Sugar Quick.

Summary
Whether you prefer juices or smoothies there are plenty of options to satisfy with 100 recipes and
tips to revitalize. From easy ideas to reboot your diet with make-ahead smoothie packs, to
vegetable and fruit combinations to boost your immunity, to exploring raw food energy and how to
introduce it into your life, this book is packed full of tasty ideas to transform how you nurture and
nourish your body. If you’re looking to lose weight, boost your energy, clear your skin, improve your
immunity or multiply your vegetable intake, take inspiration from these recipes. Includes metric
measures.
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Pavilion
9781910904312
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$24.95/$33.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB056000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Taco Loco
Mexican Street Food from Scratch
Jonas Cramby

Contributor Bio
Jonas Cramby is a journalist, food blogger, and restaurant critic. In 2009 he was named Columnist
of the Year by the Swedish Magazine Publishers Association. His other cookbooks include Tex-Mex
from Scratch, Texas BBQ, and The Ultimate Sandwich.

Summary
Recreate your all-time street-food favorites with delicious recipes that are bursting with authenticity.
Jonas Cramby will teach you all the tricks to recreate these mouth-watering dishes at home, from the
best recipes for antojitos (snacks), to dulces (sweets) and bebidas (drinks). Plus, you'll discover how
to make traditional sugar skulls to celebrate Día de los Muertos, the simplest way to make the
ultimate tortillas, and the trendiest tunes to ask a mariachi band to play! And, of course, you will
learn how to make tacos. Lots of tacos. An incredible amount of tacos, the world’s most exciting
street food made easy. Includes dual measures.

Just World Books
9781682570081
Pub Date: 10/25/16
Ship Date: 10/25/16
$29.99/$35.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB093000

10 in H | 8.5 in W

The Gaza Kitchen (2nd Edition)

A Palestinian Culinary Journey
Laila El-Haddad, Maggie Schmitt, Nancy Harmon Jenk...

Contributor Bio
Laila El-Haddad is an award-winning writer, public speaker, and social activist. She is the co-editor of
Gaza Unsilenced (2015) and the author of Gaza Mom: Palestine, Politics, Parenting, and Everything In
Between (2010). Born in Kuwait to Palestinian parents from Gaza, she currently lives in Maryland.
Maggie Schmitt is a writer, researcher, translator, educator, and social activist. Schmitt works in
various media—writing, production, photography, video—exploring the daily practices of ordinary
people as a way of understanding political and social realities in the Mediterranean region. Nancy
Harmon Jenkins is a food writer and journalist with a passionate interest in Mediterranean cultures
and cuisines, sustainable agriculture, and farm-to-market connections.

Summary
This award-winning cookbook shares with readers the little-known but distinctive cuisine of the Gaza
region of Palestine, presenting 130 recipes collected by the authors from Gaza. Cooks will find great,
kitchen-tested recipes for spicy stews, piquant dips, fragrantly flavored fish dishes, and honey-
drenched desserts. They will also be entranced by the hundreds of beautiful photos of Gazan cooks,
farmers, and fresh-produce merchants at work, and by the numerous in-kitchen interviews in which
these women and men tell the stories of their food, their heritage, and their families. Anthony
Bourdain, Claudia Roden, and Yotam Ottolenghi are among the many culinary figures who have
embraced The Gaza Kitchen. This second edition features tantalizing new stories and recipes, a fresh
new design in a beautiful hardbound volume, new photos, and an updated index.
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Pavilion
9781910904527
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

80 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB008000

8 in H | 8 in W

Love Kombucha
Make Your Own Naturally Healthy Drinks
Melanie Millin

Contributor Bio
Love Kombucha is one of the biggest brands selling kombucha in the UK presently. The company
launched in September 2013 and has quickly grown. Company owner Melanie Millin came to
kombucha through suffering from IBS and following a Paleo diet, where kombucha was
recommended to her. After researching the market and feeling 100% better when drinking
kombucha instead of her usual fizzy, sugary drinks, she promptly gave up her job as a head hunter
to launch this company.

Summary
Kombucha is a great natural, healthy and refreshing alternative to sweet carbonated soft drinks,
which is easy and cheap to make at home. Learn how to make it yourself with this fantastic guide.
Kombucha is made by adding a live culture to sweetened green tea. The culture consumes the tea
and sugar and creates naturally sparkling kombucha. Then just add your own fruity flavorings. It
requires just a little time and a suitable glass bottle—it’s as easy as that. Kombucha is loaded with
probiotics, organic acids, active enzymes, amino acids and antioxidants, so it’s super for your gut
health. It can also be used as a mixer with gin or to create your own cocktails or mocktails. With a
step-by-step guide to the process, recipes for different flavors, plus ideas for cocktails and even
some surprising uses you may not have thought of before, this book is essential for all those who
want to try out the exciting new superfood drink that’s great for your health. Includes dual measures.

Summersdale
9781849536790
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$14.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK/€13.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB008000

7 in H | 4.5 in W

Tea
A Miscellany Steeped with Trivia, History and Recipes
Emily Kearns

Contributor Bio
Emily Kearns is a freelance writer and editor. She is the author of Underground, Overground.

Summary
From its beginnings in Asia to its position as a popular global pick-me-up, tea has become the drink
of choice for two billion people every morning! This charming miscellany, packed full of fascinating
facts and practical advice, as well as tasty recipes from spicy chai tea to traditional tea loaf, will
intrigue, inform, and delight lovers of this cheering beverage across the globe.
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Redbook Ediciones
9788499173795
Pub Date: 12/1/16
Ship Date: 12/1/16
$16.99/$19.99 Can./€19.96
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Health & Fitness  /  Diet &
Nutrition
HEA017000
Series: Básicos de la salud

8 in H | 5.3 in W

La combinación de los alimentos
Vicki Peterson, Tim Spong

Contributor Bio
Vicki Peterson is a health and well-being specialist and the author of Strategies of the Champions and
Eat Your Way to Health. Tim Spong is the director of the Hopewood Health Center.

Summary
The effects of diet on health are the object of many important scientific investigations. Most health
professionals recommend reducing the intake of animal fat and increasing that of fruits and
vegetables. Beyond this, the authors aim to underscore the importance of a correct balance of foods,
including between proteins and plant fibers, alkaline and acidic foods, and when to combine fruit.

Redbook Ediciones
9788499173825
Pub Date: 12/1/16
Ship Date: 12/1/16
$17.95/$21.95 Can./€19.96
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Health & Fitness  /  Diet &
Nutrition
HEA017000
Series: Básicos de la salud

8 in H | 5.3 in W

Zumos para una vida sana
Caroline Wheater

Contributor Bio
Caroline Wheater is a nutrition expert and the author of The Juicing Detox Diet.

Summary
An inexhaustible source of health and vitality, fresh fruit and vegetable juices are a hugely rich
source of essential nutrients to detoxify and balance the body. This book offers ways to incorporate
the best fresh juices for your health needs into a daily routine.
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Urim Publications
9789655242522
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$28.95/$34.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

236 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Religion  /  Biblical
Commentary
REL006060

9 in H | 6 in W

From Forbidden Fruit to Milk and Honey
A Commentary on Food in the Torah
Diana Lipton

Contributor Bio
Diana Lipton received a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Oxford and a PhD in Bible at the
University of Cambridge. After almost ten years as Fellow of Newnham College, Cambridge, she
moved to King's College London as a Lecturer and then Reader in Hebrew Bible and Jewish Studies.
She is now an Adjunct Lecturer in Bible at Hebrew University's Rothberg International School. Her
published works include Revisions of the Night: Politics and Promises in the Patriarchal Dreams of Genesis,
Longing for Egypt and Other Unexpected Biblical Tales, and Lamentations Through the Centuries. Diana has
a long history of voluntary work in the Jewish community, and this book emerged from her first
project with Leket Israel. Diana has two sons, Jacob and Jonah, and she lives in Jerusalem with her
husband, Chaim Milikowsky.

Summary
Food retains a place at the heart of Jewish life and culture, which is based around the Torah. In From
Forbidden Fruit to Milk and Honey, Diana Lipton combines these two central aspects of Judaism. Based
on the Leket Israel Food & Torah project, From Forbidden Fruit to Milk and Honey includes short essays
by 52 internationally acclaimed scholars and Jewish educators. Lipton then provides an even more
in-depth commentary and analyzes references to the production, the preparation, and the eating of
food found in the Bible. Examining the significance of food in biblical stories, including hospitality,
social justice, deception, nurture, love, and life and death, From Forbidden Fruit to Milk and Honey
provides unique biblical commentary on food.

Transworld Publishers
9780593074510
Pub Date: 7/1/15
$33.95/£17.99 UK
Hardcover

160 Pages
colour photography
throughout
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB060000

10 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

How To Eat Outside
Fabulous Al Fresco Food for BBQs, Bonfires, Camping and More
Genevieve Taylor

Contributor Bio
Genevieve Taylor is an author and food stylist who splits her time between food writing and creating
beautiful food for photography. She is the author of Marshmallow Magic, A Good Egg, and also STEW!,
SOUP!, and PIES!

Summary
Nothing tastes better than a meal eaten outside. Genevieve Taylor's brilliant new book is packed with
recipes, inspiration, and practical advice for pain-free delicious cooking, eating, and having fun in the
big outdoors, with sections about packing up a picnic, BBQ feasts, wilderness eats, bonfires, and
camp cook outs. Includes metric measures.
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Random House UK
9780224101219
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$24.95/£12.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB061000

8.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Anna Mae's Mac n Cheese
Anna Clark, Tony Solomon

Contributor Bio
Anna Clark and Tony Solomon are addicted to mac ’n’ cheese. They have turned this habit into a
profession. Anna Mae’s Mac n Cheese is the result. Having started in London with just a table, a pot
and a bellyful of chutzpah, Anna Mae’s is now one of the most talked-about boutique street food
brands around. Their food has fed the likes of the NFL, Wholefoods, Twitter, LinkedIn, Virgin and
Nike, and has been shortlisted for the BBC Good Food Awards and the Festival Awards.

Summary
This book is full of pimped up mac 'n' cheese recipes, things to do with leftovers (mac 'n' cheese
fries anyone?) plus tips on how to make the best béchamel sauce, the perfect cheeses to use, as
well as recipes for sides, sauces, drinks and desserts to serve alongside. Featuring recipes for some
of their well-known classics such as the Don Macaroni with bacon and pesto to the chipotle-laced
Spicy Juan; to experimental ideas for the serious Macologist, including Machos, alpine-inspired
Maclette, Mac-Packed Peppers, Mac 'n' Cheese Fries, the ultimate grilled cheese sandwich and more.
Not forgetting the perfect wingmen to accompany your mac, they’ve got pickles, guac, kwik kimchi,
salads and sauces as well as festival cocktails and hangover cures covering all the bases. Includes
metric measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743366585
Pub Date: 9/28/16
Ship Date: 9/28/16
$14.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB061000

8 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

The Little Pasta Cookbook
Murdoch Books

Summary
The Little Pasta Cookbook explores the wonderful world of pasta. Whether it's a comforting lasagna on
a cold winter's night, a quick bowl of tagliatelle pomodoro after work, or a creamy pasta with prawns
to serve up to friends, this little book will show you how to make the most of your time and budget.
More than 80 recipes including features on fresh pasta, pasta shapes and simple tips on how to cook
perfect pasta every time—whatever the shape. Includes dual measures.
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Allen & Unwin
9781760292249
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$19.95/$26.95 Can.
Trade Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB070000

9.5 in H | 6 in W

Cooking for Busy Mums
Fast, Fresh and Family-Friendly Meals
Amanda Voisey

Contributor Bio
Amanda Voisey began her blog, Cooking for Busy Mums, after her first son was born and she
quickly realized that the meals that she and her husband had become accustomed to were a thing of
the past. She holds a Bachelor of Business.

Summary
As a busy new mum, Amanda Voisey was struggling to juggle life and cooking for her family. It
wasn't as if she didn't know how to cook—she'd started her first job in the food industry at 14, and
gone on to own her own cafe—but feeding a baby and a family was a whole new ball game. She
decided to create a Facebook page so that she and other mums in the same position could share
quick dinner ideas. It was so instantly popular it led to a blog. Today, her "Cooking for Busy Mums"
Facebook page has over 615,000 fans, and her website, www.cookingforbusymums.com, has an
average 250,000 page views a month. In this book, Amanda shares her most popular, most
delicious and quickest recipes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner that will make feeding your family a
whole lot easier. Alongside, she includes valuable information on nutrition for kids, how to cope with
fussy eaters, how to save money at the supermarket and great, simple ideas of packing a school
lunch box. Cooking for Busy Mums will show you just why Amanda has such a huge online following,
and will make your busy life just a little bit ...

Head of Zeus
9781781851265
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$29.95/$39.95 Can./£20.00
UK/€27.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB070000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W

The One Pot Cook
150 Recipes for Feeding Family & Friends
Hattie Ellis

Contributor Bio
Hattie Ellis is the author of Honey, Sweetness and Light: The Mysterious History of the Honeybee, and
Tea. She was shortlisted for the Andre Simon food writing awards in 2014 and is the recipient of two
Guild of Food Writers awards.

Summary
It’s time to get back to home cooking and real food. Cooking has become far too complicated.
Award-winning food writer Hattie Ellis thinks it’s time to rekindle our love for the simple One Pot
meal: good food, great flavor, no fuss. Whether you want quick, tasty suppers, or leisurely weekend
feasts, The One Pot Cook has 150 mouthwatering recipes to suit all tastes. These include family
favorites such as Cottage Pie and Hot Pot; treats from distant shores such as Beef Rendang and
Gumbo; and desserts to make the meal complete such as Apple Charlotte and Toffee Banana Tarte
Tatin. So grab a pot, sharpen your knives and get ready to become a One Pot Cook. Includes metric
measures.
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Murdoch Books
9781743364055
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$34.95/$46.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

296 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB070000

10 in H | 7.5 in W

This Could Get Messy
A Guide to Eating. To Drinking. To Doing Both at the Same Time.
James Wirth

Contributor Bio
James Wirth and his business partners in Drink ‘n’ Dine have been reviving Sydney’s pub scene for
the last three years, taking unloved inner city pubs, ripping out the poker machines, and giving the
venues back to the people—complete with good food, good booze, and good times.

Summary
This Could Get Messy tells you everything you need to know about how to have a good time eating
and drinking, cheaply and easily. You can use this book to bash out a steak for the barbecue, to
look up how to make a watermelon bomb for 15 friends this Sunday, or how to turn your fridge into a
meal when you get home at midnight, exhausted. There are recipes for more than 100 dishes and
drinks in chapters including Talking Taco; Group Love (food for garden feasts); Fancy Schmancy
(restaurant-style mains to impress); and Bread or Alive. Fascinating features you won’t find in any
other cookbook include "How to eat a taco," a "World of schnitzels" map, and "50 shades of beige,"
a dude food photo montage. Includes dual measures.

Wilkinson Press
9781925265408
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$16.95/$22.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB074000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in
T | 1.2 lb Wt

Classic Nordic Recipes
Simple, Seasonal Meals the Swedish Way
Berith Ostrom

Contributor Bio
Berith Ostrom is a native of Stockholm, and this is a collection of her family's favorite food.

Summary
Traditional Nordic fare sure has stood the test of time and its simplicity, few ingredients and reliance
on local seasonal produce. There is a lot of interest, as well as research, into what is generally known
as the Nordic Diet. It has been compared to the Mediterranean Diet for its health properties, and
recognized as a healthy diet better suited to a colder, northern climate. Here Swedish native Berith
Ostrom shares the classics and family favorites that she still cooks and loves today. The Number
One rule of a Smörgåsbord is not to try and sample everything at once but to take your time; the
same philosophy applies to the delectable recipes in this book. From mains to drinks, desserts and
fermented favorites, there’s something for everyone and something for all occasions to enjoy.
Includes metric measures.
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Ebury Press
9780091957995
Pub Date: 2/27/14
On Sale Date: 9/23/14
$20.95/$21.99 Can./£10.99
UK
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB109000
Territory: Canada only

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 14 in T

The Complete Slow Cooker Cookbook
Over 200 Delicious Easy Recipes
Cara Hobday

Contributor Bio
Cara Hobday is a food writer, stylist, and chef who has worked in kitchens all over the world and has
contributed to publications such as Waitrose Food Illustrated as well as writing a monthly column for
Ideal Home. She is the author of numerous cookery titles including books on Asian food.

Summary
This must-have guide is an invaluable companion to your slow cooker. From a mid-week supper to a
more elaborate dinner party, The Complete Slow Cooker Cookbook is on-hand with dishes that can be
prepared with little fuss. Containing more than 200 tried-and-tested recipes, Cara shows you how to
make best use of your slow cooker and create a delicious range of nutritious and healthy
dishes—and with minimal preparation time in the morning, you are guaranteed to enjoy a hearty, hot
dinner every evening. Choose from a light and tasty Provençale Pasta Sauce or Seafood Risotto;
rustle up a winter warmer such as Chicken with Bacon, Leeks and Mustard, or a creamy Lamb and
Cauliflower Kashmir Curry; and impress your friends with Slow-roasted Duck and Apples followed by
an indulgent Toffee and Pecan Pudding. You don’t have to spend hours in the kitchen to make a
delicious meal—your slow cooker will do the hard work for you. Filled with quick, tasty, and easy-to-
follow recipe ideas, this is the only slow cooker cookbook you will ever need. The cookbook also
contains guidance on choosing a slow c...

Summersdale
9781849538138
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$9.95/$13.95 Can./£5.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB079000

5.8 in H | 4 in W

Soup
Easy Recipes for Every Occasion
Alex Ray

Contributor Bio
Alex Ray is an enthusiastic amateur chef.

Summary
From refreshing gazpacho to hearty chicken noodle soup and whether you love it as a healthy
option, or for the warm hug it gives you, there’s a world of soup out there! Say goodbye to
ready-made soups and discover how satisfying it is to prepare these easy-to-follow recipes. Includes
metric measures.
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PM Press

9781629632322

Pub Date: 9/1/16

Ship Date: 9/1/16

$14.95/$17.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

History  /  United States

HIS036140

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Other Avenues Are Possible
Legacy of the People?s Food System of the San Francisco Bay Area
Shanta Nimbark Sacharoff

Contributor Bio
Shanta Nimbark Sacharoff migrated from a small village in India to New York, eventually settling in
San Francisco, where she felt at home with the foodcentric and co-op-friendly atmosphere. Shanta
has been involved in the cooperative movement for more than three decades and works at Other
Avenues, a worker-owned food co-op from the “new wave” co-op era of the 1970s. Shanta is a writer
and contributes regularly to India Currents, an award-winning magazine. She also writes for various
newsletters of the Bay Area’s co-op organizations.

Summary
Other Avenues Are Possible offers a vivid account of the dramatic rise and fall of the San Francisco
People's Food System of the 1970s. Weaving new interviews, historical research, and the author’s
personal story as a longstanding co-op member, the book captures the excitement of a growing
radical social movement along with the struggles, heartbreaking defeats, and eventual resurgence of
today's thriving network of Bay Area cooperatives, the greatest concentration of co-ops anywhere in
the country. Integral to the early natural foods movement, with a radical vision of “Food for People,
Not for Profit,” the People’s Food System challenged agribusiness and supermarkets, and quickly
grew into a powerful local network with nationwide influence before flaming out, often in dramatic
fashion. Other Avenues Are Possible documents how food co-ops sprouted from grassroots
organizations with a growing political awareness of global environmental dilapidation and unequal
distribution of healthy foods to proactively serve their local communities. The book explores both the
surviving businesses and...

Penguin Books Australia

9780670074105

Pub Date: 2/1/10

$31.95/$59.95 Can./£14.99

UK

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Health & Healing

CKB026000

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Crunch Time Cookbook
100 Knockout Recipes For Rapid Weight Loss
Michelle Bridges

Contributor Bio
Michelle Bridges has worked in the health and fitness industry for over 20 years as a professional
trainer and group fitness instructor. She is a trainer on the Australian version of The Biggest Loser,
and the author of the New York Times bestselling Total Body Transformation.

Summary
Michelle Bridges, expert trainer from The Biggest Loser and author of the best-selling Crunch Time,
knows that confidence in the kitchen is the key to weight management. In the Crunch Time Cookbook
she arms you with 100 simple, delicious recipes to help you lose the weight and keep it off. But this
is no ordinary cookbook. There's also a 12-week menu plan, practical info on counting calories and
basic nutrition, advice on breaking bad habits, and exercise tips. Take charge of what you eat! Lose
weight! Feel fantastic! Michelle shows you how easy, quick, and cheap it can be to prepare your own
meals, and all her recipes are family friendly. Dig into tasty low-cal versions of old favorites such as
burgers, fish and chips, pizza, and sizzling roast beef. Or try her spicy stir-fries, hearty soups, and
stunning salads. High in nutrition, low in calories, these gorgeous recipes will help you take back
control!
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Penguin Books Australia

9780143568247

Pub Date: 1/1/13

$8.95/$12.95 Can.

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Health & Healing

CKB026000

5.5 in H | 4.5 in W

Michelle Bridges' Australian Calorie Counter
Michelle Bridges

Contributor Bio
Michelle Bridges has worked in the health and fitness industry for more than 20 years as a
professional trainer and group fitness instructor. Her key role in Channel Ten's hit TV show The
Biggest Loser combined with her highly successful online exercise and mindset program, the 12 Week
Body Transformation, has connected her with hundreds of thousands of Australians, making her a
recognized and influential health and fitness personality. Her previous titles include Crunch Time, The
Australian Calorie Counter, The No Excuses Cookbook, Everyday Weight Loss, Your Best Body, Superfoods
Cookbook, and Total Body Transformation.

Summary
Weigh your food. Count the calories. Take control. Michelle Bridges, Australia's most popular fitness
and weight loss expert, knows that information is the key to controlling your diet. That's why she's
put together the Australian Calorie Counter. It gives you everything you need to make the right food
choices for you. This updated edition contains: comprehensive energy information on thousands of
fresh and packaged foods, practical advice for maintaining a healthy weight, and great tips for
breaking bad habits.

Penguin Random House New

Zealand Limited

9781775537847

Pub Date: 9/1/15

$44.95/$60.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

320 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Cooking  /  Health & Healing

CKB026000

9.5 in H | 7.8 in W

Nadia Lim's Fresh Start Cookbook
Nadia Lim

Contributor Bio
Nadia Lim, author of Nadia's Kitchen and Nadia Lim's Good Food Cookbook, and winner of Masterchef NZ
in 2011, trained as a dietician and nutritionist at the University of Otago. She worked for Auckland
District Health Board for a few years before winning MasterChef, after which she has worked for Regal
Salmon and in the kitchen of Simon Gault's restaurant, Euro. Her major project has been the weekly
home-delivery meal service My Food Bag, which she set up with 2012 Businesswoman of the Year
Cecilia Robinson and prominent business leader Theresa Gattung. She writes regularly for the New
Zealand Herald's Bite magazine, and for Food Magazine.

Summary
Nadia Lim's Fresh Start Cookbook is a no-fuss approach to losing weight, getting fit, and feeling your
best. With more than 100 nutrition-packed, calorie-controlled, deliciously satisfying breakfasts,
lunches, dinners, snacks, and treats, Nadia will help you lose weight and keep it off. These everyday,
easy recipes, combined with her simple exercise tips, create a flexible 12-week program for anyone
wanting to shape up and live a healthier life. Enjoy favorite dishes like steak and mushroom pie,
pizza margarita, and lemon coconut slice with a lighter, healthier twist. Recipes cover busy family
weeknights through to entertaining, and can be adapted to the seasons and your tastes. With
Nadia's all-inclusive eating and exercise plan you are set to become the healthiest, happiest, and
most energetic you have ever been. This is more than just a cookbook—it's a recipe for life!
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Penguin Books Australia

9780670076376

Pub Date: 2/1/13

$26.95/$36.95 Can.

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Health & Healing

CKB026000

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W

The No Excuses Cookbook
Michelle Bridges

Contributor Bio
Michelle Bridges has worked in the health and fitness industry for over 20 years as a professional
trainer and group fitness instructor. She is a trainer on the Australian version of The Biggest Loser,
and the author of the New York Times bestselling Total Body Transformation.

Summary
The best way to lose weight is to change what you eat: fresh ingredients, good-quality food, portion
control. With easy-to-follow menu plans and more than 80 delicious, low-calorie recipes for everyday
eating, Michelle Bridges will help you take charge of your weight loss. Michelle's food tastes amazing
and you won't feel hungry between meals, so stop making excuses for not having the body or the
life you want and take control of what you eat. NOW!

Fulcrum Publishing

9781682750018

Pub Date: 10/15/16

Ship Date: 10/15/16

$24.95/$29.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Cooking  /  Beverages

CKB088000

9 in H | 8.5 in W

Absinthe
The Exquisite Elixir
Betina J. Wittels, T.A. Breaux

Contributor Bio
Betina J. Wittels, Ms. Ed. is an absinthe expert and one of the first to formally introduce the
absinthe lore and absinthe antiques to the United States over twenty years ago. Creator of the
website: allthingsabsinthe.com, she is willing to turn over any boulder or slip into any barrio to
uncover a rare spoon or a bottle of vintage absinthe. She has maintained a private practice in
adolescent, marital, and family therapy for four decades. She lives in Tucson, AZ with her black cat
and a white wolf dog. T.A. Breaux is a chemist and one of the leading experts on absinthe’s
chemical makeup. He is the founder of the Societe International d’Absinthe, a rapidly growing
worldwide organization that caters to absinthe connoisseurs.

Summary
Take an intimate look into the contemporary world of absinthe. International in scope, Absinthe: The
Exquisite Elixir is a visually rich journey into an alluring subculture. Filled with color reproductions of
classic and current lithographs, posters, cartoons, as well as photos of antiques, glassware, and
other tools of the absinthe drinker, this new and comprehensive guide explains and illustrates the
history, culture, and mystique of the drink known as the Green Fairy. The authors provide insights
into the controversy and effects of the Green Fairy through the stories of famous connoisseurs,
including Vincent van Gogh, Oscar Wilde, Ernest Hemingway, and Pablo Picasso. In addition to a rich
history, this detailed new guide includes recipes, reviews of existing Absinthe brands, and absinthe’s
contemporary culture and ritual. Confirmed absinthe drinkers, neophytes, the curious, and collectors
will all find this book equally intriguing and seductive.
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Murdoch Books

9781743362969

Pub Date: 9/28/16

Ship Date: 9/28/16

$37.95/$50.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Individual Chefs

& Restaurants

CKB115000

10.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Cornersmith
Recipes from the Café and Picklery
Alex Elliott-Howery, James Grant

Contributor Bio
Alex Elliot-Howery and James Grant are the husband and wife team behind Cornersmith. Together
they head a team that includes chefs, cheesemakers, picklers and preservers.

Summary
With seasonal photography spanning an entire year, Cornersmith serves up the recipes and
methodologies used in the creation of the food that draws visitors from all over the world to the
Cornersmith cafe in Sydney. The food of Cornersmith captures the zeitgeist for wholesome local
food, designed to share and respecting the environment. Awarded best cafe in Sydney, Cornersmith
is one of the most cutting edge food venues around, and has been likened to Ottolenghi. It is
renowned for its pickles, chutneys, jams and homemade cheeses; its salads and platters; and its
barter system that encourages visitors to trade produce from their own back gardens. The book
invites you to try your hand at preserving fruit and vegetables when they are at the height of their
ripeness, to consider the seasons and to reduce food wastage. Includes dual measures.

Ediciones Lea

9789877183177

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$5.95/$6.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

72 Pages

Carton Qty: 1500

Cooking  /  Methods

CKB060000

6.5 in H | 6.8 in W

La cocina con disco de arado
Eduardo Casalins

Contributor Bio
Eduardo Casalins is an Argentinean journalist specialized in gastronomy, nutrition, and health. He is
the author of numerous books on these topics.

Summary
The disco arado is a marvelous cooking utensil: an Argentinean invention with countless applications
in global cuisines for outdoor cooking.
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Summersdale

9781849537377

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$15.95/$21.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

7 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

A Literary Feast
Recipes Inspired by Novels, Poems and Plays
Jennifer Barclay

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Barclay has contributed to Wanderlust online, Skyscanner, The Guardian, CNNGo.com, Blue
Wings, The Globe and Mail and The Toronto Star, appearing on BBC Radio, Talk Radio Europe,
Australian national radio and Korean television.

Summary
"One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined well." —Virginia Woolf, A Room of One’s
Own

Prepare your senses for a feast of delicious food scenes in literature accompanied with recipes to
bring them to life in your very own kitchen, including Turkish delight Edmund wouldn’t be able to
resist, roast goose the Cratchits would be proud of and cucumber sandwiches Algernon would be
loath to share. This book is perfect for anyone who enjoys spending their days with a book in one
hand and a saucepan in the other. Includes metric measures.

Wienand Verlag

9783868323160

Pub Date: 9/1/16

Ship Date: 9/1/16

$29.95/$35.95 Can./€19.80

EU

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

168 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB072000

11.8 in H | 9 in W

Azerbaijan
Cooking and Culture
Barbara Lutterbeck

Contributor Bio
Barbara Lutterbeck worked for 17 years as a freelance photographer in Cologne. She specialized on
still life, food and lifestyle and took pictures for 30 cookbooks.

Summary
Azerbaijan, the ‘land of fire’, is full of infinite beauty and treasures; moreover it offers a wide variety
of cultural attractions. As part of the South Caucasus, the country lies between the Mountains and
Asia Minor and the Black and Caspian Seas. Just as diverse as the landscape is Azerbaijani cuisine:
hearty lamb dishes, sticky sweet baklava, and the sheer never-ending world of oriental spices are
just asking to be cooked. The atmospheric images by the Cologne photographer Barbara Lutterbeck,
who captured the heart and soul of the country on her travels, tempt the reader on a tour of
discovery as much as her enticing recipes do.
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Lectio Ediciones

9788416012572

Pub Date: 2/1/17

Ship Date: 2/1/17

$22.95/$27.95 Can./€33.13

EU

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Cooking  /  Specific

Ingredients

CKB085000

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W

El gran libro de las legumbres
Anna Garcia

Contributor Bio
Anna Garcia is an editor and writer. She has written numerous books on cooking such as Tecnicas de
cocina sana. She has also collaborated on several works, including Pica-pica and Sucs verds.

Summary
El gran libro de las legumbres includes over 200 recipes for legume lovers. This essential book is
divided into seven chapters (lentils, chickpeas, white and green beans, peas and other legumes). In
addition, it explains the history, benefits, conservation and how to cook this delicious food.

Allen & Unwin

9781877505683

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$34.95/$46.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Gather
Fresh, Tasty Recipes for Sharing
Tim Read

Contributor Bio
Tim Read won MasterChef NZ 2015 and is building a new career in cooking, having previously worked
as a physiotherapist.

Summary
This warm, stylish cookbook is full of great on-trend recipes that suit today's lifestyle of relaxed
eating using fresh seasonal produce. Tim Read, the latest MasterChef NZ winner, delivers excellent
recipes with an emphasis on generosity, freshness, and ease of preparation. Perfect for family meals
or sharing with friends, this is modern New Zealand cooking at its best. Tim loves using fresh food,
gathering vegetables from the garden, catching fish from the sea, and also venturing into the wilds
for hunt for his own meat. His philosophy of cooking is to always use the freshest of ingredients.
He's also a huge fan of gathering together family and friends and sharing good food, and this is
reflected in his easy, relaxed recipes that anyone can enjoy.
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Wilkinson Press

9781925265071

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$14.95/$19.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Health & Fitness  /  Women's

Health

HEA024000

9.3 in H | 6.8 in W

Healthy Skin Diet
Lisa Guy

Contributor Bio
Lisa Guy is a naturopath, author, and foodie, with more than 10 years of clinical experience.

Summary
The health of our skin, which provides an informative measure of the health of our inner selves, is
underappreciated. What may first be revealed as dryness, itching, eczema, psoriasis, acne, or what
we commonly dismiss as merely age-related wear-and-tear, are often manifestations of underlying
or systemic health issues, dietary problems, and nutrient deficiencies. Healthy Skin Diet shows you
how eating a diet rich in skin-nourishing foods is the best way to improve the health of your skin and
to protect it from environmental stressors that cause damage to skin cells and accelerate aging. It is
a treasure chest of information you can use to promote beautiful, radiant skin by making the right
food choices replete with "super-skin foods" and complexion-boosting nutrients.

Chicago Review Press

9781613731840

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$17.99/$23.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 1

Cooking  /  Essays &

Narratives

CKB030000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W

Hot Sauce Nation
America's Burning Obsession
Denver Nicks

Contributor Bio
Denver Nicks is a regular contributor to Time and National Geographic Traveler and a graduate of the
Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism. He is the author of Private: Bradley Manning,
WikiLeaks, and the Biggest Exposure of Official Secrets in American History, and his work has also
appeared in Money, Newsweek, the Nation, the Daily Beast, and elsewhere. A native of Tulsa,
Oklahoma, he lives in New Orleans and Washington, DC.

Summary
Hot Sauce Nation is a journey of discovery, delving into history, culture, immigration patterns, and the
science of spice and pain. Through the stories of hot sauce makers and lovers, it explores the
unique hold the dark prince of condiments has over the American heart.
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Penguin Books Australia

9781921384257

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$26.95/$35.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Seasonal

CKB077000

10.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Maggie Beer's Autumn Harvest Recipes
Maggie Beer

Contributor Bio
Maggie Beer appears as a guest chef on Australia's MasterChef and has an export kitchen, which
produces a wide range of pantry items for domestic and international markets. Her previous
cookbooks include Maggie's Harvest and Maggie's Table.

Summary
These recipes highlight Maggie's philosophy of using the freshest and best seasonal produce
available in the Barossa Valley, South Australia, and treating it simply, allowing the natural flavors to
speak for themselves. Describing herself as a "country cook," Maggie is passionate about instilling
confidence in others—to use recipes as a starting point, and be guided by instinct and personal
taste. This book is essential for anyone with an appreciation of the pleasures of sourcing, cooking,
and sharing seasonal food. Recipes include Fig and Gorgonzola Tart; Avocado, Ginger and Roasted
Almonds with Pasta and Fresh Coriander; Baked Olives; and Seared Tuna with Persimmon and
Fennal Salad. Includes metric measures.

Editorial Primerapersona

9788495923288

Pub Date: 12/1/16

Ship Date: 12/1/16

$19.95/$23.95 Can./€26.13

EU

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

104 Pages

Carton Qty: 45

Cooking  /  Reference

CKB071000

Series: Cuadernos para el

Recuerdo

8.3 in H | 5.3 in W

Mis Gastronotas
Cecilia Monllor

Contributor Bio
Cecilia Monllor studied journalism at the University of Navarra and until recently, managed many
bookstores in northern Spain.

Summary
Events written down stay with us longer. That is the mission of the notebook you hold in your hands;
an exceptional creative team has designed this object just for you. No two will be alike, because
you’ll fill yours with your unique observations and passions.
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Wilkinson Press

9781925265583

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$14.95/$19.95 Can./£7.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Body, Mind & Spirit  / 

Mindfulness & Meditation

OCC010000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W

Natural Healing: Quiet & Calm
Helene Finizio, Kusal Goonewardena

Contributor Bio
Helene Finizio operates a private practice in executive life coaching. She specializes in meditation
and positive psychology. Kusal Goonewardena is an elite athlete sports physiotherapist.

Summary
Life is what you make of it, and it is in our power to create the life we would most love to live. In this
book, Helene Finizio and Kusal Goonewardena reveal how a positive attitude is our own
responsibility, and can be a gift that we give to ourselves. Knowing that this is in our own hands, we
can select the processes we want and need to turn our lives into something healthy, happy, and
joyful each and every day. With a selection of meditation guides, recipes to nourish your body and
soul, and tips for goal setting and success, this book will help you to make the choice to improve the
quality of your health and life. You have the power to create your best day, every day.

Penguin Books Australia

9780670078479

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$26.95/$35.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Health & Fitness  /  Healthy

Living

HEA010000

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Powerful Living
Mindset + Exercise + Recipes
Michelle Bridges

Contributor Bio
Michelle Bridges has worked in the health and fitness industry for more than 20 years as a
professional trainer and group fitness instructor. She is a trainer on the Australian version of The
Biggest Loser, and the author of the New York Times bestselling Total Body Transformation.

Summary
This book is about YOU! It will be your roadmap to getting where you want to be, taking control and getting
back your self-belief. Let's reignite your inner ass-kicker! This time, it's personal. Power up! When you
choose to change, Michelle Bridges gives you the power to get you to where you want to go. This
book includes more than 60 recipes and countless food ideas, organized by calorie count so you can
create a menu that works for you; 18 exercises and 10 highly effective workouts you can do virtually
anywhere; and advice on how to switch your brain to "I can do it" with 40 practical mindset drills. A
pull-out 10x30 inch poster outlines a workout on each side. Change your life—your way. Includes
dual measures.
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Wilkinson Press

9781925265378

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$16.95/$22.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in

T | 1.2 lb Wt

Real Food Kids
Jess Lomas

Contributor Bio
Jess Lomas is the author of Low Sugar and Quit Sugar Quick.

Summary
When you remove packaged and processed food from your family’s diet, what do you replace it with?
What do you fill your child’s school lunch box with? What do you serve for breakfast to give them the
best start to the day? In Real Food Kids you’ll discover simple yet crowd-pleasing ideas to give each
meal of the day the Real Food spin, packing your child’s plate with nutritious, wholesome food to
help them grow. From breakfast to drinks, treats and even a garden-themed party, Real Food Kids is
a handy kitchen-companion to help make life tasty and healthy. Includes metric measures.

Pan Macmillan

9780752266138

Pub Date: 12/1/16

Ship Date: 12/1/16

$20.95

Hardcover

352 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

9 in H | 6 in W

The Edible City
A Year of Urban Foraging
John Rensten

Contributor Bio
John Rensten has worked as a photographer and run a restaurant. He runs foraging walks
throughout the year through his company Forage London.

Summary
A beautifully illustrated guide to making use of the wild ingredients that surround us in the city. As
we walk through the city with our headphones in or eyes glued to screens it's easy to forget that we
are surrounded by wonderful produce. Our parks, canals, gardens, and wild spaces are crammed full
of delicious, nutrient rich plants; all we need to know is how to find them. In The Edible City, Urban
Forager John Rensten gives us the tools to identify, find, and cook delicious food from the bounty
that surrounds us. This account of a year of urban foraging is perfect for the armchair naturalist, or
home cook looking for exciting new ingredients.
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Wilkinson Press

9781925265514

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$12.95/$17.95 Can./£6.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Games  /  Activity Books

GAM019000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W

The Foodie's Colouring Book
Delicious Adventures in the Culinary World
Alicia Freile, Jess Lomas

Contributor Bio
Alicia Freile is the author of E-Reader Digest and the illustrator of Reflections: A Knitting Journal and
The Little Pink Book. Jess Lomas is an author and editor. Her previous titles include Diabetes Recipes,
Low Sugar – Collected Edition, Sugar Detox and Real Food Treats.

Summary
Everyone knows a foodie or is one themselves. Foodies love good food, engaging company, and
sharing the tastes and flavors of a well cooked dish. In The Foodie’s Colouring Book, foodies can
rejoice and relax as they color in a variety of food themed images, take the foodie quiz, laugh at
the foodie alphabet, and join the adult coloring book craze sweeping the world. For mindfulness or
just for fun, this book also includes a bonus cookbook section with sweet recipes to cook at home.
Color, cook, create!

Summersdale

9781849537599

Pub Date: 9/28/16

Ship Date: 9/28/16

$9.95/$13.95 Can./£5.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Vegetarian

CKB086000

Series: The Little Book of

6 in H | 4 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

The Little Book of Veganism
Elanor Clarke

Contributor Bio
Elanor Clarke is the author of Jibber Jabber & Giffle Gaffle and WTF.

Summary
There are plenty of reasons to embrace veganism—for environmental, ethical or health reasons, and
many more. This easy-to-digest guide, packed with practical tips on vegan living, from food and
drink to clothes and hopping, will inspire you to enjoy all that’s best about an ethical and animal-
product-free lifestyle.
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The History Press

9780750968225

Pub Date: 12/1/16

Ship Date: 12/1/16

$27.95/$37.95 Can./£14.99

UK

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  History

CKB041000

8.3 in H | 6.3 in W

The Ration Book Diet
Carol Harris, Mike Brown, C. J. Jackson

Contributor Bio
Mike Brown and Carol Harris are experts on the Second World War Home Front and co-authors of
The Wartime House. C.J. Jackson is a freelance food consultant, writer, and cook. She has written for
BBC Good Food magazine and is the author of The Times Food for Feasts and Festivals.

Summary
Rationing was a vital part of fighting the Second World War on the home front. The Ministry of Food
enlisted the cartoon characters Potato Pete and Doctor Carrot to promote the benefits of fresh fruit,
vegetables, and cereals and helped families to make the most of meat, fat, sugar, and dairy
products. As a result, the health of the nation soared. This book uses the wartime diet as a model to
reproduce delicious healthy recipes for today.

Keep It Simple Books

9780991596331

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$16.95/$23.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 26

Cooking  /  Vegetarian

CKB086000

11 in H | 8.5 in W

The Zen Monastery Cookbook
Recipes and Stories from a Zen Kitchen
Cheri Huber

Contributor Bio
Cheri Huber is the founder of the Zen Monastery Peace Center in Murphys, California. She is the
author of 22 books, among them the widely read There Is Nothing Wrong with You, The Fear Book, The
Depression Book, and Transform Your Life. She lives in Murphys, California.

Summary
Admirers of Cheri Huber’s books will enjoy seeing Zen practice through the eyes of the monks under
her guidance. The same simplicity and clarity for which her teaching is known shines through the
stories written by the monks. The many low-fat vegetarian recipes are organized in standard
cookbook format: Main Dishes, Soups, Breads, Desserts, etc. There are many special features
including items such as tips and suggestions for low fat cooking, how to cook whole grains, and
cooking with tofu.
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Lectura Colaborativa

9789874578754

Pub Date: 3/1/17

Ship Date: 3/1/17

$25.95/$30.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 55

Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes

CKB014000

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W

Tortas vintage
Davi De Trivi

Contributor Bio
Davi de Trivi is one of the pioneers for cake decorating in South America. She spent over 40 years
teaching the art of sugar craft in Argentina and the United States.

Summary
Tortas vintage is a book dedicated to those who want to create spectacular cakes to entertain guests.
With step-by-step instructions, legendary sugar craft artist Davi de Trivi explains each project in great
detail. In addition, this book offers tips and secrets of the trade of Mrs. de Trivi. Themes include
wedding cakes, baby showers, birthdays, elegant parties and many others.

National Trust

9781909881839

Pub Date: 2/1/17

Ship Date: 2/1/17

$29.95/$39.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Cooking  /  Vegetarian

CKB086000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W

Veggie Comfort Food
Healthy, Delicious and Comforting Homecooked Foods
Josie Ashby

Contributor Bio
Josie Ashby is a nutritional therapist who runs healthy eating and cooking weekends.

Summary
Whether you are vegetarian or just looking for some alternatives to meat in your diet, this book will
inspire you to branch out in the kitchen. There are plenty of ideas, such as small plates like
Mushroom and Tofu Chinese Pancakes or Sweet Potato Bubble and Squeak; comforting bowls of
soup such as Lentil and Coconut Soup or Sweetcorn Chowder; hearty main courses like Courgette,
Fennel, Potato and Feta gratin, Red Dragon Pie, Polenta Pizza or a Creamy Cannellini Bean ‘Dhal’.
You can also indulge in delicious desserts such as Chocolate and Cashew Pudding or Zingy Fruit
Lollies. The recipes have options for vegan or gluten-free versions, so you can adapt to suit. Vegan
recipes such as Celeriac and Pumpkin Seed Salad with Almond Mayonnaise and Blueberry Tart with
Nut Crust are full of flavor. The meals are packed with filling nuts and grains, as well as superfoods
such as blueberries and goji berries. Includes dual measures.
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Council Oak Books

9781571783332

Pub Date: 9/1/16

Ship Date: 9/1/16

$19.95/$23.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

64 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Cooking  /  Individual Chefs

& Restaurants

CKB115000

Series: Arts & Eats

6.8 in H | 6.5 in W

Arts & Eats: Wine Country
A Collaboration Between California Wine Country Restaurants and Artists
Creative Rescue

Contributor Bio
Susan Kay and Teri Hauswirth founded Creative Rescue in 2011, whose mission is to utilize
non-profit arts organizations to create products, with the proceeds of their sales benefiting animal
rescue groups. The Bay Area provides numerous shelters and rescue groups that make animal
adoption easily accessible. While some are well funded, others operate on shoestring budgets and
struggle month to month to sustain the animals in foster situations.

Summary
Arts & Eats: Wine Country pairs original artwork from local nonprofit artist agencies with recipes from
renowned restaurants in the California Wine Country. A uniquely formatted cookbook that celebrates
the connection between culinary and visual arts, Arts & Eats: Wine Country is a collaboration between a
number of acclaimed restaurants in the Wine Country of Napa & Sonoma and local "outsider" artists.
A lively mix of inventive new dishes and familiar classics, the recipes come from some of the Wine
Country's most beloved restaurants and bars. Printed and bound in San Francisco, the cookbook
stands up in an easy-to-use easel format for viewing artwork on one side and the recipe on the
other.

Penguin Books Australia

9781921384479

Pub Date: 12/1/15

$39.95/$53.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

11 in H | 8.5 in W

Cumulus Inc.
Andrew McConnell

Contributor Bio
Andrew McConnell is executive chef and co-owner of Cumulus Inc., a Melbourme eating house and
bar. He is also executive chef of Cutler & Co. Dining Room & Bar, which was named best new
restaurant by The Age Good Food Guide and Australian Gourmet Traveller's restaurant of the year in
2010. His previous restaurants include Three, One, Two, Mrs Jones, and diningroom 211; he has
also worked at numerous other restaurants in Melbourne, London, Hong Kong, and Shanghai.
Andrew McConnell has twice been honored as chef of the year by The Age Good Food Guide.

Summary
Cumulus Inc. holds a firm place in our hearts—with its open kitchen, industrial architectural
elements, and light streaming in through the bank of windows, it is somewhere to gather, talk, and
eat at any time of day. And the food fits like a glove, starting with the perfect breakfast and ending
with a late-night charcuterie plate. Based around the ebb and flow of a day at Cumulus, Andrew
McConnell's first book gathers his recipes for the signature dishes that keep people coming back for
more. This is food for the way we eat now. Includes metric measures.
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Murdoch Books

9781742669939

Pub Date: 11/1/13

$28.95/$39.95 Can.

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Individual Chefs

& Restaurants

CKB115000

10 in H | 8.5 in W

Dish It Up
Healthy Food You'll Love to Share
Hayden Quinn

Contributor Bio
Hayden Quinn is a lover of food, travel, culture, and all things outdoors. It was his passion for travel
and experiencing new food and cultures that led him to apply for the series three of MasterChef
Australia.

Summary
MasterChef Australia star Hayden Quinn returns to the kitchen to give you fresh, healthy food that is
easy to prepare and share. Hayden's beach-living-inspired kitchen repertoire is packed with punchy
flavors from around the globe. Think energy-packed breakfasts and post-surfing power foods, travel-
inspired street food, backyard feasts, and special occasion meals to share with family and friends.
His recipes are easy to navigate and come complete with helpful hints on cooking techniques and
the best places to source key ingredients. Hayden's enthusiasm for good food and his easy-going
cooking style make this the perfect recipe book for cooks who aspire to fresh, healthy, mouth-
watering food that's guaranteed to make you smile!

Transworld Publishers

9780593070871

Pub Date: 7/1/15

$33.95/£17.99 UK

Hardcover

192 Pages

Fully illustrated throughout

Carton Qty: 16

Cooking

CKB000000

10 in H | 8 in W | 20 in T

Feelgood Family Food
Healthy Mealtimes Made Easy
Dean Edwards

Contributor Bio
Dean Edwards has a love of food that was inspired by his father, who cooked beautifully but was a
tradesman by profession. Although he became a digger driver himself, Dean always cooked for the
love of it, and in 2005 was persuaded by his friends and family to enter Masterchef. He went all the
way to the final but was pipped at the post—prompting thousands of viewers to flood the BBC's
switchboard with complaints that he should have won. Following a stint at the Michelin-starred
Midsummer House in Cambridge, Dean worked on various television programs, including Take on the
Takeaway, This Morning, and Saturday Cookbook. He is currently the resident chef on ITV's Lorraine.

Summary
Dean Edwards’ fail-safe recipes and down-to-earth style have made him a firm favorite with the
millions of viewers who watch him cooking up a storm every week on ITV’s Lorraine. As a busy
working dad, he’s all too familiar with the never-ending challenge of getting wholesome, tasty,
fuss-free meals on the table—the hectic demands of family life mean our wells of inspiration can
often run dry! But now Dean’s here to help us shake things up and get mealtimes back on track with
his new collection of nourishing everyday recipes that the whole family will enjoy. Whether you’re
searching for a quick breakfast idea for when you’re late for the school, a one-pot dinner to save on
the washing-up, or even a guilt-free version of the family’s favorite fast-food, here you'll find
easy-to-follow recipes, using simple-to-find ingredients. The results are so delicious you’ll forget
they’re good for you, too. Try a warming one-pot winner like Chicken and Sweet Potato Tagine, a
twist on a family favorite like Caribbean Cottage Pie, or a melt-in-your-mouth treat like Raspberry
Cheesecake Pots. Feel-go...
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Wilkinson Press

9781925265286

Pub Date: 12/1/15

$16.95/$22.95 Can./£8.99

UK

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Home Cook Heroes
Gina Miltiadou

Contributor Bio
Gina Miltiadou is the publisher and co-founder of Easy Food magazine, Ireland's number one food
magazine. Launched in 2003, Easy Food is the original budget cooking magazine, providing quick
and easy recipe ideas for budget conscious, time poor, and nutritionally aware home cooks.

Summary
The Easy Food Home Cook Hero Awards is a national cookery competition in Ireland, with home
cooks across the country submitting their best-loved recipes and preparing them for a panel of
judges. This cookbook is a result of the 4th annual competition, a year that saw a record number of
entries as the Easy Food team sifted through thousands of entries. From young cooks who found the
perfect after school snack to grandparents sharing meals they’ve prepared for their families for
years, you’ll be in awe at the range of recipe ideas in the pages of Home Cook Hero. With stunning
photography throughout, this is an advertising-free kitchen companion for the home cook hero in all
of us.

Penguin Random House New

Zealand Limited

9781775538387

Pub Date: 11/1/15

$49.99/$67.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Cooking

CKB000000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W

Homemade Happiness
Chelsea Winter

Contributor Bio
Chelsea Winter is author of two bestselling cookbooks, Everyday Delicious and At My Table. She is
passionate about creating straight-forward, home-style recipes that are simple to prepare, yet look
great and taste fantastic. Chelsea was the winner of MasterChef New Zealand's third season.

Summary
Join Chelsea as she shares the recipes she loves to cook for family and friends. In this much
anticipated follow-up to her bestselling books Everyday Delicious and At My Table, there's a recipe to
suit every occasion, from speedy weeknight dinners to special celebrations, irresistible baking,
soul-warming desserts, and tasty lunchbox treats to tempt even the fussiest eater. As Chelsea says,
home-cooked food makes the world a better place, and with this scrumptious collection of recipes
you're promised plenty of good times cooking for those you love. Homemade Happiness is all about
taking the time to make and share honest-to-goodness food. There's no fancy, hard-to-find
ingredients or complicated cooking techniques—just a vast array of delicious recipes designed to
make you a legend in your own kitchen.
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Blink Publishing

9781910536612

Pub Date: 12/1/15

$23.95/$32.95 Can./£14.99

UK

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Love Food
How to Eat Well, Enjoy Life and Stay Slim
Josie Gibson

Contributor Bio
Josie Gibson won Big Brother UK in 2010 and has been in the public eye ever since! Struggling with
her weight (going from a size 20 to a size 8), Josie has tried numerous diets and spoken to several
"specialists", and thus knows first-hand the highs and lows that go with trying to change your life. A
qualified nutritionist, Josie has launched her own program "Slimmables" and has a growing following.

Summary
In this wonderful new cookbook, celebrity nutritionist and personal trainer Josie Gibson debunks the
myths about healthy living being time-consuming and dull. With over 85 mouth-watering recipes, the
Celebrity Big Brother winner shows that you can lead a healthy and happy lifestyle without sourcing
products from a variety of specialist stores or spending time creating masterpieces in the kitchen.
Instead Josie introduces 21 amazing breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert recipes which maintain
not only a balanced and rewarding diet, but will see you lose excess weight and keep it that way.
We've all complained about feeling low, tired, and sluggish, but rarely do we think about how our diet
might affect our moods. In this brilliant and original new cookbook, Josie shows that eating the right
foods at the right times can lead to a happy, healthy, and fulfilling lifestyle. With quick and simple
recipes and useful tips, Josie's fantastic new cookbook is an accessible and realistic plan of action for
a healthier, happier you!

Summersdale

9781849535694

Pub Date: 6/1/15

$13.95/$18.95 Can./£8.99

UK

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

8 in H | 6 in W

Never Mind the Sprouts
Simple and Easy Food That All the Family Will Enjoy...Especially Fussy Eaters
Alastair Williams, Claire Plimmer

Contributor Bio
Alastair Williams is the author of The Bachelor's Grub Guide. Claire Plimmer has worked in the
publishing industry for 25 years.

Summary
Do you struggle to get the little ones in your family to eat anything of nutritional value, or to even so
much as sniff at a green vegetable? Mealtimes can often feel like a battle of wills when there are
fussy eaters to cater to. This handy cookbook, packed with mouth-watering, quick and easy-to-
execute, nutritious recipes is your one-stop guide to introducing new flavors to a developing palate.
With tips on how to encourage your child to try different things and helpful advice on how to turn
fussy eaters into food lovers, happy mealtimes and satisfied smiles are guaranteed! Recipes include
simple soups and quick snacks, as well as hearty meals for all the family, including old favorites and
exciting new dishes to tickle the taste buds. Includes metric measures.
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Murdoch Books

9781743366196

Pub Date: 10/1/15

$32.95/$44.95 Can.

Hardcover

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking

CKB000000

10 in H | 7.5 in W

Special Delivery
Favourite Foods to Make & Take
Annabel Crabb, Wendy Sharpe

Contributor Bio
Annabel Crabb is one of Australia's most popular journalists. She is the ABC's chief online political
writer, writes a column with Fairfax, is the author of the bestselling book The Wife Drought, and is a
sought-after speaker and presenter. As host of the ABC's enormously popular series, Kitchen Cabinet,
Annabel has broken bread with Australia's most influential political leaders and shared her
magnificent desserts in kitchens around the country.

Summary
Political writer, commentator, master baker, and general dessert enthusiast Annabel Crabb has
hosted many a dinner party. As the presenter of the ABC's popular series, Kitchen Cabinet, Annabel
has dined with Australia's most influential leaders and served her magnificent desserts in kitchens
around the country. This book is a collection of Annabel's favorite recipes from Kitchen Cabinet and
beyond. Written with Annabel's characteristic humor and warmth, Special Delivery includes more than
90 recipes to make and take to the homes of those you care for. Included are recipes for salads,
savories, biscuits, cakes, tarts, and of course a swag of delicious desserts artfully styled with a
vigorous dollop of double cream. Each recipe has been tried and tested by Annabel, along with
childhood friend and recipe guru Wendy Sharpe. With step-by-step instructions to prepare and
transport these mouth-watering creations, Special Delivery will help you to create fabulous food that
travels.

Murdoch Books

9781743365793

Pub Date: 10/1/15

$39.95/$53.95 Can.

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  Seasonal

CKB077000

10 in H | 8 in W

Summer on Fat Pig Farm
Matthew Evans

Contributor Bio
Matthew Evans is a former chef and food critic who is now a Tasmanian smallholder, food writer and
food activist. He is the star of the long-running Australian TV show The Gourmet Farmer series, the
author of Real Food Companion and the coauthor of The Gourmet Farmer Deli Book and The Gourmet
Farmer Goes Fishing.

Summary
Welcome to Summer on Fat Pig Farm, where the garden prospers, the berries ripen and the aroma of
fresh herbs lingers in the air. Summer is the season of surplus, a time when the sun is high and the
cooking is easy. Dig into indulgent waffles with salty butterscotch pears. Enjoy a rustic farm meal of
cider chicken or zucchini and buffalo mozzarella lasagne, while sipping white peach and mint sangria.
Finish with vanilla-poached nectarines or raspberry cake drizzled with elderflower syrup. Includes dual
measures.
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WorldRider Publishing & Press

9780989441810

Pub Date: 6/3/14

Ship Date: 6/3/14

$39.00/$45.00 Can.

Discount Code: SPT

Hardcover

280 Pages

Carton Qty: 12

Travel  /  Special Interest

TRV001000

10.5 in W | 9.3 in H | 3.1 lb

Wt

Forks
A Quest for Culture, Cuisine, and Connection. Three Years. Five Continents. One Motorcycle.
Allan Karl

Contributor Bio
Allan Karl has never been able to sit still. With an insatiable passion or travel, culture, people, and
food, he has explored more than 60 countries, photographing, writing, and blogging about them
along the way.

Allan is an author, photographer, marketing entrepreneur, professional keynote speaker, and
committed adventurer. He is also principal of WorldRider Productions where he focuses on speaking,
publishing, coaching, and creating content that brings to life his stories and experiences around the
world—demonstrating again and again how the discoveries he has made and the lessons learned can
help all of us lead more rewarding lives.

Summary
Why would someone sell nearly everything he owns, then pack up and travel for three years—
alone—on a motorcycle? One day Allan Karl woke up to discover that he was unemployed and his
marriage had ended in divorce.

Allan looked at these forks in the road of his life as an opportunity to both follow a life-long dream
and pursue his passions. He hopped on his motorcycle and traveled around the world. After three
years and 62,000 miles of riding, through 35 countries on 5 continents, he returned home only to
set out on another journey—to share the truths he'd uncovered and the lessons learned during his
adventure around the world.

Between these pages, Allan shares the discoveries, cultures, and connections he made on this global
adventure. Through stories, color photos, and the flavors of real local food, FORKS brings his
adventure to life and the world to your table: the kindness of strangers, the beauty of humanity, the
colors of culture, and the powerful gift of human connection.

FORKS brings the world to your table: An around-the-world adventure story. A colorful photo book
with more th...

Murdoch Books

9781743360712

Pub Date: 10/1/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$45.00/$54.00 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 12

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB001000

9 in W | 11.5 in H | 3.7 lb Wt

Colour of Maroc
A Celebration of Food & Life
Rob Palmer, Sophie Palmer

Contributor Bio
Rob Palmer shoots a range of work for lifestyle, food, and advertising clients. Sophia Palmer's
marketing and communications career has taken her across the world over the past 12 years,
working as an account director for big advertising agencies to marketing director of some top luxury
brands.

Summary
A sumptuous collection of delicious Moroccan recipes, both traditional and contemporary,
interwoven with stories and anecdotes inspired by people, food, and travel experiences

Unveil Moroccan cuisine, both traditional and contemporary, that is brimming with flavor.
Photographer Rob Palmer and his wife Sophia venture to the heart of Morocco to rediscover Sophia's
rich heritage of food and people. Their passion for Morocco is a delight to share as they are guided
by Sophia's friends and family through overflowing cities and remote dusty villages, exploring this
country of vitality and contrasts. Through their eyes, Morocco dazzles with life and color, and offers
up an inspiring collection of more than 70 recipes bursting with flavor, from rich Berber tagines,
Arabic-influenced b'silla, and couscous from the Ottoman Turks, to today's urban "Nouveau
Marocain" where French techniques and flavors meld with traditional Moroccan recipes. Includes dual
measures, placeholder ribbon, and small booklet inserts containing stories.
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Hesperus Press

9781843913634

Pub Date: 6/18/12

$32.95/$39.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

184 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB001000

8.5 in W | 8 in H | 1.3 lb Wt

Grandma Elmaleh's Moroccan Cookbook
Lisa Elmaleh Craig

Contributor Bio
Lisa Elmaleh Craig grew up watching her grandmother cook delicious food for her family and friends.
When she grew up she felt these recipes were too good to keep in the Elmalah family, so she worked
with her grandmother to write this book.

A treasure trove of recipes, anecdotes and food facts based on Moroccan-Jewish cooking which was
described by the New York Times food critic in 1970 as "home cooking that a Sultan would envy."

Summary
A treasure trove of recipes, anecdotes, and food facts based on Moroccan-Jewish cooking which
was described by the New York Times food critic in 1970 as "home cooking that a Sultan would
envy"
For more than 50 years Sarah Elmaleh, the Moroccan-Jewish mother of a large immigrant family in
Brooklyn, cooked sumptuous meals for family and friends. Her unique blend of Jewish and Moroccan
cooking produced hundreds of recipes, most of which she kept in her head, until her granddaughter,
Lisa Elmaleh Craig, sat her down and made her divulge her culinary secrets. This charming book
combines recipes, reminiscences, and research with the author's own line drawings and color plates,
to provide a verbal feast for the food-oriented reader as well as recipes ranging from a simple
breakfast to a family feast. Includes dual measurements.

Souvenir Press

9780285642225

Pub Date: 10/1/13

$15.95/$18.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 44

Cooking  /  Health & Healing

CKB106000

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.7 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Simply Gluten Free
Rita Greer's Helpful Kitchen Handbook
Rita Greer

Contributor Bio
Rita Greer is the author of dozens of health and cooking titles, including Easy Gluten-Free Cooking;
Easy Wheat, Milk and Egg-Free Cooking; and Wheat-Free Cooking.

Summary
Calling on decades of writing about gluten as well as years of practical experience, author Rita Greer
offers this guide to gluten-free eating, which contains recipes and menus for every occasion for those
who have any sort of gluten allergy. Additionally, individuals suffering from celiac disease, irritable
bowel syndrome, multiple sclerosis, or bloating will find this handbook to healthier eating
extraordinarily helpful while trying to prepare meals that won’t negatively interact with their
conditions. Practical and accessible for even the novice cook, this book makes a gluten-free diet
easy, inexpensive, and tasty; ultimately leading to an overall healthier lifestyle.
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Triumph Books

9781600789724

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$25.95/$28.95 Can./£21.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB002000

10 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T |

2 lb Wt

Don't Cook the Planet
Deliciously Saving the Planet One Meal at a Time
Emily Abrams, Robert Kennedy Jr.

Contributor Bio
Emily Abrams is an 18-year-old activist who has been involved in the movement to fight climate
change since 2007. She lives in Deerfield, Massachusetts. Robert Kennedy Jr. is a radio host, an
activist, and an attorney specializing in environmental law. He is the son of Robert "Bobby" Kennedy
Sr., the former United States Senator for New York and the 64th U.S. Attorney General, and the
nephew of former President John F. Kennedy.

Summary
Choosing meals prepared with fresh, natural ingredients isn’t just healthy, it’s good for the earth. In
Don’t Cook the Planet, author Emily Abrams and an all-star collection of chefs and ecoactivists share
more than 70 delicious recipes as well as tips on how to minimize your carbon footprint. Each
contributor—including Stephanie Izard, Top Chef star and executive chef at Girl & the Goat; Chevy
Chase; MasterChef judge and acclaimed chef Graham Elliot; actor Joshua Henderson; and many
others—provides easy, everyday ideas that will save you money and stock your kitchen with fresh,
delicious foods while preserving the planet for generations to come. The author, an 18-year-old
activist, approaches sustainability from a personal perspective, striving to make changes that will
impact her generation, and in so doing, has created a cookbook that explains how positive food
choices significantly impact one’s environment as well as one’s health.

McBooks Press

9781590136607

Pub Date: 10/5/12

On Sale Date: 10/15/12

$22.95/$24.95 Can./£19.50

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB002020

10.8 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.9 in

T | 1.9 lb Wt

Contributor Images

Finger Lakes Feast
110 Delicious Recipes from New York's Hotspot for Wholesome Local Foods
Kate Harvey, Karl Zinsmeister, Noah Zinsmeister

Contributor Bio
Kate Harvey is a serious cook, a writer, and a classical pianist living in New York City. Karl
Zinsmeister is a journalist and creator of many books, one PBS film, and a comic book.
Photographer Noah Zinsmeister is a student at Columbia University, and a sixth-generation resident
of the Finger Lakes Region—as is Kate, his sister. Karl is their father.

Summary
Why the buzz about Finger Lakes food? New York’s Finger Lakes area is on the cutting edge of the
regional food movement. It has become a hotspot for delicious, healthful eating by incorporating
fresh foods from the region’s scores of specialty farms, as well as locally produced delectables
derived from these superb fruits, vegetables, meats, and dairy products.
Overflowing with fascinating stories, gorgeous photography, and an exciting collection of recipes,
Finger Lakes Feast harvests ideas and inspiration from some of America’s most innovative chefs—
including local James Beard Award honorees and the creative spirits behind legendary eateries such
as Moosewood Restaurant and Dinosaur Bar-B-Que.
The authors track down beloved ethnic foods and collect invaluable information from master farmers,
millers, and syrup producers; from pioneering Cornell food researchers; from bold entrepreneurs
such as the Wegman family; and from food artisans like the originators of the Greek yogurt boom,
the creators of squash-seed oil, and the local producers of everything from homemade sauerkraut
and sa...
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Conduit Press

9780966661057

Pub Date: 10/15/00

$17.95/$19.95 Can.

Discount Code: SPT

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB002040

7 in W | 10 in H | 0.5 in T |

1 lb Wt

Nantucket's Bounty
Katie Moose

Contributor Bio
Katie Moose is the coauthor of The Best of Newport and the author of Annapolis: The Guidebook, Eastern
Shore of Maryland: The Guidebook; God’s Bounty; Chesapeake’s Bounty; Chesapeake’s Bounty II; New
England’s Bounty; Nantucket’s Bounty; Maryland’s Western Shore: The Guidebook, and several publications
on the fiber-optic telecommunications business. She is also a consultant on international business
and protocol. She lives in Easton, Maryland.

Summary
Nantucket’s rich heritage with the sea brings a wealth of good dishes that mingle the flavors of a
variety of cultures and the fresh vegetables and fruits that are now so abundant on the island.
Recipes from the earliest Native Americans to the modern day offer the individual plenty of reasons
to cook and enjoy Nantucket’s bounty. From succulent scallops just out of the bay to clams so fresh
they melt in your mouth, these recipes are easy yet elegant and are for all occasions. Menus assist
in planning meals and shopping at the market. The book includes a history of the island, its inns
and restaurants, as well as insights into some of the dishes. Descended from Nantucket’s oldest
families on both sides, the author also shares some of her family secrets.

Conduit Press

9780966661088

Pub Date: 10/15/04

$17.95/$19.95 Can.

Discount Code: SPT

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB002040

7 in W | 10 in H | 0.6 in T |

1 lb Wt

New England's Bounty
Katie Moose

Contributor Bio
Katie Moose is the coauthor of The Best of Newport and the author of Annapolis: The Guidebook, Eastern
Shore of Maryland: The Guidebook; God’s Bounty; Chesapeake’s Bounty; Chesapeake’s Bounty II; New
England’s Bounty; Nantucket’s Bounty; Maryland’s Western Shore: The Guidebook, and several publications
on the fiber-optic telecommunications business. She is also a consultant on international business
and protocol. She lives in Easton, Maryland.

Summary
The New England area offers an abundance of food from the Atlantic Ocean, fields, and woods. The
elegant and easy recipes present here come from the earliest Native Americans to the influx of
international flavors, and are designed for many different occasions. Menus make for easy planning
with all the recipes contained in the cookbook. The history chapter captures the true traditions of the
region and an insight into the background of many of the dishes. The pictures show New England at
its best—fresh seafood, vegetables, and fruit. Tantalizing recipes include scallop puffs, salmon with
lobster sauce, acorn squash with cranberries, and ginger blueberry pie.
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Chicago Review Press

9781556526480

Pub Date: 11/1/06

$19.95/$23.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 13

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB002060

8.5 in W | 8 in H | 0.5 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

The Grit Cookbook
World-Wise, Down-Home Recipes
Jessica Greene, Ted Hafer

Contributor Bio
Jessica Greene and Ted Hafer are the owner-operators of the beloved vegetarian restaurant The
Grit.

Summary
The Grit, located in the quintessential boho town of Athens, Georgia, is known far and wide as the
touring musicians' restaurant of choice. This classic cookbook features 150 of The Grit's most
requested recipes, including 20 new recipes to celebrate the 20th anniversary of this famous
establishment. True to its Southern roots, this hip vegetarian eatery combines soul-food sensibility
with meatless cuisine, and while there are plenty of Italian, Indian, Mexican, and Middle Eastern
favorites to satisfy the well-traveled vegetarian, the heart of this cuisine maintains the down-home,
soul-food feeling of simple foods and classic combinations that are guaranteed to please.

Salvia Press

9780984431526

Pub Date: 11/27/08

$18.95/$20.95 Can.

Discount Code: SPT

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes

CKB003000

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Tastefully Small Finger Sandwiches
Easy Party Sandwiches for All Occasions
Kim Hendrickson

Contributor Bio
Kim Hendrickson has catered for the Bizarre Food Show, New York Metropolitan, the Penguin
Repertory Theatre, and Slangman’s World, and is a regular presenter at the World Tea Expo, John
Campbell Folk School, and culinary events throughout the New York area. She is the author of
Tastefully Small Dessert Canapés and Tastefully Small Savory Bites. She lives in Pearl River, New York.

Summary
This contemporary take on a classic theme sets the stage for any occasion—from baby showers to
Super Bowl parties—with more than 50 flavorful fillings and sandwich styles, making this handy
volume an indispensible resource. From simple knife-cut sandwiches—built to impress in 10 minutes
or less—to fancy layering and inlay techniques, this cookbook’s clear, easy instructions and helpful
illustrations take the guesswork out of creative entertaining and reveal the artistic cook’s secret: what
is beautiful is not necessarily hard to make. Recipes range from tiny twists on familiar favorites like
tea-smoked egg salad diamonds to striking originals like beef, apple, and watercress spirals.
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Dream Character, Inc.

9780978541804

Pub Date: 4/1/07

$19.95/$24.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

170 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB090000

8.5 in W | 10.8 in H | 0.4 in

T | 1.5 lb Wt

Discovering Korean Cuisine
Recipes from the Best Korean Restaurants in Los Angeles
Allisa Park

Contributor Bio
Allisa Park is the editor of A Collection of Fine Baking, the first English-language collection of recipes
by the internationally renowned Korean pastry chef, Young Mo Kim, which won the prestigious
Gourmand World Cookbook Award for best dessert book in 2005. She lives in Los Angeles.

Summary
A step-by-step guide to re-creating healthy, delicious, Korean-style dinners, this book unlocks the
mysteries behind these delicacies in an approachable, illuminating manner. Featuring contributions
from 12 of Los Angeles’ most prominent Korean restaurants, this cookbook includes recipes ranging
from mainstays such as kimchi, bulgogi (marinated beef), mu-saengchae (spicy Korean radish), and
bossam (boiled pork) to specialty dishes such as jjim-dak (vegetable chicken stew), hobak-juk
(squash porridge), and jjam-bong (spicy noodle soup with seafood). Besides the typical listing of
ingredients and instructions, each recipe contains a progression of photographs illustrating various
stages of preparation along with the completed dish. A handy introductory section visually identifies
common ingredients and details how to complete the basics—cleaning, peeling, dicing, slicing,
shredding, and preparing broths and rice. Those inspired to visit the restaurants themselves will find
contact information and a map of their locations in the back of the book.

BBC Books

9781849904988

Pub Date: 6/1/14

On Sale Date: 2/4/13

Ship Date: 6/1/14

$39.95/$39.95 Can./£25.00

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

272 Pages

PHOTOGRAPHS

THROUGHOUT + LOCATION

IMAGES

Carton Qty: 10

Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic

CKB090000

Territory: Canada only

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.1 in T

| 2.4 lb Wt

Exploring China: A Culinary Adventure
100 Recipes from Our Journey
Ching-He Huang, Ken Hom

Contributor Bio
Ken Hom began his culinary career in his uncle's Chicago restaurant at the age of 11, before
eventually moving on to teach at California's Culinary Academy. He now has 25 years of experience
as a BBC television chef and has written more than 30 cookbooks, including Foolproof Chinese
Cooking, Foolproof Thai Cooking, and Ken Hom's Quick Wok. Ching-He Huang is a Taiwanese-born cook
and the author of Chinese Food Made Easy, for which she won a Gourmand World Cookbook Award.
She has hosted many food shows, including the Emmy-nominated Easy Chinese, Easy Chinese: San
Francisco, and Easy Chinese: New York and L.A.

Summary
Ken and Ching cooked their way across China, searching for exciting new flavors and culinary ideas
as well as the ultimate recipes for standard favorites—this book is the result

Ken Hom and Ching-He Huang teamed up for a once in a lifetime culinary journey to explore the
food of their homeland, looking for the old, the new, and the unexpected. They arrive in Beijing to
examine the influences of the West on traditional Imperial cuisine and talk to cutting-edge chefs
about their take on Peking Duck. They cook with local families, en route to discovering the influence
of Buddhism on vegetarian food and whether the Chinese did actually invent tortellini in remote
Kashgar, before traveling to Sichuan Province, China's gastronomic capital. But this is more than a
culinary journey; this is a homecoming for Ken and Ching, and they make their own pilgrimages to
Guangdong and Fujian to discover their personal and culinary roots. Ching admires Ken's experience
and knowledge, while Ken respects Ching's modern influences. Together they bring a unique and
authoritative perspective on Chinese food t...
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Pavilion
9781909815858
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB090000
Territory: US & CA

9 in H | 7.4 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

Kimchi
Essential Recipes of the Korean Kitchen
Byung-Hi Lim, Byung-Soon Lim

Contributor Bio
Byung-Hi Lim and Byung-Soon Lim are sisters and together with their mother, Boo Mee Ja Lim, and
aunt Im Kee Sun, they run the Arirang Restaurant in Stockholm. The Arirang opened back in 1975
and was the first restaurant of its kind in Scandinavia. The ambition at the restaurant is to prepare
everyday Korean food at its best. Their previous cookbook was Korean Food.

Summary
An essential cookbook for anyone who wants to explore the classic flavors of the Korean kitchen

It is not possible to imagine Korea without kimchi. For thousands of years the lacto-fermented
vegetables have been an absolute necessity at meals. In Korea, kimchi is so much more than
food—it is a national cultural treasure, a valued health food, and a part of the Korean identity.
Koreans are obsessed with good food, and the Lim family is no exception. For two generations, they
have retained the proud tradition of kimchi at the Arirang Resturant in Stockholm. This book contains
the family’s most popular recipes—common, as well as rarer, kimchi recipes, Korean everyday food,
and the ever recurring bi-bim-bap (which literally means "mixed rice"). The Lim family present their
version of a classic with lettuce, cabbage, chilli, and ginger, but also the popular radish kimchi,
kattugi, as well as the more unusual varieties with pumpkin, oysters, mushrooms, roots, and other
vegetables. Sourish, hot, and tasty, kimchi is a wonderful accessory for most meals, not only
Asian-style dishes but every ...

Murdoch Books
9781743360026
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$40.95/$48.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB090000
Territory: US & CA

8 in W | 10.5 in H | 2.9 lb Wt

Mr Hong
A Glimpse into the Mind of the Brilliant Chef Behind Mr Wong, El Loco & Ms G's
Dan Hong

Contributor Bio
Dan Hong is a critically acclaimed chef who has worked in some of the most prestigious restaurants
in Australia, including Tetsuya's, Margue, and The Bentley. He has opend some of Sydney's most
exciting dining destinations, including El Loco, Ms G's, and Mr Wong, which won the 2014 Gourmet
Traveller New Restaurant of the Year.

Summary
From culinary school dropout to Young Chef of the Year, a look at the food and life of a fascinating
and unique chef

Mr Hong is as much an exploration of Dan Hong's colorful path through life as it is a beautifully
illustrated book of more than 80 Asian recipes, reimagined and reinvigorated by Dan for a new
generation of food lovers. Widely recognized as one of Australia's most exciting new talents, Dan
grew up in the kitchen of his parents' own Vietnamese restaurant, worked at some of the most
prestigious restaurants in Sydney, and became an awarded and highly regarded chef and
restaurateur in his own right. His potent mix of proud heritage, technical skill, and boundless
enthusiasm coupled with a vast appetite for the new and the colorful make Dan's approach to
cooking unique. His recipes and stories mirror his personality: energetic, intelligent, and instantly
memorable. Includes dual measures.
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BBC Books
9781846077166
Pub Date: 7/9/10
On Sale Date: 9/29/09
$34.95/$59.95 Can./£26.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
ILLUSTRATIONS
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB090000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.5 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Rick Stein's Far Eastern Odyssey
150 New Recipes Evoking the Flavours of the Far East
Rick Stein

Contributor Bio
Rick Stein is a chef, restaurateur, television host, and author. His other titles include Rick Stein's
French Odyssey and Rick Stein's Seafood, which won the coveted James Beard Foundation Cookbook of
the Year Award.

Summary
Rick has visited traditional family-run restaurants, street vendors, floating markets, night
markets, fishing villages, and the local cinnamon and rice farmers to learn about the authentic food
of the Far East, and to sample the delicious spectrum of flavors
In Vietnam, Rick Stein tracks down the best recipe for pho, a searing soup of vegetables, shrimp,
chilli and fresh mint; in Cambodia he makes kroeung, a kind of aromatic curry; and he samples
jhol, a light fish stew, in Bangladesh. Traveling on through Thailand, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and
Indonesia, he enjoys (and shows readers how to make) an array of inspired dishes. More than 150
new recipes, divided by country, are each complemented by Rick's colorful travel anecdotes and
stunning location photography. From Thailand, he offers Oyster Omelettes and Green Papaya Salad.
Malaysian dishes include Malaysian Fruit Salad with Tamarind, Chili, and Palm Sugar Dressing. Sri
Lankan recipes include Potato Mustard Curry and White Pumpkin Curry. This lavish and unique
collection evokes the magic of bustling markets, exotic locations, and exci...

Mortar & Press
9780981633909
Pub Date: 10/1/08
$45.00/$47.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB090000

9 in W | 11.3 in H | 1 in T |
3.4 lb Wt

Southeast Asian Flavors
Adventures in Cooking the Foods of Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia & Singapore
Robert Danhi, Martin Yan, Jay Weinstein

Contributor Bio
Chef Robert Danhi, with 25 years in the culinary world as a restaurant chef, culinary educator at the
CIA, and R&D around the globe is now leading Chef Danhi & Co. Author of a James Beard Nominated
cookbook Southeast Asian Flavors—Adventures in Cooking the Foods of Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, &
Singapore also the winner of the Gourmand “Best Asian Cookbook” and Finalist for “Best Asian
Cookbook in the World” in 2009 Currently Robert is writing his next book Easy Thai Cooking (Tuttle,
Nov. 2011) and continues to write for leading food publications around the globe. Martin Yan is the
celebrated host of various international cooking shows, a highly respected food consultant, and a
cooking instructor. He is the author of Chinese Cooking for Dummies, Martin Yan’s Asian Favorites, Martin
Yan’s Feast, and Martin Yan’s Quick & Easy. He lives in San Mateo, California. Jay Weinstein is the
author of A Cup of Comfort Cookbook, The Ethical Gourmet, and The Everything Vegetarian Cookbook. He
lives in New York City.

Summary
Demystifying Southeast Asia’s cuisine, this cookbook translates years of photography, culinary
training, education, and resulting expertise into an adventure of recipes, stories, and practical advice
on cooking. Regardless of exotic flavors, foreign ingredients, and unfamiliar techniques, the guide
demonstrates how cooking remains universal and the science of food holds fast. Including more
than 100 recipes, 700 photographs, and vivid anecdotes, this is the perfect book for anyone seeking
to learn about the flavors of Southeast Asian cuisine or just looking for a unique, recreational read.
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921383595
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$35.00/$42.00 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB090000
Territory: US & CA

11.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.9 lb Wt

Spice I Am
Home Style Thai Recipes
Sujet Saenkham

Contributor Bio
Sujet Saenkham of Sydney's critically acclaimed Spice I Am restaurant stable, was born in a remote
village in Central Thailand, where he learnt to cook treasured family recipes at his mother's and
grandparents' sides. In 2004 he opened the doors of Spice I Am in Sydney's Surry Hills. This simple
hole-in-the-wall space was immediately adopted as the Thai restaurant of choice for the city's food
media, and since then the restaurant empire has expanded to include a more sophisticated
restaurant in Darlinghurst, an offshoot in Balmain, House: North-East Thai Food, which specialises in
Issan dishes from the north of Thailand, and most recently, in 2014, Surry Hills Eating House,
showcasing the regional cuisine of southern Thailand. This is Sujet's first cookbook.

Summary
In this much anticipated cookbook Sydney-based Thai chef Sujet Saenkham shares his family
recipes for the fresh flavors of regional Thai cooking so you can enjoy authentic Thai food at home

Leave the Thai takeaway menus in your kitchen drawer, as you learn how to make restaurant
favorites such as Sujet's signature stir-fried crispy pork belly with basil, roasted red duck curry with
eggplant, tomato and pineapple, and crispy prawn and lemongrass salad, as well as traditional
classics like pad Thai, fishcakes, and a massaman beef curry from scratch. Throughout, Sujet offers
practical advice on finding the ingredients and mastering the cooking techniques you need to create
your own Thai feasts at home. Includes metric measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743361931
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$37.95/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB097000

10.3 in H | 8.8 in W | 1.2 in
T | 3.6 lb Wt

Apple Blossom Pie
Memories of an Australian Country Kitchen
Kate McGhie

Contributor Bio
Kate McGhie is one of Australia's most respected food authorities and commentators. She has been
the Herald Sun food writer for over 20 years and is a former chair of the international Association of
Culinary professionals. She began her career as a chef working in Europe and Asia. Kate returned to
Australia to establish her own restaurant and consult to the food industry.

Summary
Kate McGhie is a farmer's daughter, born into seven generations of a family who worked and
respected the land. Their farm in rural Victoria produced everything they ate. There were dairy and
beef cattle, sheep and goats; the vegetable garden was huge; and the potato patch filled two acres
with five different varieties. The orchard was shared: the lower third for possums, the top third for
birds and the middle section for Kate's family—everyone was happy. In this book filled with over 120
recipes and stories from her family's farm, Kate McGhie writes with wit and warmth as she explores
the foundations and flavor of Australian country cooking, drawing on tradition to present classic, tried
and true dishes as well as contemporary interpretations for today's table. Chapters cover soups and
starters; vegetables; meat, poultry and fish; fruit; baking; and preserving. Includes dual measures.
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Allen & Unwin
9781877505331
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

280 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB097000

6 in W | 8 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Wild Blackberries
Recipes & Memories from a New Zealand Table
Rosie Belton, Margaret Mahy

Contributor Bio
Rosie Belton is a drama teacher, director, producer, businessperson, and the author of Just a Bang on
the Head. Margaret Mahy (1936–2012) was a children's author and a recipient of the Carnegie Medal
and Hans Christian Andersen Medal.

Summary
A delightful cookbook-cum-memoir that explores, decade by decade and era by era, what New
Zealanders eat and how that food defined a country

"The preparation of food, the smells and tastes and textures, have accompanied me throughout the
journeys of my life. In fact, looking back the food memories have become the marker posts—
defining boundaries in the years, demarcating the challenges and the changes. In times of joy, food
has enhanced the celebration; in times of sadness, it has colored and comforted. And in times of
anxiety and emptiness its preparation has given rhythm and meaning to the day, and its offering to
others continues to bring a sense of accomplishment and fulfillment. When all else fails—cook!" In
Wild Blackberries Rosie Belton has written not only her own story but also a social history of food in
New Zealand. Decade by decade, era by era, she looks at what they ate, and how that food defined
them. Includes metric measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743364680
Pub Date: 3/1/16
Ship Date: 3/1/16
$34.95/$46.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

392 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB005000
Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.7 in T
| 3.9 lb Wt

King of the Grill
The Bumper Book of No Nonsense Barbecuing
Ross Dobson

Contributor Bio
Ross Dobson is a prolific cookbook writer with more than a dozen books to his name, including
Grillhouse, Market Vegetarian, and Wholesome Kitchen. He is the chef/owner of two Sydney
restaurants—Cafe at Lewers and The Union Tapas Bar. Ross is considered one of the world
authorities on barbecue foods.

Summary
From the master of the barbecue tongs comes a bumper collection of around 200 favorite recipes
for the grill and hotplate

This comprehensive compilation draws together the best of Ross's no-nonsense barbecuing guides
Fired Up, More Fired Up, and Fired Up Vegetarian as well as selections from Grillhouse. It presents a
versatile array of flavorsome and exciting recipes, ranging from a casual—but perfectly cooked
—steak to a weekend feast for friends. In addition to much-loved Australian classics there are dishes
drawing on influences from around the globe—South East Asia, India, the Middle East, Europe, and
the Americas. King of the Grill caters to meatlovers and vegetarians alike, and also features recipes
for breads, dips, salads, and other extras to accompany your barbecue. An introductory section
provides invaluable advice on types of barbecue, temperatures, cooking times, techniques, and
utensils. Written with wit as well as expertise, this is an entertaining must-have book that covers all
your barbecuing needs. Includes dual measures.
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Pavilion
9781909815100
Pub Date: 8/1/15
Ship Date: 8/1/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB005000

9.7 in H | 7.7 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Texas BBQ
Meat, Smoke & Love
Jonas Cramby

Contributor Bio
Jonas Cramby is a freelance food writer and chronicler. His blog on the Swedish magazine Café has
20,000 unique readers every month. In 2009 he was awarded the title Chronicler of the Year by
Sweden’s magazines, and he has recently become the restaurant critic for Metro. He is the author of
Tex-Mex From Scratch.

Summary
A step-by-step guide to achieving the perfect BBQ cooking technique, Texas-style, along with all
the sides and accompaniments you will ever need

There is only one state which lives up to the epithet "the best BBQ in the world," and that is Texas.
But what is BBQ? Traditional grilling means cooking a piece of meat as quickly as possible with a
high heat, but BBQ is exactly the opposite—this is slow cooking at low temperatures. The meat
doesn't dry up, but remains super juicy and slow cooking renders even cheap and chewy cuts tender
and tasty. When the heat source is charcoal, wood shavings, or wood, you automatically get an
unbeatable spice in the form of perfumed smoke. In Texas BBQ you will get to learn all these
techniques. It is a simple step-by-step guide to making the perfect Texas-style BBQ at home,
whether you have an ordinary outdoor grill or a professional smoker. Learn about what sort of wood
is suited to a particular meat, exact grilling times, and smoking temperatures. But first and
foremost, you will discover how to achieve a perfect, tender, juicy, and smoked "pulled por...

Smart Guide Publications,
Inc.
9781937636159
Pub Date: 5/1/14
Ship Date: 5/1/14
$19.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB005000
Series: Smart Guides

9.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

The Smart Guide to Healthy Grilling
Barry Fast

Contributor Bio
Barry Fast is a food writer and editor and the author of The Catfish Cookbook. He has developed
hundreds of recipes for everyday grilling that combine the tastiest grilling techniques with the latest
nutritional and heart-health science. He lives in City Island, New York.

Summary
Grilling is not just for summer weekend cookouts, it is the year-round go-to cooking method for
low-calorie, low-fat meals, and The Smart Guide to Healthy Grilling shows how to prepare delicious,
healthful meals in a matter of minutes. Grilling expert Barry Fast provides carefully researched
advice and instruction in a lively, easy-to-follow format. The guide explains how to create the best
burger you’ve ever tasted; grill low-cal, great-tasting chicken and vegetables; make delicious,
no-sugar-added desserts with a variety of fresh fruits; convert friends and family into seafood lovers;
and reduce up to 90 percent of the formation of potentially carcinogenic HCA and PAB chemicals that
high-heat cooking produces. Whether you’re planning a casual and relaxed dinner party or a healthy
weekday meal, this book will help get dinner on the table with less work than any other cooking
method.
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Pavilion
9781909108059
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB010000

7.5 in W | 9 in H | 1.6 lb Wt

Dorset Cereals® The Breakfast Book
Wonderful Recipes for Eggs, Bacon, Muesli & More . . .

Contributor Bio
Dorset Cereals® is one of the most successful and recognizable food brands in the UK. It is sold in
such U.S. stores as Target and Whole Foods.

Summary
From a company synonymous with breakfast, recipes from Lemon Ricotta Pancakes with
Raspberries to Pancetta and Tomato Tart

From classics with a twist, such as French toast with Passion Fruit Curd, to inventive new dishes, such
as Rhubarb and Clementine Bruschetta, 80 delicious recipes offer 80 perfect ways to start the day.
Breakfast treats are divided into chapters such as Mood Lifting, Power Breakfasts, Lazy Sundays, Big
Brunch, Romantic Mornings, Outdoors, Takeaway, and Comfort. Every recipe is easy to follow, and
dishes include Savoury Bread & Butter Pudding with Maple-Glazed Bacon, Chocolate & Sea Salt Bagel
Crisps, Cheese & Herb Share Bread, Baked Roasted Hazelnut & Ginger Oatmeal, and Cheese &
Bacon Popcorn. Includes dual measurements.

Pavilion
9781910496299
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£12.99
UK/€17.49 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB010000

8.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Porridge & Muesli
Healthy Recipes to Kick-start Your Day
Viola Adamsson

Contributor Bio
Viola Adamsson is a Doctor of Medicine specializing in Nordic dietary habits and its health effects.
She has participated in world championships and Olympiads in the role of dietician and porridge
cook. Viola’s research is the base for the Gourmand World Cookbook Award-winning The Nordics’ Best
Food.

Summary
Porridge is the breakfast of choice for celebrities, chefs, athletes and dieters, but it's also one of the
most comforting foods out there—the ultimate winter breakfast. The latest superfood to grab media
attention, oats are revered for their cholesterol–lowering properties and what's more, they are super
cheap. We think of porridge and oatmeal as having a Scottish heritage but in fact versions using
different grains originated from other parts of the world, including barley porridge from Norway. This
delightful book offers a wealth of recipes for the porridge fan, with chapters on the different grains
available, ideas for bircher muesli and granola, and wonderful fruit compotes and other toppings.
You'll be amazed at how versatile this dish is. Includes dual measures.
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Random House UK
9780224098755
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$29.95/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB012000

9.3 in H | 8.3 in W | 1 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

Ms Marmite Lover's Secret Tea Party
Exquisite Recipes for Ultimate Afternoon Teas
Kerstin Rodgers

Contributor Bio
Kerstin Rodgers blogs as Ms Marmite Lover and has become an integral part of the London food
scene since launching her underground supper clubs in 2009. She won the Fortnum & Mason Best
Online Food Writer Award in 2014 and her blog, The English Can Cook, won the Guild of Food Writers
Award for blog of the year in 2013.

Summary
There is no more pleasurable way to while away a few hours than by indulging in a delectable
afternoon tea. In this book, queen of the tea party, Kerstin Rodgers, reveals her secrets, from
dressing the table (including making your own tea towels, cake stand, and teacup candles), to
baking scrumptious sweet and savory treats. As well as recipes for classic tea party fare—Scones,
Teacakes, Tartlets, Cupcakes, Crumpets, Biscuits, Muffins and more—the book looks beyond finger
sandwiches with playful and sophisticated themed teas. Spoil your guests with a decadent Marie
Antoinette-inspired party, complete with delicate French Fancies and an impressive Croquembouche
Tower, or treat them to Bubble Tea, fragrant Lavender Temari Cakes and personalized Fortune
Cookies. Packed with recipes for tea party treats, hot and cold drinks and cocktails, as well as tips for
creating the right atmosphere, this gorgeous collection is a must-have for any aspiring host looking
to create deliciously decadent tea parties at home. Includes metric measures.

Random House UK
9780224086882
Pub Date: 10/5/12
On Sale Date: 10/17/11
$36.95/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
FULL-COLOUR
ILLUSTRATIONS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB014000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

The Primrose Bakery Book
Martha Swift, Lisa Thomas

Contributor Bio
Martha Swift and Lisa Thomas set up Primrose Bakery seven years ago in Lisa's home kitchen. Their
celebrity clients have included Kate Moss, Elton John, and U2.

Summary
More than 80 gorgeously illustrated recipes from a bakery that has quickly become an institution
for cake lovers, with a pink placeholder ribbon and plenty of quirky charm

Primrose Bakery is a way of life—from homemade croissants at breakfast, through fruity loaves at
coffee time, to a slice of layer cake with afternoon tea, these recipes have the whole day covered.
And that's not to mention their signature cupcakes with buttercream icing in every flavor, a delicious
treat whatever the time of day. Unique concoction include Cookies and Cream Cupcakes, Rhubarb
Cupcakes, Triple Layer Caramel Cake, Ginger Cream Christmas Cake, Coconut and Raspberry Slice,
Aunt Mary's Bourbon Biscuits, and elaborate wedding cakes. This perfect baking handbook is packed
full of quirky charm. Because it is a baking business that originated in a home kitchen, the bakers
know the value of simple recipes that give great results. From staff-favorite recipes and
hand-me-down cakes from the proprietors' moms, to the secret of perfect icing and sugar
decorations, this book is a mouthwatering window onto the year-...
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American Cancer Society
9780944235577
Pub Date: 6/1/99
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB103000

8 in W | 10 in H | 0.9 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

The American Cancer Society's Healthy Eating Cookbook (3rd Edition)

A Celebration of Food, Friendship, and Healthy Living
American Cancer Society

Contributor Bio
The American Cancer Society is an organization committed to fighting cancer through balanced
programs of research, education, patient service, advocacy, and rehabilitation. Its goals emphasize
prevention, early detection, and screening; comprehensive treatment information; answers to
questions about insurance, money, and planning for the future; and strategies for coping with the
physical symptoms and emotional effects of cancer. They are based in Atlanta.

Summary
In the new edition of this popular cookbook, aspiring chefs and amateur cooks alike will discover
more than 300 simple and delicious recipes that will turn healthy eating into a celebration of good
food, including recipes from some of their favorite international celebrities. Reflecting the latest
research and updated recommendations for healthy eating, this cookbook makes it fun to eat right
and contains tips for smart shopping, quick tricks for judging portion sizes, and delicious
substitutions.

American Cancer Society
9780944235935
Pub Date: 8/1/07
$29.95/$32.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB103000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
2 lb Wt

The Great American Eat-Right Cookbook
140 Great-Tasting, Good-for-You Recipes
Jeanne Besser, Colleen Doyle

Contributor Bio
Jeanne Besser is a published cookbook author and a food columnist for the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution. Colleen Doyle, MS, RD, is the director of nutrition and physical activity for the American
Cancer Society and a registered dietitian with more than 20 years of experience in health promotion.

Summary
Winner: 2008 National Health Information Award, Bronze; 2008 AM&P Snap/EXCEL, Bronze
2008 USA Best Books Award, Cookbooks - General ——— Eating right and being physically active can
lower cancer risk, and the recipes and tips in this cookbook are designed to make it fun and easy to
add pizzazz without adding unwanted calories or fat. Accessible seasonings and simple, sensational
preparation styles deliver nutritious, mouth-watering impact to the taste buds, while a wide variety of
menu items will inspire all cooks.
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American Cancer Society
9781604430059
Pub Date: 7/1/09
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

158 Pages
Carton Qty: 34
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB103000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T | 1
lb Wt

What to Eat During Cancer Treatment
100 Great-Tasting, Family-Friendly Recipes to Help You Cope
Jeanne Besser, Kristina Ratley, Sheri Knecht, Mich...

Contributor Bio
Jeanne Besser is a food columnist for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and the author of six
cookbooks, including The Great-American Eat-Right Cookbook. Kristina Ratley, RD, LDN, Michele
Szafrankski, MS, RD, LDN, and Sheri Knecht, MS, RD, LDN, are all dietitians and experts on cancer
nutrition. They operate the Dietitian on Call program from the South Atlantic Division of the American
Cancer Society.

Summary
Winner: 2010 National Health Information Award, Gold; 2010 AM&P Snap/EXCEL Award, Silver
2010 Mom's Choice Award, Gold, Adult Books - Cooking, Food & Wine; 2009 Association TRENDS All
Media Contest, Silver; Finalist: 2010 National Indie Excellent Award, Cookbooks; 2009 USA Best
Book Award, Cookbooks - General ——— This cookbook contains 100 fast, flavorful recipes to help
both patient and caregiver prepare satisfying meals to combat some of the side effects of
treatment. Recipes are organized by side effects and include Brie and Apple Grilled Cheese to deal
with nausea, Lemon Egg-Drop Soup for diarrhea, Blueberry-Peach Crisp for constipation, a Sherbet
Shake for sore mouth, and Honey-Teriyaki Salmon for taste alterations.

Ebury Press
9780091927608
Pub Date: 6/1/09
On Sale Date: 10/7/08
$18.95/$24.95 Can./£10.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB015000

8.1 in H | 5.7 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Home Smoking and Curing
How to Smoke-Cure Meat, Fish and Game
Keith Erlandson

Contributor Bio
Keith Erlandson contributed to The Countryman's Weekly, The Field, and The Shooting Times magazines,
and is the author of Gundog Training and The Working Springer Spaniel.

Summary
For anyone looking to prepare smoked salmon and bacon or to create delicious main courses for
entertaining, this is a handy guide to retaining and enhancing the subtle flavors of fresh fish and
game. Simple instructions accompanied by informative diagrams illustrate the basic steps of curing
and smoking. Advice is also provided on choosing raw ingredients, constructing a kiln, and operating
commercial smokers. Delicious recipes ranging from smoked rabbit pie to smoked oysters and
venison round out this essential resource.
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Pavilion
9781909108820
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$27.95/$33.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB015000

10 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.1 lb Wt

Tracklements Savoury Preserves
Traditional Handmade Accompaniments for Meat, Cheese or Fish
Guy Tullberg

Contributor Bio
Tracklements is the UK's leading preserves company. They are also sold internationally, including in
the U.S. and Canada.

Summary
A leading authority on preserving offers 80 recipes for pickles, chutneys, jellies, sauces, ketchups,
and more

Preserving is an ancient way to make summer and autumn fruits and vegetables last into the winter.
Guy Tullberg's family has been preserving for generations, and their pickles, jellies, sauces, and
relishes are among the most applauded in the world. He reveals the tips and techniques for
successful preserving that have been handed down from generation to generation. There are 80
recipes in this book, including traditional preserves such as Chilli Jam, Farmhouse Pickle, and
Rosemary Jelly, and preserves with more modern, fresher flavors such as Sweetcorn Relish,
Gooseberry and Elderflower Jelly, and Tarragon Mustard. The book includes fully illustrated guides to
all the preserving processes and a glossary of all the equipment you need. Includes dual
measurements.

Murdoch Books
9781743362945
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

164 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB099000
Territory: US & CA

7.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.8 lb
Wt

Argentinian Street Food
Empanadas, Helados & Dulce de Leche
Gaston Stivelmaher, Enrique Zanoni

Contributor Bio
Argentinian chefs Enrique Zanoni and Gaston Stivelmaher run three restaurants in Paris and a food
truck that cruises the strets offering Argentinian cuisine. Akiko Ida is the food photographer for
many French cookbooks, and one half of the photography project Minimiam, which has been
featured multiple times on boredpanda.com.

Summary
Celebrating the best of Argentinian food culture, from Prawn & Avocado Empanadas to Chicken &
Coriander Empanadas, finishing with such sweets as Dulce de Leche Ice Cream and Mango Sorbet

Bringing you authentic recipes from the heart of the country's cuisine, this cookbook focuses on the
many different aspects of Argentinian food and how best to recreate those dishes at home. They
offer traditional recipes for empanadas stuffed with meat, fish, cheese, vegetables, fruits, or creamy
chocolate; cult Argentinian street food recipes that are easily made at home; and of course such
classic desserts as the legendary dulce de leche, and heledo—the creamy signature Argentinina ice
cream. The Argentinian atmosphere is carried through in the design (including thick board binding
with cut-out cover), in the food photography, and in the reportage that sets this delicious food in its
rich cultural context. Includes dual measures.
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American Cancer Society
9781604430288
Pub Date: 12/14/12
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB099000

9 in H | 7 in W | 0.5 in T |
1.3 lb Wt

Maya's Secrets
100 Delightful Latin Dishes for a Healthier You
Maya León-Meis, Malena Perdomo, Martín Limas-Ville...

Contributor Bio
Maya León-Meis is the creator and host of Maya’s Secrets, a health education television show geared
toward the Latino community that has been airing in Colorado since 2006. Malena Perdomo, RD,
CDE is a dietitian who designs and improves nutrition educational materials for Latinos. She is the
Secretary of Latinos and Hispanics in Dietetics and Nutrition (LAHIDAN), the Latino Nutrition Specialist
Spokesperson for the American Dietetic Association, and a member of a research team for Kaiser
Permanente Colorado. Martín Limas-Villers is an internationally trained chef who has a daily
one-hour radio show called “La Cocina de Martín” on La Buena Onda radio station in Denver. He also
writes for El Hispano, Viva Colorado and the Denver Post.
They all live in Denver.

Sizzling Latin dishes that are fun, flavorful, and healthy

Summary
Winner: 2013 Gourmand World Cookbook Award, Health & Nutrition Book in USA; 2013 Living Now
Book Award, Bronze, Health & Wellness; 2013 Apex Grand Award; 2013 USA Best Book Award,
Cookbooks - International; 2012 Next Generation Indie Book Award, Finalist, Diet/Nutrition/Weight
Loss; 2012 Next Generation Indie Book Award, Finalist, Cookbooks and Home/Garden ——— From
tasty appetizers to scrumptious desserts, the 100 dishes in this health-conscious cookbook were
created by an authoritative team comprised of a TV food show host, a professional chef, and a
registered dietitian. Each recipe features tempting Latin flavors and an appealing combination of
ingredients and spices, as well as recommendations for the prevention or control of particular
diseases and conditions, such as cancer, diabetes, or cardiovascular concerns. Special projects
highlight holiday favorites and delicious treats just for kids. Helpful shopping lists of key ingredients
to keep in the pantry simplify the process of making wholesome food choices.

Murdoch Books
9781743364376
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$55.00/$66.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB099000
Territory: US & CA

8.3 in W | 10.5 in H | 3.5 lb
Wt

Recipes for a Good Time
Elvis Abrahanowicz, Ben Milgate

Contributor Bio
Ben Milgate and Elvis Abrahanowicz made a splash in Sydney's restaurant scene when they opened
Bodega, a Spanish/Argentinian tapas eatery in 2006. Four years later they launched Porteno, their
local take on an Argentinian asador, which has won a host of gourmet awards and firmly established
the pair as two of Australia's hottest restaurateurs.

Summary
Beautifully made, this is a book which captures the spirit of Argentina and the joy of good food,
eaten well

The kitchens of Argentina are the inspiration for the sensational food at Sydney restaurant Porteño.
Voted Best New Restaurant by the Sydney Morning Herald, Time Out Sydney, and Gourmet Traveller in
2011, chefs Ben Milgate and Elvis Abrahanowicz continue to wow packed houses with super-
slow-cooked meats and seafood, alongside fresh and inventive vegetable dishes. This relaxed and
exuberant atmosphere translates perfectly to their new book—collecting 50 of their best known
recipes from Slow-Cooked Lamb to Suckling Pig, mouth-watering crispy-fried brussel sprouts,
accented by their luscious cocktails the beautiful photography will transport you to Buenos Aires by
way of Sydney. Includes dual measures.
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Random House UK
9781848094345
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$49.95/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB017000

10.4 in H | 7.1 in W | 1.1 in
T | 2.7 lb Wt

Hunan
A Lifetime of Secrets from Mr Peng?s Chinese Kitchen
Mr Peng

Contributor Bio
In 1982 Mr. Peng founded his legendary London restaurant which attracts customers from all over
the world. He has been profiled by the Wall Street Journal.

Summary
The secrets of one of the most celebrated restaurants in Europe, in an elegant cookbook with
exposed binding

"Food is my life. Despite being close to 70 I'm still in the kitchen at Hunan, on the floor almost
every day doing prep, working the wok and talking to guests, most of whom have been regulars for
years. The food is the only thing which has changed, and which changes almost daily. It is really
about bringing out the most in the ingredients. Subtle blends of chilli and Sichuan peppercorns push
enormous pearly scallops to the edge while the gentle salty miso cuts through the tenderest slivers
of corn-fed chicken. It is possible because the ingredients I use are fresh and of faultless quality."
—Mr. Peng

Hunan is a landmark book that captures the essence of a unique menu from a unique character. At
the legendary restaurant, diners don’t choose—they simply say what they don’t eat and how spicy
they like their food. Mr. Peng then does the rest, serving up small portions with the emphasis on
sharing many courses. The orders are hand-written and are sent down to the kitchen by a chute ...

Earnshaw Books
9789881998460
Pub Date: 12/1/11
$24.95/$25.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

168 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB017000

10 in H | 10 in W | 0.4 in T |
1.5 lb Wt

The Cultural Revolution Cookbook
Simple, Healthy Recipes from China's Countryside
Sasha Gong, Scott D. Seligman

Contributor Bio
Sasha Gong is an accomplished Chinese cook and the author of Born American: A Chinese Woman's
Dream of Liberty. She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Scott D. Seligman is a historian, the author
of Chinese Business Etiquette, and the coauthor of Now You're Talking Mandarin Chinese. He lives in
Washington, DC.

Summary
In 1969, millions of Chinese teenagers were forced from their homes in the city in order to live and
work in the countryside as part of China's Cultural Revolution. The work was backbreaking and
rations were tight, but Sasha Gong has fond memories of learning to make simple, delicious country
cooking. A collection of delectable, healthy, and easy-to-make Chinese recipes from the villages
interspersed with a personal narrative and bits of historical context, this cookbook contains authentic
Chinese dishes ranging from honey-braised duck to stir-fried rice made from ingredients found at
local grocery stores. Chinese history buffs and foodies alike will enjoy discovering the integral
connection between Chinese culture and food.
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Murdoch Books
9781743366561
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB017000

8 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

The Little Chinese Cookbook
More than 80 Delicious Recipes
Murdoch Books

Summary
The Little Chinese Cookbook explores the ways in which geography, climate, culture and tradition have
shaped one of the world's most popular cuisines. It takes a look at the behind-the-scenes world of
growers, artisans, chefs and home cooks, whose passion for produce is reflected in the regional
styles and flavors of China's rich and varied food. Special features focus on aspects of agriculture
and food production that characterize China's traditions of cooking at home and restaurant dining.
More than 80 recipes include seafood, dim sum recipes, hotpots and desserts. Includes dual
measures.

Penguin Random House New
Zealand Limited
9781775536239
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$22.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB019000

6.3 in W | 0.4 in T | 0.6 lb
Wt

How to Make Really Good Coffee
Caffe L'affare

Contributor Bio
Caffe L'affare was established in 1990, a pioneer of New Zealand's now thriving cafe and coffee
culture. Still roasting from their central-Wellington premises, a stone's throw from their iconic cafe,
L'affare is now New Zealand's largest premium coffee brand.

Summary
Many people like to kick-start their day with a really good cup of coffee. This is the book for them! It
gives a brief outline of how and where coffee is grown and processed and then "spills the beans" on
how to get the best cup your chosen equipment can provide whether you use a plunger, filter,
stovetop or full-blown espresso machine. Caffe L'affare first produced this book for the baristas who
take a short training course with them, then the book was developed for the general market and the
home user. Now it has been expanded to add further info on coffee tasting, production sustainability
and the roasting process, along with hot tips, new step-by-step preparations, an all-encompassing
glossary and a bright new look. Learn from the professionals and enhance your enjoyment of your
coffee. Includes metric measures.
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Ebury Press
9780091946654
Pub Date: 4/1/14
On Sale Date: 7/9/12
$23.95/$32.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
FULL-COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB019000
Sales Restrictions: Canada
only

7.8 in W | 7.9 in H | 0.6 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Miss Hope's Teatime Treats
Cream Tea, Cake and Cucumber Sandwiches

Contributor Bio
Hope and Greenwood are delightfully irresistible shops in London that celebrate the best of British
confectionery. Inspired by Miss Hope's memories of playing sweet shops in the garden as a child, the
shops evoke the Britain of yesteryear, selling everything from sherbet lemons to indulgent chocolate
truffles. Miss Hope and Mr. Greenwood opened their first shop in Dulwich, South London, in 2004 and
following its huge success, opened their second in Covent Garden, London in 2008. They are the
winners of a Gold Medal in The Great Taste Awards for their chocolate and have a website,
www.hopeandgreenwood.co.uk.

Summary
Cherry Genoa Cake, anyone? Ginger Cordial with Mint and Lemon, or Darjeeling Gin Fizz? A delightful
collection of more than 50 teatime recipes, including recipes for cakes, cookies, and muffins.

In this charming cookbook, Miss Hope treats readers to an array of recipes for teatime delights,
including Potted Prawns and Scotch Eggs, Marmalade Cake, Sea Salt Millionaire's Shortbread, and
Custard Tarts, all washed down with the perfect tipple such as a Sparkling Jasmine Tea or an Earl
Grey Vodka. She also offers insight into the art of teatime etiquette, including how to make edible
garnishes and the all-important table decorations. Exquisitely designed with full-color photography
and all the charm and appeal of the Hope and Greenwood brand, this little gem of a book
epitomizes the beloved British tradition of afternoon tea. Includes dual measures.

Pavilion
9781910496329
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB019000
Territory: US & CA

9 in H | 8 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.9 lb Wt

Real Fresh Coffee
How to Source, Roast, Grind and Brew Your Own Perfect Cup
Gwilym Davies, Ben Townsend

Contributor Bio
Gwilym Davies won the World Barista Championship in 2009. In 2011 he opened Prufrock, a London
café and training center which won the Best Independent Coffee Shop at the 2012 European Coffee
Awards. He is currently Representative and Head Judge for the WCE (World Coffee Events) and an
Authorized Trainer for SCAE (Speciality Coffee Association of Europe). Ben Townsend has been in the
coffee industry for 10 years. In 2009 he opened the Espresso Room, which was awarded best coffee
in London by Time Out magazine. He has worked as a trainer at London School of Coffee for eight
years. In 2007 he co-developed the UK’s first accredited coffee qualification. In 2013 he was a
contributor to the SCAE Barista Diploma System and he currently acts as Coordinator for the SCAE UK
Education Chapter.

Summary
Coffee is the most popular drink worldwide with around two billion cups consumed every day. More
and more people are turning to good quality, fair trade coffee (premiumization); evident by the
number of independent coffee shops opening up in towns and cities as well as the number of us
playing home barista as the choice of specialist beans and professional coffee-making gadgets
grows. This book is the ideal companion for those who want to understand more about how to source
and brew quality coffee. Good coffee and wine have much in common, not least how the terroir of the
crop affects the flavor profile of the finished coffee from different geographical areas, so that you
can choose your beans with confidence. Whether you enjoy light and bright, warm and mellow, or
dark and aromatic flavors, discover how to roast and grind your own beans and use the brewing
guides to refine your coffee-making skills.
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921383625
Pub Date: 2/1/16
Ship Date: 2/1/16
$35.00/$42.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB019000
Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T |
2 lb Wt

T2: The Book
T2

Contributor Bio
Maryanne Shearer and her business partner, Jan O'Connor, opened their first T2 store in 1996. In
2012 Maryanne was awarded Veuve Clicquot's Australian Business Woman of the Year. T2 continues
to grow nationally and internationally and employs over 700 people. In 2013 T2 was sold to Unilever,
but Maryanne remains as Managing Director and is passionate about global expansion of the brand.

Summary
Take in the world of T2, one of Australia's most popular tea shops, and learn about how tea gets
from field to cup, different flavors, and recipes for dishes infused with tea

T2 founder and CEO Maryanne Shearer brings you T2's playful and hip take on tea from leaf to cup:
how to pick, process, brew, drink, and share it. Maryanne tells her story of how T2 began and the
secrets of success through the sensory theater of her stores, the colorful tea paraphernalia, her
penchant for black, and her desire to encourage tea drinkers to take risks and try new flavors.
Fascinating facts about the history of tea, how tea it is grown, picked, and processed, and the many
different varieties are presented with vibrant and stylish imagery that is distinctively T2. There's how
to make the perfect cuppa, when to add milk and sugar, and the bag versus lose leaf debate. Tea
ceremonies from around the world are explored, as well as the health benefits of tea and recipes for
delicious tea-infused dishes.

Ebury Press
9780091937683
Pub Date: 4/1/12
On Sale Date: 11/1/10
$19.99/$24.95 Can./£10.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
FULL-COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
& LINE ILLUSTRATIONS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB019000

7.7 in H | 5.7 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Tea at Fortnum & Mason
Emma Marsden

Contributor Bio
Fortnum & Mason was founded at its current site on Piccadilly almost 300 years ago and its stunning
façade and striking window displays continue to draw admirers from all over the world. The store has
been selling tea since the day it opened and the range now spans more than 70 different types.

From the internationally renowned store in Piccadilly that is synomous with style, elegance and
English charm, Tea at Fornum & Mason is a concise yet sumptuous guide about the art of taking tea.

Summary
A concise yet sumptuous guide presenting everything there is to know about the art of taking tea,
from the internationally renowned store in Piccadilly that is synonymous with style, elegance, and
English charm
Celebrating the long-standing British institution, this beautiful pocket book covers everything from
the history of afternoon tea drinking to Fortnum's relationship with tea. It also presents more than
45 recipes for all types of teatime delight, as well as guiding the reader through the best types of
tea to accompany them. Recipes include Cucumber, Cream Cheese and Dill Sandwiches; Macadamia
and Stem Ginger Cookies; Madeleines; Almond and Rose Petal Squares; Honey and Lavender Loaf
Cake; and Seville Orange and Whisky Marmalade. Beautifully illustrated with charming vintage tea
advertisements and glorious recipe photos, this book is a must-have for tea drinkers everywhere.
Metric measurements.
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Ebury Press
9780091958718
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$18.95/£10.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB019000
Territory: US

7.5 in H | 5.4 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Tea Fit for a Queen
Recipes & Drinks for Afternoon Tea
Lucy Worsley

Contributor Bio
Lucy Worsley is the chief curator of Historical Royal Palaces.

Summary
Enjoy a spot of tea and delectable cakes inspired by the rich, royal history of London's most iconic
palaces

Filled with recipes that have stood the test of time as well as fascinating anecdotes and tales, Tea Fit
for a Queen reveals how the tradition of afternoon tea started in royal Britain. More than 40 charming
recipes include everything from delicate finger sandwiches to Victoria sponge cake, Chelsea Buns,
and a Champagne Cocktail. In these pages learn about the royals and their connection to the
history of tea, why jam pennies were Queen Elizabeth II's favorite tea time treat, and how mead
cake came to be served during Henry VIII's reign. Discover what cake William and Catherine
selected for their wedding and hear why orange-scented scones became a royal tradition at
Kensington Palace. Tea Fit for a Queen presents a taste of palace etiquette to take home. Includes
metric measures.

Murdoch Books
9781741968040
Pub Date: 10/10/12
$39.95/$47.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB024000

8.5 in W | 11.5 in H | 3.2 lb
Wt

Zumbo
Adriano Zumbo's Fantastical Kitchen of Other-Worldly Delights
Adriano Zumbo

Contributor Bio
Adriano Zumbo's playful approach to food, far-ranging imagination, and cheeky attitude have made
him one of Australia's best known chefs. He opened his first patisserie in in 2007. His appearances
on MasterChef Australia have since won him a national following.

Summary
A whirlwind tour through the whimsical world of Adriano Zumbo's sweet Willie Wonka–style
inventions

Utterly irresistible and always unique, Zumbo's sweet treats feature bold flavor combinations with
incredible design, and this stunningly illustrated collection takes readers on a journey beyond the
chocolate factory to find out how to do it themselves. His melt-in-the-mouth macarons include
Chocolate Salt and Vinegar, Kalamata Olive, Salted Butter Popcorn, Blackened Vanilla Bean, and
Salted Milk Chocolate Caramel. Perfect pastries range from Pumpkin and Saffron Risotto Snail to
Sticky Mango Danish. Incredibly creative cakes include Miss Marple Cake (orange, mascarpone, and
maple), and Escape from a Colombian Rainforest (cherry, cola, and chocolate). These stunning
desserts are broken down into many small steps, creating the perfect challenge for dessert makers
who are ready for a challenge. Includes dual measures.
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Allen & Unwin
9781742377315
Pub Date: 11/1/13
$35.00/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB025000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 1.9 lb
Wt

At My Table
Delicious Recipes from 60 Celebrated Chefs for People with Diabetes
Amanda Bilson, Jannie Kyritsis

Contributor Bio
Amanda Bilson was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes at the age of 15. She is married to the
acclaimed chef Tony Bilson. Janni Kyritsis is a chef who has cooked at Bennelong at the Sydney
Opera House and opened MG Garage in Sydney. He was diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes four years
ago.

Summary
Mouthwatering, sophisticated recipes from top chefs for people with diabetes, their families, and
friends

The best chefs in the Southern Hemisphere have contributed wonderful recipes to this delicious
collection, some for everyday eating, some for special occasions. While this is not a traditional
cookbook for people with diabetes, each recipe has been assessed by a senior clinical dietician from
a hospital diabetes center. Nutritional information and tips from the dietician have been included not
only for diabetics but also for anyone watching their weight, blood glucose levels, or cholesterol.
Recipes include Maggie Beer's Haloumi and Citrus Lentils, Adam Liaw's Scallops with Green Olive
Tapenade & Preserved Lemon Powder, Luke Mangan's Warm Oriental Duck and Mango Salad, and
Janni Kyritsis's Pink Gin Granita. Recipes includes dual measures.

McBooks Press
9780935526875
Pub Date: 10/1/00
$18.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Health & Fitness  /  Diet &
Nutrition
HEA006000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Vegan (2nd Edition)

The New Ethics of Eating
Erik Marcus

Contributor Bio
Erik Marcus is a writer and public speaker who is dedicated to the advocacy of vegan and vegetarian
diets. He is a graduate of Columbia University, where he earned his master's degree in teaching
writing. He lives in Cupertion, California.

Summary
In this book, you will find the latest information about how what you eat affects your health, the
environment, and the existence of the animals who share this planet, along with in-depth
discussions of ground-breaking work by these internationally respected experts: Heart specialist,
Dean Ornish, M.D.; Nutrition scientist, T. Colin Campbell, Ph.D.; Weight loss expert, Terry Shintani,
M.D.; Farm Sanctuary founders, Gene and Lorri Bauston; Vegetarian nutritionist, Suzanne Havala,
R.D.; Population analysis, David Pimentel, Ph.D.; Mad Cow disease expert, Stephen Dealler, M.D.;
Rangeland activist, Lynn Jacobs.
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Tabula Books
9780956699220
Pub Date: 10/1/13
$35.00/$35.00 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

312 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB065000

10.5 in H | 9.1 in W | 1.5 in
T | 3.7 lb Wt

Sugared Orange
Recipes & Stories from a Winter in Poland
Beata Zatorska, Simon Target

Contributor Bio
Beata Zatorska was raised in a remote village in rural Poland and emigrated to Australia when she
was 19. She is the author of Rose Petal Jam and has been a family doctor for more than 20 years.
Simon Target has written and directed award-winning television documentaries and directed
numerous television food shows with chefs such as Curtis Stone, Rick Stein, and Donna Hay. They
both live in Sydney.

Summary
The seasonal focus of this stunning memoir cookbook brings to life the food, festivals, and
traditions of the long, cold winters spent through a rural Polish childhood. From St. Nicholas' Day to
the vigil of Christmas Eve and the mid-winter revelry of a Sylwester New Year's Eve Ball, the touching
story picks up where its predecessor, the award-winning Rose Petal Jam, leaves off. Featuring 47 new
recipes, the lush design and lavish visuals provide inspiration and nostalgia along a winter journey
that takes in the cities of Lublin, Warsaw, Kraków, and Lódz, as well as some of Europe's oldest
forests and the frozen Mazury Lakes. Part armchair travel but mostly a sumptuous personal narrative
enhanced by many well-known romantic paintings and poems, this glorious cookbook demonstrates
a deep love for Poland on every page.

Graffeg
9781909823617
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$34.95/$41.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000
Series: Flavours of Wales

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
2 lb Wt

Flavours of Wales Collection
Gilli Davies, Huw Jones

Contributor Bio
Gilli Davies is the author of many cookbooks based on local food culture in Wales and Cyprus, as
well as a 10-part TV series, Tastes of Wales. Huw Jones is a UK-based food photographer.

Summary
More than 100 easy-to-follow recipes allow both the experienced and would-be chef to create a true
taste of Wales. Five course sections—starters and light dishes; fish and seafood; vegetarian dishes;
meat, poultry, and game; and puddings and baking—each featurs full recipes and photographs.
Includes metric measures.
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Graffeg
9781909823150
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$22.95/$27.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Multiple Copy Pack

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000
Series: Pocket Wales
Territory: US & CA

5.9 in H | 4.7 in W | 1.2 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Flavours of Wales Slipcase Set
Gilli Davies

Contributor Bio
Gilli Davies is a food writer and Cordon Bleu chef from Wales. Her previous books include Eat Well in
Wales and Welsh Calendar Cookbook. A one time Chair of the Guild of Food Writers she has been
involved with food, food journalism, and broadcasting since the early 1980s.

Summary
A slipcased collection of five paperback pocket books, offering more than 100 recipes exploring
traditional Welsh cuisine

These five books—Starters & Light Dishes, Vegetarian Dishes, Fish and Seafood, Meat, Poultry and Game,
and Puddings and Baking—all focus on the history, techniques, and traditions of the Welsh kitchen.
From Welsh cakes to Salmon Bread and Butter Pudding, these easy to follow recipes allow both the
experienced and would-be chef to discover a true taste of Wales. With beautiful photography and
notes on key ingredient, this book forms part of Graffeg's Pocket Wales series—books that take you
to the heart of Wales.

Graffeg
9781909823112
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$6.95/$7.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000
Series: Flavours of Wales

6 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Flavours of Wales: Fish and Seafood
Gilli Davies, Huw Jones

Contributor Bio
Gilli Davies is the author of many cookbooks based on local food culture in Wales and Cyprus, as
well as a 10-part TV series, Tastes of Wales. Gilli runs children’s cookery classes, a training scheme to
encourage restaurants to use local ingredients, and a variety of other food events. Huw Jones is a
UK-based food photographer.

Summary
This little book contains more than 20 recipes for fish and seafood dishes by Gilli Davies, inspired by
traditional and new Welsh cooking. Lavishly illustrated with mouth-watering images by Huw Jones, it
contains insightful notes on the key ingredients which make these recipes truly Welsh. Includes
metric measures.
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Graffeg
9781909823136
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$6.95/$7.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000
Series: Flavours of Wales

6 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Flavours of Wales: Meat, Poultry and Game
Gilli Davies, Huw Jones

Contributor Bio
Gilli Davies is the author of many cookbooks based on local food culture in Wales and Cyprus, as
well as a 10-part TV series, Tastes of Wales. Gilli runs children’s cookery classes, a training scheme to
encourage restaurants to use local ingredients, and a variety of other food events. Huw Jones is a
UK-based food photographer.

Summary
This little book contains recipes for meat, poultry, and game by Gilli Davies, inspired by traditional
and new Welsh cooking, and has been lavishly illustrated with mouth-watering images by Huw Jones.
With 23 recipes exploring the history, produce, and techniques of traditional Welsh cuisine, Meat,
Poultry and Game includes favorites such as Welsh lamb with lavender and fagotts. Includes metric
measures.

Graffeg
9781909823167
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$6.95/$7.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000
Series: Flavours of Wales

6 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Flavours of Wales: Starters & Light Dishes
Gilli Davies, Huw Jones

Contributor Bio
Gilli Davies is the author of many cookbooks based on local food culture in Wales and Cyprus, as
well as a 10-part TV series, Tastes of Wales. Huw Jones is a UK-based food photographer.

Summary
With new and easy-to-follow recipes exhibiting some of the best flavors and dishes Wales has to
offer, stunning photography by Huw Jones and recipes by Gilli Davies, these are a must-have for any
Welsh kitchen. These 23 recipes exploring the history, produce, and techniques of traditional Welsh
cuisine, and include favorites such as Deep Fried Cockles and Cawl. Includes metric measures.
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Graffeg
9781909823129
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$6.95/$7.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000
Series: Flavours of Wales

6 in H | 4.8 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Flavours of Wales: Vegetarian Dishes
Gilli Davies, Huw Jones

Contributor Bio
Gilli Davies is the author of many cookbooks based on local food culture in Wales and Cyprus, as
well as a 10-part TV series, Tastes of Wales. Gilli runs children’s cookery classes, a training scheme to
encourage restaurants to use local ingredients, and a variety of other food events. Huw Jones is a
UK-based food photographer.

Summary
With new and easy-to-follow recipes exhibiting some of the best flavors and dishes Wales has to
offer, stunning photography by Huw Jones, and recipes by Gilli Davies, these are a must-have for any
Welsh kitchen. With 23 recipes exploring the history, produce, and techniques of traditional Welsh
cuisine, Vegetarian Dishes includes favorites such as Glamorgan Sausages and Welsh Rarebit.
Includes metric measures.

National Trust
9781907892455
Pub Date: 10/1/13
$39.95/$43.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

316 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000

7.5 in W | 9.8 in H | 2.8 lb
Wt

National Trust Complete Country Cookbook
Laura Mason

Contributor Bio
Laura Mason is a food historian and the author of several books, including Good Old-fashioned Pies
and Stews, Good Old-fashioned Roasts, and The National Trust Farmhouse Cookbook. She is a British
coordinator of the Slow Food Movement.

Summary
A wonderful collection of more than 200 traditional recipes represent the best of British country
cooking, including lesser-known regional country gems

There are mouthwatering recipes here for every occasion, including soups, starters, and light meals;
hearty stews and pies; delicious puddings and teatime treats; and fruity jams and spicy chutneys.
The rhythms of rural life influenced country meals and dishes and led to tasty slow-cooked stews and
hotpots and the rituals of baking bread, cakes, and pies. There is a balance of classic "good plain
cooking" and rich, well-seasoned dishes often rooted in a particular region and focusing on local
ingredients. Cooks can choose from time-honored family favorites such as Slow Roast Belly Pork with
Root Vegetables, Shepherd's Pie, Apple Cake, and Bakewell Pudding, or discover lesser-known
regional country gems like Cornish Fish Pie, traditional Welsh Stew, or Cumberland Girdle Cakes.
Includes dual measures.
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National Trust
9781909881709
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$34.95/$41.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T |
2 lb Wt

National Trust Kitchen Cookbook
National Trust

Contributor Bio
The National Trust has four million members. It protects some of the most important spaces and
places in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.

Summary
This collection offers more than 100 recipes for British seasonal dishes, ranging from classics like
Steak and Ale Pie to to newer favorites like Pumpkin Pearl Barley Risotto and Vegetable Tagine.
Desserts range from scones (of which the National Trust sell millions and particularly pride
themselves) to Ginger and Satsuma Cake and Orange and Poppyseed Cake. Many of the recipes
use ingredients sourced from the National Trust's kitchen gardens and farms—and so make the most
of the fresh summer peas or autumnal squashes. The book also features recipes that are linked to
National Trust places, such as the hearty beef stew enjoyed by Churchill at Chartwell, Agatha
Christie's favorite Lobster Bisque which she ate at Greenway, or the Plum Cake recipe handed down
to Beatrix Potter from her mother. Includes dual measures.

Birlinn Ltd
9781780271057
Pub Date: 2/1/13
$9.99/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 35
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB011000

6.1 in H | 4.4 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.2 lb Wt

The Macsween Haggis Bible
Jo Macsween, Bob Dewar

Contributor Bio
Jo Macsween is a food blogger and the owner of Macsween of Edinburgh, a haggis-making butcher
shop. Bob Dewar is a professional illustrator whose work has appeared in Holyrood magazine, the
Scotch Malt Whisky newsletter, and the Scottish Field. He has had exhibitions in Edinburgh and Italy,
and, for 15 years, contributed political and social commentary to the Scotsman.

Summary
Informative and light-hearted, this book expertly guides readers through the myths and magic of
haggis, Scotland’s national dish. The source of endless jokes and horror stories, haggis continues to
provoke curiosity around the world and this work provides readers with a deeper appreciation of the
dish. Featuring 50 mouth-watering recipes, the book rewrites the rules and demonstrates that haggis
is a versatile ingredient that can be savored at all times of day and throughout the year. This
account even dares to challenge the long-standing association of haggis with whisky, and
recommends a new coterie of drinking companions.
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BBC Books
9781849908603
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$49.95/£26.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB092000

10 in H | 7.9 in W | 1.2 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Rick Stein: From Venice to Istanbul
Discovering the Flavours of the Eastern Mediterranean
Rick Stein

Contributor Bio
Rick Stein's talent for creating delicious flavor combinations in his books and restaurants have won
him a host of awards, accolades and fans. As well as hosting a number of television series, he has
published many cookbooks, including Complete Seafood, French Odyssey, Far Eastern Odyssey, and Rick
Stein’s India.

Summary
From the mythical heart of Greece to the fruits of the Black Sea coast; from Croatian and Albanian
flavors to the spices and aromas of Turkey and beyond—the cuisine of the Eastern Mediterranean is
a vibrant melting pot brimming with character. This book includes more than 100 spectacular recipes
discovered by Rick during his travels. The ultimate mezze spread of baba ghanoush, pide bread and
keftedes. Mouthwatering garlic shrimps with soft polenta. Heavenly Dalmatian fresh fig tart. Packed
with stunning photography of the food and locations, and filled with Rick's passion for fresh produce
and authentic cooking, this collection of inspiring recipes evokes the magic of the Eastern
Mediterranean at home. Includes metric measures.

Verlag Anton Pustet
9783702506971
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$23.99/$29.99 Can./€21.00
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB092000

8.5 in W | 6.8 in H | 0.6 in T
| 1 lb Wt

The Hot 95
Stefan Oláh, Sebastian Hackenschmidt

Contributor Bio
Stefan Oláh, born in 1971, attended Verena von Gagern's Photography class at the 1989 Salzburg
International Summer Academy of Fine Arts, assistant in photo studios of Leo Kandl and Peter
Strobl, studied at the State Academy of Photographic Design in Munich. Freelance since 1994, since
1995 lecturer in Photography at the Vienna University of Applied Arts (Senior Artist since 2010).
Extensive commissions for Audi, Austrian Airlines, Bank Austria. Red Bull, Swarovski. Several
exhibitions and publications.

Summary
The common sausage. The British banger. The American frank or wiener. Not high on the gourmet
list. Grab a quick hot dog on the way to bus-stop or subway. Typical fast food. Bismarck is said to
have remarked: "Laws are like sausages – it is best not to see them being made." Well-minced
leftovers stuffed into a length of animal intestine… Arriving in Vienna, however, the western visitor
discovers that the sausage lies at the very foundations of society. In countless different sizes and
guises, it is the no. 1 social leveller. The sausage-stand is, in many senses, a shrine, jealously
guarded by Viennese tradition against onslaughts from foreign parts. Read on…
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921382918
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$69.95/$83.95 Can./£35.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009050
Territory: US & CA

12.4 in H | 10.2 in W | 1.2 in
T | 5.3 lb Wt

A Food Lover's Pilgrimage to France
From the Vineyards of Burgundy to the Mountains of the Basque Country: Food, Wine, Walking and
History on the French Pilgrim Paths to Santiago de Compostela
Dee Nolan

Contributor Bio
Dee Nolan runs an organic farm producing Nolans Road extra virgin olive oil and breeding Southdown
sheep. Dee trained as a newspaper reporter on the Herald in Melbourne and went on to have a
distinguished career as a magazine editor and senior newspaper executive on some of the world's
leading titles in London and New York. She was three times awarded Editor Of The Year by the British
Society of Magazine Editors (BSME). Her first book, A Food Lover's Pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela,
was recognized in the 2010 Gourmand World Cookbook Awards as one of the best culinary travel
books in the world.

Summary
From the author of the award-winning A Food Lover's Pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela

Most of the early pilgrims were French and now Dee retraces their steps, seeking out the ancient
paths through France. Dee's French pilgrimage winds through magnificent and changing landscapes:
from Burgundy's vine-covered slopes to the gastronomic capital of Lyon; up onto the vast windswept
meadows of the Aubrac plateau; along the dramatic Lot river; through the gentle hills of Gascony
and, finally, to the trout-filled rivers of the Pyrenees. She meets the monks whose medieval
predecessors planted the vineyards we see today, visits local markets with some of France's greatest
chefs, cooks traditional recipes in home kitchens, and walks with farmers taking cattle to the high
pasture.

Penguin Books Australia
9781921383045
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Travel  /  Europe
TRV009050
Territory: US & CA

8 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Delicious Days in Paris
Walking Tours to Explore the City's Food and Culture
Jane Paech

Contributor Bio
Jane Paech grew up on a farm in South Australia where her lifelong love of food was born. Living in
New York further ignited her passion for both food and travel, and when an opportunity to live in
Paris arose, she turned from a career in nursing to travel writing, unable to resist documenting all
the wonderful sights, smells, and tastes she discovered. Her work has been featured in publications
including Australian Gourmet Traveller, Qantas inflight magazine, the Age, and the Sydney Morning
Herald. She is the author of A Family in Paris.

Summary
Let food-lover and Paris expert Jane Paech show you around the city's mille-feuille of history and
culture, with its tempting pastry and chocolate shops on every corner

Romantic, mouth-watering Paris—where do you start? With this guide, you'll visit both legendary and
little-known cafés, restaurants, and pâtisseries of Paris, and see museums, art galleries, gardens,
markets, and other interesting places—all at a civilized pace, with time to daydream. Taste
camembert, champagne, strawberry tarts, meringues, and macarons on Jane's 14 themed walks.
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Murdoch Books
9781743361009
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$37.95/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB034000
Territory: US & CA

8.5 in W | 10 in H | 1.7 lb Wt

Bistronomy
French Food Unbound
Katrina Meynink

Contributor Bio
Katrina Meynink is a freelance food writer and the author of Kitchen Coquette. A blogger and
columnist, she has received grants and scholarships from some of the world's most renowned
culinary institutions, most recently the Julia Child Grant for Independent Study via the Culinary Trust
in the U.S.

Summary
Dynamic, edgy design enhances this celebration of a movement of energetic, innovative young
cooks shaking up the status quo to deliver phenomenally clever food at affordable prices

The new wave of cuisine represented by the bistronomy movement is led by young chefs who choose
to drop the astronomical prices and stuffy atmospheres of top-class Michelin outfits in favor of more
convivial surrounds, where food and community rather than the thread count of the tablecloth are
what matters. Through recipes and accompanying narrative, this dynamic book captures the vital
elements of bistronomy—the democratic spirit of generous, affordable hospitality, and the
imaginative reworking of classic fare built on quality ingredients and technique. Bistronomy is
premised on sharing, and author Katrina Meynink embraces that concept by creating global
Bistronomy menus with 110 recipes generously donated by chefs the world over, from Paris to
London, New York, Copenhagen, and Australia. Includes dual measures.

Penguin Books Australia
9781921383410
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$39.95/$47.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

198 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB034000
Territory: US & CA

11.3 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.8 in
T | 2.6 lb Wt

French for Everyone
Manu Feildel

Contributor Bio
Manu Feildel is a host on several Australian cooking shows. He is also the author of Lantern Cookery
Classics: Manu Feildel, Manu's French Bistro, and Manu's French Kitchen.

Summary
A great French chef encourages people to enjoy cooking and sharing great, inexpensive, easy-to-
prepare meals with family and friends

After a recent trip to his homeland, Australia's best-loved French chef, Manu Feildel, was inspired by
a way of life that values the quality of food, and the importance of sharing it around a table each
day. If you think cooking French food involves tricky techniques and long lists of ingredients, you'll
love these easy dishes. From Manu's take on vol au vents, quiche, and crepes, to perfect steak with
red-wine and little chocolate pots for dessert, Manu shows you how to enjoy cooking French food at
home every day. Includes metric measures.
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Ebury Press
9780091950477
Pub Date: 4/1/14
On Sale Date: 9/9/13
$32.95/$39.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
PHOTOGRAPHS
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB034000
Territory: Canada only

2.8 lb Wt

Mange Tout
Bistro Cooking with a Modern Twist
Bruno Loubet

Contributor Bio
Bruno Loubet has worked with Pierre Koffmann at La Tante Claire and with Raymond Blanc at the two
Michelin-starred Manoir aux Quat'Saisons. He earned a Michelin star as head chef at the Four
Seasons, Inn on the Park, before opening Bistrot Bruno, L'Odeon, and Bistrot Bruno Loubet at The
Zetter Hotel.

Summary
Beetroot Ravioli, Sour & Spicy Wet Roast Pork Belly with Pickled Cabbage—French bistro food is
reinvented using fresh ingredients, simple flavors, and bold combinations

Bruno Loubet's cooking is sublime and unique, drawing on the classics of the French bistro menu but
each dish is given a modern twist. This collection is inspired by his own upbringing and travels, and
combines the traditional and familiar with ideas and ingredients taken from around the world. With
dishes including Whole Artichoke Bake with Goats' Cheese, Slow-Baked Onions in their Skins with
Cheddar & Sage, Stilton Fritters with Pear and Sour Honey, Sweet Soy Braised Beef Cheeks with
Mango Salad, Crepes Suzette with a Touch of Cardamom, and Grand Marnier Eclairs, Bruno offers a
delicious mix of accessible and aspirational, all delivered with a dash of Gallic flair. Includes metric
measures.

Pavilion
9781910232033
Pub Date: 12/1/15
Ship Date: 12/1/15
$12.95/$15.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB035000

8.1 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

How to Be a Chili Head
Inside the Red-Hot World of the Chili Cult
Andy Lynes

Contributor Bio
Andy Lynes edits the Metro newspaper's Good Taste food and drink pages. He also writes for the
Independent on Sunday, the Times, Sainsbury's Magazine, and Waitrose Food Illustrated, and has been
nominated for the Glenfiddich Award.

Summary
A sizzling-hot guide to the world of the chili head, from where to celebrate at chili festivals to
practical growing tips and the 10 best chili recipes from around the globe

Welcome to the world of the chili cult. All over the globe, people are getting together to grow chilis,
taste chilis, and make sauce hot enough to blow their heads off. Competition among chili-growers is
fierce, and tall tales of dastardly deeds abound. This sizzling-hot book is your essential guide to the
chili world, with inside information on where to find the tastiest varieties, where to eat the best chili-
packed street food, and the race to produce the hottest chili ever known. Find out the secrets of chili
science, such as why a slug of water won’t help when your mouth’s on fire, what effect eating a
super-hot chili has on your body, and how to measure how hot a chili is. If you want to grow your own
chilis, this book contains a wealth of foolproof cultivation tips, and, of course, there’s a delicious
selection of chili recipes to make with your first harvest. Packed with features, facts, and fun, this is
th...
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Chicago Review Press
9781569767061
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Science  /  Chemistry
SCI013000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Culinary Reactions
The Everyday Chemistry of Cooking
Simon Quellen Field

Contributor Bio
Simon Field is the author of Why There’s Antifreeze in Your Toothpaste, Gonzo Gizmos, and The Return of
Gonzo Gizmos, and is the creator of the popular Web site www.scitoys.com.

A chef is just a scientist in disguise

Summary
When you’re cooking, you’re a chemist! Every time you follow or modify a recipe, you are

experimenting with acids and bases, emulsions and suspensions, gels and foams. In your kitchen

you denature proteins, crystallize compounds, react enzymes with substrates, and nurture desired

microbial life while suppressing harmful bacteria and fungi. And unlike in a laboratory, you can eat

your experiments to verify your hypotheses.

In Culinary Reactions, author Simon Quellen Field turns measuring cups, stovetop burners, and

mixing bowls into graduated cylinders, Bunsen burners, and beakers. How does altering the ratio of

flour, sugar, yeast, salt, butter, and water affect how high bread rises? Why is whipped cream made

with nitrous oxide rather than the more common carbon dioxide? And why does Hollandaise sauce

call for “clarified” butter? This easy-to-follow primer even includes recipes to demonstrate the

concepts being discussed, including:

· Whipped Creamsicle Topping—a foam

· Cherry Dream Cheese—a protein gel

· Lemonade with Chameleon Eggs—an acid indicator

UIT Cambridge Ltd.
9780857841124
Pub Date: 4/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/14
$30.00/$30.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB023000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.6 in T |
2 lb Wt

Food from Your Forest Garden
How to Harvest, Cook and Preserve Your Forest Garden Produce
Martin Crawford, Caroline Aitken

Contributor Bio
Martin Crawford has spent more than 20 years in organic agriculture and horticulture and is director
of the Agroforestry Research Trust, a nonprofit charity that researches temperate agroforestry and all
aspects of plant cropping and uses, with a focus on tree, shrub, and perennial crops. The Trust
produces several publications and a quarterly journal, and sells plants and seeds. He is the author of
several books, including Creating a Forest Garden, A Forest Garden Year, and How to Grow Perennial
Vegetables. Caroline Aitken is a course cook for a permaculture design course and studied
horticulture with the Royal Horticultural Society.

Summary
Forest gardening—a novel method of growing edible crops in different vertical layers—is attracting
increased interest for gardens large and small. When it comes time to harvest, however, making the
most out of the produce can be a daunting proposition. This expert guide offers readers creative and
imaginative ways to enjoy the crops from their forest garden, from bamboo shoots and beech leaves
to medlars and mashua. The book provides cooking advice and recipe suggestions, with notes on
every species presented in Martin Crawford’s Creating a Forest Garden. More than 100 recipes for more
than 50 species are presented by season, as are a range of raw food options. Information on each
plant’s nutritional value is also included, as is advice on harvesting and processing. Readers will also
learn how to preserve their produce, whether making traditional jams or ferments and fruit leathers.
Beautiful color photographs throughout make this invaluable guide an eye-catching resource for
readers looking to get the most out of their forest garden.
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Murdoch Books
9781742664415
Pub Date: 1/1/16
Ship Date: 1/1/16
$39.95/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB023000
Territory: US & CA

2.1 lb Wt

Gourmet Farmer Deli Book
Food as It Used to Taste
Matthew Evans, Ross O'Meara

Contributor Bio
Matthew Evans is a food writer and former restaurant critic who runs a smallholding in Tasmania. He
and former chef Ross O'Meara run a market stall selling products made from free-range pigs they
breed themselves. Cheesemaker Nick Haddow owns and runs Bruny Island Cheese Company in
Tasmania.

Summary
A beautifully photographed book celebrating the way we used too cook food and how it used to
taste

Why would you make your own sausages, cure your own ham, pickle your own fish, or preserve your
own vegetables? It's quite simple really: because it tastes better. Matthew and his friends celebrate
the artisan process in making items you would typically find in your local deli, from cheese and
cream or cured and smoked meats to pickled fish and vegetables. Also included are more than 100
simple recipes incorporating these delicious artisan ingredients (which you can buy from your local
deli, if you don’t want to make them yourself—tips are included on what to look for when buying
items at the deli). Rustic, flavorsome dishes are the order of the day in this beautiful book that
rejoices in taking your time and enjoying traditional ways of preparing food. Includes dual measures.

minedition
9789888240623
Pub Date: 4/1/14
$9.99/$11.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Board Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P
And Under
Juvenile Fiction  /  Concepts
JUV009000
Series: Yonezu, Guess
What?, board books

6.5 in W | 6.5 in H | 0.5 lb
Wt

Guess What?Food?
Yusuke Yonezu

Contributor Bio
Yusuke Yonezu is an author and illustrator of children’s books, including 5 Little Apples, Moving
Blocks, Please Don’t Cry, Rainbow Chameleon, We Love Each Other, and Yum Yum!

Summary
Familiar foods become surprising creatures with the help of lively lift-the-flaps

Carrots, chestnuts, and cheese turn into animals with the lift of a flap in this fun board book. Young
readers are encouraged to use their imaginations to guess what animal will be revealed. A toasty
bun becomes a smiling dog; a series of red peppers transforms into an octopus. What will be found
under the pumpkin? Children will enjoy brainstorming to guess each surprise.
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Chicago Review Press
9781613746981
Pub Date: 4/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/14
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Nature  /  Plants
NAT026000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 1.3 lb
Wt

Guide to Wild Foods and Useful Plants (2nd Edition)

Christopher Nyerges, Ed Begley, Jr.

Contributor Bio
Christopher Nyerges is the director of the School of Self-Reliance, where he has taught classes on
wild foods and survival skills since 1974. He is an associate editor of Wilderness Way and West Coast
editor of Wild Food Forum. He has published hundreds of articles on wild foods, gardening,
self-reliance, and survival skills in American Survival Guide, Whole Life Times, Mother Earth News,
Herbalist, and many other magazines.

Summary
An array of abundant wild foods is available to hikers, campers, foragers, or anyone interested in
living closer to the earth. Written by a leading expert on wild foods and a well-known teacher of
survival skills, Guide to Wild Foods and Useful Plants is more than a listing of plant types—it teaches
how to recognize edible plants and where to find them, their medicinal and nutritional properties,
and their growing cycles. This new edition features more than 70 plants found all around the United
States along with more than 100 full color photos plus handy leaf, fruit, and seed keys to help
readers identify the plants. It also includes fascinating folklore about plants, personal anecdotes
about trips and meals, and simple and tasty recipes.

Allen & Unwin
9781743319017
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

8 in W | 10 in H | 2.2 lb Wt

Janella's Super Natural Foods
Over 150 Delicious Recipes for Sustained Wellbeing
Janella Purcell

Contributor Bio
Janella Purcell is a naturopath, nutritionist, herbalist, iridologist, and chef. She is the author of Eating
for the Seasons, Janella Purcell's Elixir, and Janella's Wholefood Kitchen.

Summary
Another inspiring cookbook to follow the successful Eating for the Seasons and Janella's Wholefood
Kitchen—with more than 150 fantastic recipes for healthy and delicious meals, desserts, snacks,
drinks, and dressings, using wholefoods

There's so much confusion in the world of food information; no wonder people find it hard to know
what's good for them. In this book, every recipe will help you to achieve your best health. With a
yummy mix of superfoods, supergrains, fermented foods, and a good old-fashioned plant-based
diet, Janella's philosophy of using "food as medicine" is simple and easy to follow. Many of the
recipes have been influenced by Janella's travels to Italy, Japan, India, the Middle East, and South
East Asia—healthy foods have never been so delicious. Clearly marked with relevant codes—gluten
free, vegan, vegetarian, dairy free, raw, soy free, nut free, or grain free—each recipe also contains a
few alternative ingredient suggestions to please all of the friends and family seated around your
table. Recipes include dual measurements.
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Pavilion
9781909108806
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$26.95/$31.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

8.5 in H | 7 in W | 1 in T |
1.9 lb Wt

Love Your Lunchbox
101 Recipes to Liven up Lunchtime
James Ramsden

Contributor Bio
James Ramsden's supper club, the Secret Larder, is one of the most popular in London and was
described by one journalist as "harder to get into than the Ivy." He is the author of Do-Ahead Dinners
and Small Adventures in Cooking.

Summary
Save money and eat more healthily with 101 recipes to replace the daily purchased sandwich, drink,
and snackThere is a new trend toward lunch boxes as people are cutting back on daily spending,
trying to eat more healthily, and aspiring to use things up, creating less waste. Fitting perfectly into
this trend, this cookbook is a creative, inspiring source of lunch box recipes and ideas for urbanites,
with quirky, original yet practical ideas. Each of the 101 recipes are healthier and cost less than the
average café-bought sandwich and drink. As well as recipes for eating straight out of the box, there
are ideas for utilizing the office kettle, toaster, or microwave to finish off. From super noodles with
tofu and lemongrass, to smoked mackerel salad, there are ideas for winter warmers, light summer
lunches, and delicious snacks as well as recipes for the budget conscious. Includes dual
measurements.

Triumph Books
9781629372297
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$25.00/$30.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Sports & Recreation  / 
Baseball
SPO003000

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
2 lb Wt

The Big Hurt's Guide to BBQ and Grilling
Recipes from My Backyard to Yours
Frank Thomas

Contributor Bio
Frank Thomas is a Hall of Fame Chicago White Sox designated hitter. He is a five-time All-Star,
four-time Silver Slugger Award winner, and two-time American League MVP. His number was retired by
the Chicago White Sox. Thomas opened the Big Hurt Brewhouse restaurant and sports bar near
Chicago in 2014.

Summary
Hall of Famer and Chicago icon Frank Thomas shares his passion for grilling and cooking with
baseball fans everywhere for the first time. Grilling is perhaps as essential and synonymous with
American culture as baseball itself, and Frank Thomas is ready to share all of his home run recipes.
Whether you’re looking for barbecue basics or grilling greatness, these sizzling steaks, slow-cooked
smoked ribs, and mouthwatering burgers are sure to please every palate, from healthy fare to
hearty indulgences. Beautiful full-color photographs and easy to follow instructions set you up for
culinary success alongside legendary former White Sox player Frank Thomas.
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Pavilion
9781862059566
Pub Date: 7/1/13
$26.95/$29.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB105000

9.6 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.1 in T
| 2 lb Wt

The Hedgerow Cookbook
100 Delicious Recipes for Wild Food
Wild at Heart

Contributor Bio
Wild at Heart is a small business set up by Ginny Knox and Caro Willson to make a range of award-
winning jellies, relishes, and fruit cheeses based on traditional recipes and using wild, native, or
ancient fruits.

Summary
A guide to gathering edible plants in the wild and using them creatively in many different recipes
—jams, jellies, relishes, baking, fruit cordials and liqueurs, and more

Seasonal, local and wild foods—they're free, fun, and very tasty! Harvesting produce from the
hedgerows, meadows, and woods rather than just visiting the supermarket is rewarding and
economical. The joy of turning nature's bounty into delicious produce to enjoy with the family or to
use to make a lovely gift is being rediscovered in kitchens of today. This book demonstrates how
easy it is to use one's "harvest" in lots of different ways. Those who are fed up with just making jam
can try fruit leather, cheese, rose petal syrup, or a wickedly alcoholic drink instead. The book covers
flowers and hips (elderflowers, dandelions, and roses); berries (blackberries, elderberries, bilberries,
wild raspberries, wild strawberries, rowan berries, and berry mixtures); fruit with stones (wild plums
and damsons, sloes, wild cherries); fruit with pips (crab apples, quinces, medlars); nuts (hazelnuts,
chestnuts, walnuts); and leaves (...

Terrace Publishing
9780965327527
Pub Date: 2/1/07
$29.95/$34.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

9.3 in W | 9.3 in H | 0.5 in T
| 2.2 lb Wt

The New InterCourses (10th Edition)

An Aphrodisiac Cookbook
Martha Hopkins, Randall Lockridge

Contributor Bio
Martha Hopkins and Randall Lockridge formed Terrace Partners, a publishing and design firm, in
1996. They've collaborated on many books, including Do It for Less! Parties, Let’s Grill, Low-Carb Meals
in Minutes, Meat, More Low-Carb Meals in Minutes, and New Tastes from Texas, a companion book to
Stephan Pyles’ PBS series. Martha has appeared on Good Morning America, CNN, and the Food
Network. She lives in Waco, Texas. Randall lives in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Summary
Organized by type of aphrodisiac, this playful cookbook covers 19 sensual foods, ranging from
traditional favorites like oysters and strawberries to lesser-known but just as potent foods such as
pine nuts and asparagus. Including histories of aphrodisiacs, couples' anecdotes, and tantalizing
photography, this 10th-anniversary edition of this beautiful and innovative cookbook features more
than 55 new, couple-tested recipes and a completely revised appendix.
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Kombi-Nation Sweden AB
9789163196843
Pub Date: 9/1/09
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

6.5 in H | 9.3 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

The Original VW Camper Cookbook
80 Tasty Recipes Specially Composed for Cooking in a Camper
Lennart Hannu, Steve Rooker, Susanne Rooker

Contributor Bio
Lennart Hannu is the owner of Origocom Repro AB, a printing and graphics design company whose
clients include book, movie, and record companies. Steve Rooker is a professional chef. Susanne
Rooker is a project manager in a newspaper company.

Summary
As much a tribute to these legendary campers as a collection of outdoor-friendly recipes, this
cookbook features instructions for more than 80 delicious dishes paired with shots of vintage VW
campers ranging from a 1958 Westfalia and a 1969 kombi to a 1959 23-window samba and a 1979
pop top. Designed to be prepared in a variety of rustic settings with minimal utensils, the recipes are
organized by soups and salads, light bites, main courses, filling seafood, BBQ, and sweets, and
include dishes such as Tuscany bean soup, avocado salad, Skagen sandwich, flaming beef
stroganoff, fast wok noodles, spicy lime grilled prawns, baked bananas, pancakes, and hot cinnamon
apples. True aficionados will be delighted by the cookbook’s special holiday recipe for making a
Christmas-themed gingerbread bus. A handy utensils icon on each spread identifies the tools
required to make the dishes. In keeping with the cookbook’s global contents, some recipes feature
international measurements (gram, liter, and rasher), others identify traditional American
measurements (tablespoon, teaspoon, and cup), and so...

Penguin Books Australia
9781921384301
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$35.00/$42.00 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000

9.5 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

The Raw Food Kitchen Book
Amanda Brocket

Contributor Bio
Amanda Brocket is a qualified raw food chef, teacher and coach. The Raw Food Kitchen Head Office
runs regular classes and retreats and offers transformation programs online. The Raw Food Kitchen
Book is Amanda's first cookbook.

Summary
Amanda Brocket is a passionate advocate of eating raw—fresh natural food that has not been
heated over 44°C (or 111°F). After a five-year health battle, she discovered raw food and quickly lost
weight, stopped craving sugar, regained her energy and cured herself of her health condition. In this
book Amanda explains how to start incorporating more raw food into your diet to experience its
life-changing benefits. There are more than 80 delicious, nourishing recipes to get you started, as
well as expert advice on ingredients, preparation, techniques and equipment. Includes dual
measures.
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Pavilion
9781909815841
Pub Date: 8/1/15
Ship Date: 8/1/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

9.1 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

The Ultimate Sandwich
100 Classic Sandwiches, from Reuben to Po'Boy and Everything in Between
Jonas Cramby

Contributor Bio
Jonas Cramby is a freelance food writer and chronicler. His blog on the Swedish magazine Café has
20,000 unique readers every month. In 2009 he was awarded the title Chronicler of the Year by
Sweden’s magazines, and he has recently become the restaurant critic for Metro. He is the author of
Tex-Mex From Scratch.

Summary
At last a cookbook that affords the modest sandwich all the respect it deserves, from BLTs to banh
mis

When John Montagu, the fourth Duke of Sandwich, got the brilliant idea of putting slices of cold meat
between two pieces of bread, he not only invented the first, really modern meal, he created a global
obsession. Today there are variations of the portable, cheap (but, above all, good) sandwich in most
cultures and it is about time a book appeared that takes the subject seriously. In more than 90
recipes, this book teaches such skills as how to make perfect versions of classics such as the Club
Sandwich, Reuben, and BLT, and teaches readers all they need to know about exotic sandwiches such
as Mufflettas, Tortas, Po’boys, and Banh mis. Sandwiches describes sandwich history, sandwich
philosophy, how you bake the perfect bread, how to make your own cheese, and cured and cooked
meats, and which are the accessories and kitchen equipment every sandwich lover ought to have at
home. Recipes include dual measurements.

Kombi-Nation Sweden AB
9789163710940
Pub Date: 11/4/12
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 25
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

9.3 in W | 6.5 in H | 1.3 lb
Wt

VW Camper Cookbook Rides Again
Amazing Camper Recipes and Stories from an Aircooled World
Lennart Hannu, Lotta Hannu, Steve Rooker, Susanne ...

Contributor Bio
Lennart Hannu is the owner of Origocom Repro AB, a printing and graphics design company whose
clients include book, movie, and record companies. Steve Rooker is a professional chef. Susanne
Rooker is a project manager in a newspaper company. They are the authors of The Original VW
Camper Cookbook. Lotta Hannu has a passion for old VW buses and touring Europe with her family
—Lennart and their three children.

Summary
In this follow-up to the cult classic The Original VW Camper Cookbook, a fresh batch of amazing camper
recipes are taken to the next level but remain realistic for camper cooking. The international recipes,
drawn from VW-enthusiasts worldwide, are designed to be easily tweaked and adapted to suit
personal preferences. They cover two-burner camping meals, food for picnics, and great barbecue
ideas. The stories come straight from van fans and their adventures, from road trips to restorations,
in locations all across the world. A new section, “Bake and Take,” provides recipes for sweet and
savory pastries that can be made and baked before a trip—ideal for day trips, picnics, and first
nights camping.
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Pan Macmillan
9781447249962
Pub Date: 2/1/16
Ship Date: 2/1/16
$32.95/$39.99 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Nature  /  Plants
NAT026000
Territory: US

9.7 in H | 7.4 in W | 1 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

Wild Food
A Complete Guide for Foragers
Roger Phillips

Contributor Bio
Roger Phillips is an award-winning photographer with a reputation spanning 30 years. The author of
20 books, he has consistently pioneered the use of color photography for the reliable identification
of natural history subjects. His other books include Mushrooms and Other Fungi of North America,
Perennials: The Definitive Reference, and The Random House Book of Trees of North America and Europe.

Summary
An authoritative and beautifully illustrated book on wild food and foraging by a leading expert

Wild food is all around us, growing in our hedgerows and fields, along river banks and seashores,
even on inhospitable moorland. In this definitive book, hundreds of these plants are clearly
identified, with color photography and a detailed description. Roger Phillips also gives us fascinating
information on how our ancestors would have used the plant as well as including more than 100
more modern recipes for delicious food and drinks. From berries, herbs, and mushrooms to wild
vegetables, salad leaves, seaweed, and even bark, this book will inspire you to start cooking with
nature's free bounty. lncludes dual measures.

Allen & Unwin
9781742379418
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

232 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB101000

8.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.7 lb
Wt

After Toast
Recipes for Aspiring Cooks
Kate Gibbs

Contributor Bio
Kate Gibbs is an established food and travel writer, journalist, cookbook author, and the
granddaughter of Australian cooking legend Margaret Fulton. She writes regularly for Australian
Gourmet Traveller, the Sydney Morning Herald, and the Wall Street Journal.

Summary
Finally, a cookbook that answers the question all aspiring cooks ask—what can I cook once I've
mastered toast? The essential young person's guide to real, and really awesome, food.

Toast is the entry into the kitchen for many cooks—the dish a young cook first learns not to burn, or
that they make when there is nobody around to cook for them. It's a reliable culinary introduction.
But what comes next? Taking aspiring cooks into the kitchen fray, this cookbook shows young adults
what to eat and how to cook. Distilling culinary advice from her own upbringing, the author offers
must-know tricks for the new-to-cooking, modernizes classics, and inspires an interest in healthy
cooking. Recipes for crunchy, fried mozzarella-stuffed croquettes; French roast chicken; mini
cheeseburgers; and proper salads meet ideas for sprawling weekend feasts. This book raises the
bar for the packed lunch, serves up new ideas on snacks, shows teens and 20-somethings what to
cook for friends or mom, and puts an end to endless fridge searches by answering the perpetual
question "What can I eat?".
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Pavilion
9781909108028
Pub Date: 8/1/13
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB023000

8.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 lb Wt

Freeze & Easy
Fabulous Food & New Ideas for Making the Most of Your Freezer
Sara Lewis

Contributor Bio
Sara Lewis is the author of numerous cookbooks, including The Bread Book, 200 Chicken Dishes, and
200 Slow Cooker Recipes. She was the cooking editor for Practical Parenting magazine and is now a
regular contributor to Slimming World magazine.

Summary
How to make the most of the freezer, to save time and money

By cooking in bulk and freezing gluts, cooks can cut down on the cost of ingredients and the time
spent in the kitchen, and this book explains how. It is packed with 100 delicious recipes, including
Lentil and Venison Sausage Stew; Thai Coconut Fish Curry; Garlicky Stilton and Dauphinoise; Pear,
Saffron and Ginger Tarte Tatin; Easy Spiced Banana and Apricot Bread; and Peach and Mascarpone
Crumble Cake. All the basic recipes a busy cook needs can be found right here; for example a ragù
sauce that can be frozen and then turned into numerous dishes. There are also recipes perfectly
suited to cooking in bulk—for instance, why cook one lasagna when you can fit three in your oven
and freeze two of them? Every recipe features health and safety advice on freezing, defrosting, and
reheating, and there are at-a-glance charts of ingredients to show which ones can be frozen and for
how long. Includes dual measures.

Penguin Books Australia
9781921383953
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB039000
Territory: US & CA

8 in W | 10.3 in H | 2 lb Wt

I Am Food
Eating Your Way to Health
Anthia Koullouros

Contributor Bio
Anthia Koullouros has been working as a naturopath, herbalist, and organic food, health, and
lifestyle educator since 1994, helping clients transition to brilliant health through the use of organic
whole foods, medicinal herbs, and spices. She runs an organic lifestyle store and naturopathic clinic
in Sydney. I Am Food is her first book.

Summary
How to choose and cook conscious, sustainable wholefoods, see through giant food corporations'
marketing, and and move past weight loss diets and other gimmicks

Are you confused about what you are meant to eat? In this practical guide to eating for health,
respected naturopath Anthia Koullouros explains how to "unscramble the scramble" and transition
from eating processed foods to eating the food that's best for your body and soul—as well as the
planet. More than 80 recipes and meal suggestions are offered as well as no-nonsense advice on
choosing and cooking real, honest food. The book also includes detailed cleansing tips and a 28-day
menu plan. Includes metric measures.
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Pavilion
9781909108882
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB111000

9.4 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Gluten-Free & Easy
Healthy & Delicious Dinners & Desserts
Sara Lewis

Contributor Bio
Sara Lewis is the author of numerous cookbooks, including 200 Slow Cooker Recipes, The Bread Book,
and Bread Machine Easy.

Summary
Gluten-free recipes for breads, pies, pizzas, and cakes make adapting to a gluten-free diet easy

With 75 recipes and step-by-step guides to making gluten-free pastries, breads, cakes, and more,
and a glossary of gluten-free ingredients such as flour mixes and xanthan gum, this is the only
book home chefs need to change their diet for ever. The wide range of dishes also includes other
treats that are conventionally gluten-based, such as dumplings, pancakes, pasta, and Chinese
sauces. The chapters are based around mealtimes, with lots of ideas for meals that are
conventionally gluten-heavy, such as portable lunches and speedy suppers. A simple guide to
ingredients to avoid and gluten-free alternatives completes this invaluable cookbook and resource.
Includes dual measurements.

Murdoch Books
9781743363126
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB111000
Territory: US & CA

7.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Good Without Gluten
Frédérique Jules, Jennifer Lepoutre, Mitsuru Yanas...

Contributor Bio
Frédérique Jules, Jennifer Lepoutre, and Mitsuru Yanase are the three chefs at No Glu, a restaurant
and grocery store in Paris. They work together developing recipes for their clientele who seek
guaranteed gluten-free food that is also delicious.

Summary
Gluten-free pancakes, triple chocolate cookies, goat's cheese and green olive muffins, pumpkin
soup with chestnuts, sage gnocchi, macaroni and ham gratin, pecan pie, cheesecake, and much
more

The chefs at Parisian restaurant and grocery store No Glu create delicious, gluten-free food with all
the style, finesse, and passion for baking excellence that makes French patisserie world-reknowned.
Using a range of cereals and clever flour mixes, they have developed mroe than 65 delicious and
nutritious recipes. Included are recipes for scrumptious cookies, sticky banana cake, sweet pastry,
polenta cake, savory and sweet muffins, chestnut flour bread, crepes, cheesecake, burgers, pizzas,
and quiche—all gluten free. Stylish design includes a thick board binding with a cut-out cover.
Includes dual measures.
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Murdoch Books
9781743362914
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB111000
Territory: US & CA

7.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 in T |
2.1 lb Wt

My Petite Kitchen Cookbook
Simple Wholefood Recipes
Eleanor Ozich

Contributor Bio
Eleanor Ozich is a self-taught cook who has worked for many years as a food writer and food stylist
for various magazines in her home country, New Zealand. Eleanor created the Petite Kitchen blog as a
personal diary, documenting her family's road to simple eating and her blog now has a substantial
and growing international following.

Summary
A complete menu of more than 100 simple, wholefood, gluten-free recipes that feed body and soul

Eleanor created these recipes for her family as a means of trying (successfully) to cure her
four-year-old daughter's severe eczema. Replacing sugar and grains with natural, unprocessed
alternatives, Eleanor's recipes show how easy it is to prepare healthy food that is bursting with flavor
and goodness. From Apple and Sage Pork Cassoulet to Decadent Raspberry and Coconut Torte, this
book covers breakfasts, lunches, drinks, dinners, and desserts—and everything in between. Includes
dual measures.

Penguin Books Australia
9780670077588
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$35.00/$42.00 Can./£15.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB111000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 2 lb Wt

The Chef Gets Healthy
100 Gluten-Free Recipes
Tobie Puttock, Georgia Puttock, Jamie Oliver

Contributor Bio
Tobie Puttock worked for Italian restaurant Caffe e Cucina before honing his skills in restaurant
kitchens in Italy, Switzerland, and the UK, including time behind the burners at London's River Cafe
and Fifteen London. Tobie then returned home to establish the Australian counterpart, Fifteen
Melbourne. Tobie has his own YouTube channel, which is part of Jamie Oliver's Food Tube network.
He is the author of Cook Like an Italian, Daily Italian, and Italian Local. Georgia Puttock spent several
years working for some of Australia's premier fashion labels and as a freelance makeup artist. She
now works as a feline vet nurse. Jamie Oliver is a British chef and celebrity whose credits include The
Naked Chef.

Summary
What happens when an acclaimed Australian chef is asked to ditch his favorite fat-laden ingredients,
forgo many of the rich Italian dishes he has spent 20 years perfecting, and remove gluten from his
recipes? Well, because it's Georgia, the love of his life who's asking, he puts his heart and soul into
changing the way they eat. With advice from fitness and nutrition guru Donna Aston, Georgia helped
Tobie identify the changes they needed to make and get healthy. They created 100 recipes free of
gluten, refined sugar, and highly processed carbs, with a healthy amount of "good" fats, lots of fresh
fruit and vegetables, and, above all, masses of flavor. From breakfast to lunches, dinners, and
dessert, this is how they eat now.
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Allen & Unwin
9781743314845
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$28.95/$34.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB111000

8.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.5 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

The Eat Well Cookbook
Dairy-Free and Gluten-Free Recipes for Food Lovers
Jan Purser, Kathy Snowball

Contributor Bio
Jan Purser is a naturopathic nutrition consultant, remedial therapist, and meditation teacher. She
has worked in the food and food-publishing industry for more than 20 years and has written six
books on health, food, and meditation. She is currently the health and nutrition editor of Australian
Good Taste magazine. Kathy Snowball is a freelance food writer and the author of numerous
cookbooks and has worked as a food editor at Australian Gourmet Traveller and Australian Women's
Weekly.

Summary
A cookbook that lets allergy sufferers have their cake and eat it too
Based on a philosophy for health and well-being, this cookbook offers a selection of sensational
healthy food for all occasions, whether it's dinner for two, a family meal, or entertaining a large
group. All recipes are gluten- and dairy-free, making them perfect for people with sensitivities,
dieters, those suffering from allergies, or people who just want to look and feel healthier.
Mouthwatering meals—including marinated quail with red cabbage salad, seared tuna with panzanella
and caper dressing, Portuguese-style duck rice, and baked pumpkin "gnocchi" with roasted tomatoes
and salsa verde—fill each page, and all recipes offer vegetarian substitutions. Includes dual
measures.

Michael O'Mara
9781843179610
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$15.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Family & Relationships  / 
Parenting
FAM022000

5 in W | 8 in H

Grandmother's Wisdom (2nd Edition)

Good, Old-fashioned Advice Handed Down Through the Ages
Lee Faber

Contributor Bio
Lee Faber is the author of Grandfather's Wisdom.

Summary
How to banish moths from clothing, cook the perfect omelette, repot plants, keep fruit fresh, and
all the other tips that grandmothers seem to just know
Grandmothers have been handing out advice for centuries and their tried and tested methods are
often the answer to many modern day problems. Did you know that malt vinegar and baking soda
are as good as any branded cleaning product? That you can make your own delicious lemonade?
That there's a shampoo that's perfect for your hair color? Or what the best way to banish nasty
bruises and a nagging toothache is? This collection gathers all the recipes, tips, and good old
common sense that grandmothers have learned and put into use throughout their lives. All the
methods actually work—not an old wives' tale in sight! Charming, entertainingl and practical, this is
the perfect gift for someone needing a little bit of Grandma's guidance. Includes dual measures.
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Blink Publishing
9781910536070
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$27.95/$33.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB038000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Eat Greek for a Week
Fabulous Food that Will Improve Your Health in Seven Days
Tonia Buxton

Contributor Bio
Tonia Buxton is a gourmet chef, writer and television personality. She was the presenter of the UK
Discovery Channel’s award-winning series My Greek Kitchen and My Cypriot Kitchen. Tonia is the author
of Have a Baby and Look Better than Ever.

Summary
A qualified nutritionist, Tonia Buxton takes readers on a journey across her homeland and shows how
Greek food can not only manage your weight more effectively, but can help slow aging, improve your
sex life, and even prevent the development of diabetes. From delicious dolmades to mouth-watering
moussaka, leave the mundane weekly dinners at home and join Tonia on a culinary journey of
discovery as she shows you how the dishes of her Hellenic homeland can lead to a happy and
healthy lifestyle. With extensive charts on the benefits of particular nutrients, and more than 50
recipes ranging from a simple Tzatziki to a superb souvlaki, Eat Greek for a Week is a wonderful
introduction to Greek cooking. Includes metric measures.

Murdoch Books
9781760110659
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB040000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.1 lb Wt

Courtyard Kitchen
Recipes and Growing Tips for Herbs and Potted Fruits
Natalie Boog

Contributor Bio
Natalie Boog ran a fruit and vegetable co-operative which prompted her to start a very successful
food blog, from which the idea for Courtyard Kitchen arose.

Summary
Herbs and potted fruits thrive in small, easy-to maintain spaces—in courtyard pots and troughs, on
decks or balconies or in window boxes. Herbs are inexpensive to pot and grow and add wonderful
flavor to the simplest dish, and of course there's nothing quite like cooking with home-grown
ingredients. Courtyard Kitchen is prefaced with simple tips and hints on selecting the best herbs for
your space and setting up and maintaining them; it includes essential information on seasons,
cropping times and basic plant care. Following this are more than 80 simple fresh food recipes with
clever flavor-matching ideas based around a specific herb or potted fruit theme—basil, mint,
coriander, lemon, parsley, strawberry, thyme, rosemary, chilli. There are risottos, roasts, pizzas,
salsas, salads, soups, recipes for pasta, polenta, couscous; there are sorbets, cakes and treats
—delicious, easy recipes that celebrate the sheer pleasure of home cooking with herbs you've grown
yourself. Includes dual measures.
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John Blake
9781782190660
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$14.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB044000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Curry Magic
How to Create Modern Indian Restaurant Dishes at Home
Pat Chapman

Contributor Bio
Pat Chapman is the author of The Modern Balti Cookbook and The New Curry Bible.

Summary
How to bring the flavor of your local curry restaurant to your home kitchen and make it your own

Many people are first introduced to Indian food at a restaurant, and this wonderful book will teach
cooks the simple, effective, and time-saving techniques used by Indian chefs. Unlike many
cookbooks, this one offers straightforward instructions that focus on how to create food with an
infinite variety of tastes, helping readers to cook delicious, hassle-free meals. There is an excellent
selection of well-tested dishes combining all the restaurant favorites with a liberal sprinkling of
recipes found in Indian homes. With a little practice cooks will be able to produce snacks, meals, or
even banquets that will delight their family and friends. Includes dual measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743360552
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$39.95/$47.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB044000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 3.5 lb
Wt

Hidden Kitchens of Sri Lanka
Bree Hutchins

Contributor Bio
Bree Hutchins is a food and travel photographer.

Summary
An evocative journey into the heart and culture of the real Sri Lanka with beautifully photographed
cooking and heartwarming stories

Divided into geographical regions, this stunning book, beautifully packaged with blue placeholder
ribbon, offers recipes from that region along with stories of the people who live there. On the
reawakening Jaffna Peninsula, war widows cook crab curry and fry spicy snacks, while in a remote
eastern village, Sumith stirs vats of smoky milk toffee over an open fire in a factory behind his
home. Bamini cooks thosai for the Hindu temple feast, and old William boils up his Ceylon tea at
Colombo's dawn wholesale market, just as he's done every day for 60 years. And at Monaragala
Prison, in one of the poorest districts in Sri Lanka, the inmates prepare a fragrant fish curry with pol
roti. Far more than a collection of traditional recipes, this book also weaves stunningly vivid
photographs with heartfelt stories about the people who opened not only their kitchens, but their
homes and hearts, to create this moving yet hopeful picture of Sri Lanka today. Includes m...
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BBC Books
9781849905787
Pub Date: 5/1/14
On Sale Date: 7/1/13
Ship Date: 5/1/14
$49.95/$39.95 Can./£26.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
COLOUR LOCATION
PHOTGRAPHY THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB044000
Territory: Canada only

10 in H | 7.8 in W | 1.6 in T
| 2.7 lb Wt

Rick Stein's India
In Search of the Perfect Curry: Recipes from My Indian Odyssey
Rick Stein

Contributor Bio
Rick Stein is a chef, restaurateur, television host, and author. His other titles include Rick Stein's Far
Eastern Odyssey, Rick Stein's Spain, and Rick Stein's Seafood, which won the coveted James Beard
Foundation Cookbook of the Year Award.

Summary
In search of the perfect curry—the very best recipes that India has to offer

Whenever I hear the word curry, I'm filled with a longing for spicy hot food with the fragrance of cumin,
cloves and cinnamon. I see deep red colours from lots of Kashmiri chillis, tinged with a suggestion of yellow
from turmeric. I think of the tandoor oven, and slightly scorched naan shining with ghee and garlic. When
Indians talk of their food, they talk about their life. To understand this country, you need to understand curry.

What makes a good curry? Sensual spicy aromas or thick, creamy sauces? Rich, dark dals or crispy
fried street snacks? Rick journeys through India to find the answer, searching this colorful, chaotic
nation in search of the truths behind the world's love affair with its food. Chefs, home cooks, and
street vendors hold the key to unlocking the secrets of these complex and diverse flavors, and
Rick's travels take him to the heart of both their long-held traditions and most modern techniques.
He uncovers recipes for fragrant kormas, delicate spiced fish, and slow-cooked biryanis, all th...

Murdoch Books
9781743316764
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$40.95/$48.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

376 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB045000
Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 8.3 in W | 1.6 in T
| 4.2 lb Wt

Tessa Kiros: The Recipe Collection
Tessa Kiros

Contributor Bio
Tessa Kiros has cooked at London's The Groucho Club and in Sydney, Athens, and Mexico. Her
books include Apples for Jam, Falling Cloudberries, Twelve: A Tuscan Cook Book, and Venezia: Food and
Dreams.

Summary
A carefully curated selection of recipes from the author’s culinary publishing career to date

With more than 130 family-friendly meal ideas pulled from some of Tessa’s most popular books,
The Recipe Collection focuses on the recipes she has lovingly collected and created on her many
travels. Food from Tessa’s own Finnish and Greek-Cypriot heritage appear alongside dishes she has
discovered in the osterias, tavernas, street stalls, and neighborhood kitchens of the many countries
she has called home, including Italy, Portugal, and South Africa. Achievable, tried-and-tested recipes
range from robust family dishes to quirky cakes and desserts. The book's elegant design provides a
beautiful canvas for the vibrant, original photography and styling of recipes, locations, and whimsical
incidentals. Includes dual measures.
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921383380
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$49.95/$59.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

11 in H | 9 in W | 0.9 in T |
2.8 lb Wt

A Lombardian Cookbook
From the Alps to the Lakes of Northern Italy
Alessandro Pavoni, Roberta Muir

Contributor Bio
Alessandra Pavoni is the renowned chef of Sydney's two-chef-hatted Ormeggio at the Spit. Roberta
Muir is the author of 500 Cheeses and Sydney Seafood School Cookbook and the manager of Sydney
Seafood School.

Summary
Renowned chef Alessandro Pavoni hails from Lombardy, home to some of Italy's most famous
dishes, including osso bucco, bollito misto and panettone. In his first cookbook, Alessandro reveals
the secrets to these traditional classics, along with more than 100 of his treasured family recipes
featuring Lombardy's rich produce—cave-aged cheeses and cured meats, polenta, tender
spit-roasted meat and risotto made from rice grown on the plains of the River Po. Having learned to
cook as a boy standing by his Nonna's side, Alessandro understood, from an early age, the power of
food to nourish and bring joy. This passion continues to inspire him to create delicious, comforting
dishes that will bring a little bit of Lombardy into your own home. Includes dual measures.

Pavilion
9781909815629
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$35.00/$42.00 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

9.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.2 in T
| 2 lb Wt

Anna Del Conte on Pasta
Anna Del Conté

Contributor Bio
Anna Del Conte is widely recognized as the doyenne of Italian cooking. Her books include The
Gastronomy of Italy, The Italian Kitchen, and The Classic Food of Northern Italy, which in 1996 won both
The Guild of Food Writers Book Award and the Orio Vergani prize of the Accademia Italiana della
Cucina. She was also awarded the Guild of Food Writers Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011.

Summary
First published in 1976 as Portrait of Pasta, this book revolutionized the way pasta was perceived
internationally. Now it's been fully updated to create Anna Del Conte On Pasta, a delicious collection of
120 recipes, many of which can be cooked within minutes. It starts with a fascinating historical
account of pasta, then guides you through how to cook pasta, and explores the different types of
pasta. The recipes, which come from every region of Italy, are divided into easy to navigate chapters
on meat, dairy, vegetables, soups, stuffed and baked pastas. This classic Italian cookbook will
quickly prove essential in your kitchen. Includes dual measures.
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Pavilion
9781862059580
Pub Date: 12/1/13
$45.00/$49.95 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

608 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

11.1 in H | 7.8 in W | 1.6 in
T | 4.3 lb Wt

Gastronomy of Italy
Anna Del Conte, Laura Edwards

Contributor Bio
Anna del Conte was born in Milan. Her books include Classic Food of Northern Italy, which won the
Guild of Food Writer's Book Award, and The Edible Mushroom Book. In 1994 she won the prestigious
Premio Nazionale de Cultura Gastronomica Verdicchio d'Ora Prize for dissemination of knowledge
about authentic Italian food. In 2010 she won the Guild of Food Writers Lifetime Achievement Award.
Laura Edwards is the photographer for Kitchin Suppers.

Summary
Revised, updated, and illustrated with new photography, this is the seminal work on Italian
cooking—its regions, ingredients, and techniques
This classic book leaves no stone unturned in its exploration of Italian gastronomy. Anna del Conte,
the doyenne of Italian cooking, defines the country's regions, ingredients, dishes, and techniques
for a new generation in her comprehensive explanation of its culinary terms. The 200 recipes include
the great dishes from every major region of Italy. Variations on the classics—pasta, polenta, gnocchi,
risotto, and pizzas—sit alongside Anna's recipes for versions of Italian favorites, such as peperonata,
lamb fricasee, and ossobucco. Specially commissioned photographs of the dishes and illustrations of
the ingredients and techniques make this a truly unique and invaluable book. Includes dual
measures.

Random House UK
9781848094635
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$45.00/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

10.3 in H | 8.3 in W | 1.2 in
T | 2.8 lb Wt

Mezzogiorno
Southern Italian Cooking
Francesco Mazzei

Contributor Bio
Calabrian-born Francesco Mazzei is chef-patron of L’Anima, one of Britain’s most celebrated Italian
restaurants, and he launched L’Anima Café in the summer of 2014, the first of a new chain planned
to expand over the next three years. Francesco appears regularly on Saturday Kitchen and MasterChef,
and he hosted the MasterChef celebrity final at L’Anima in 2014.

Summary
Francesco Mazzei hails from Calabria—the toe on Italy’s boot and the region noted for producing
n’duja (a spicy, spreadable pork sausage). Like n’duja, Mazzei has come to prominence in the last
few years impressing fellow chefs, bloggers, and critics alike. Mazzei has led a varied career that has
straddled Rome, Edinburgh, London, Bangkok (where he opened an Italian restaurant at the Royal
Sporting Club), and Calabria. He opened L’Anima in 2008, which has since become one of the
leading lights of London’s collection of Italian restaurants. Signature dishes at L’Anima, such as
Charcoal scallops with n’duja and salsa verde and Spit roast leg of lamb with cannellini beans and
black cabbage, offer prime examples of a style that marries rustic Calabrian flavors with Modern
European precision. This, his first book, is a straightforward 80 terrific southern Italian recipes with an
introduction to the food of Southern Italy. Includes metric measures.
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Ebury Press
9780091929015
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$45.00/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

10 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

My Simple Italian
100 Inspired Recipes from One of Britain's Best Italian Chefs
Theo Randall

Contributor Bio
Theo Randall, who served his apprenticeship with Max Magarian in London and Alice Waters in San
Francisco, was head chef at the Michelin-starred River Cafe for ten years. He now runs his own
restaurant, Theo Randall at the InterContinental Park Lane, in London, and has earned unparalleled
rave reviews from critics and food-lovers. His previous cookbook is Pasta.

Summary
Theo Randall loves Italian food. As head chef at the iconic River Cafe he won a Michelin star for his
Italian menus, and his restaurant Theo Randall at the InterContinental is consistently voted one of
the best Italians in the UK. Here, Theo wants to show you how to make his favorite Italian dishes at
home—the food he cooks and eats when he's not working at his restaurant. Theo focuses on what he
loves best—a few top quality ingredients making perfectly balanced flavor combination—and offers
over 100 recipes with simple methods that work in a home kitchen. Theo's recipes take from just 15
minutes to make from scratch so you can pick a dish depending on the time you have, then spend
more time eating, enjoying and sharing the food you've prepared. Chapters are split by meal times
with an emphasis on simplicity, with big and small sharing plates and lots of one-pots on offer. There
are speedy starters, mains and desserts, but Theo shows you how to make Italian staples from
scratch too. So, when you do have time and want to make your own pastry or bake your own pizza,
you have the best r...

Random House UK
9781848094208
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$49.95/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

512 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

9.8 in H | 7.2 in W | 1.5 in T
| 3.5 lb Wt

Semplice
Real Italian Food: Ingredients and Recipes
Dino Joannides

Contributor Bio
Dino Joannides is the proprietor of Melograni Alimentari, a deli which brings the best of Italian
ingredients together under one roof, and O’Shea’s Butchers, considered to be one of the finest
butchers in Europe.

Summary
Elizabeth David's Italian Food for the 21st century, this is a comprehensive guide to buying
authentic Italian ingredients and cooking authentic Italian food

Dino Joannides is a consummate food fanatic and bon viveur, and over the last 30 years he has
traveled and eaten all over Italy in people’s homes, simple trattorias, and the finest restaurants.
Here he shares his knowledge, revealing that good quality ingredients, in small quantities, are what
make a perfect meal. If you’ve ever bought olive oil in a supermarket and wondered about the
difference between cold pressed and not cold pressed, or ever bought dried pasta and wondered if it
would be difficult or worthwhile to make your own, then this book is for you. Dino will let you in on the
secrets that make Culatello di Zibello the best possible cured meat, and will show you that it is worth
seeking out pecorino Romano for your pasta carbonara. Taking different elements of Italian cooking
and exploring their origin and provenance, this book explodes myths and expounds facts
surrounding some of the key ingredients in Italian cooking....
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Allen & Unwin
9781743311172
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$49.95/$59.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

640 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 4.9 lb Wt

Stefano Manfredi's Italian Food
Over 500 Recipes from the Traditional to the Modern and from the North to the South of Italy
Stefano Manfredi

Contributor Bio
Stefano Manfredi is one of Australia's leading exponents of modern Italian cuisine. He first opened
The Restaurant Manfredi in 1983, which a decade later earned the coveted three hats by the Sydney
Morning Herald's Good Food Guide. His inclusion as one of Italy's internationally recognized chefs in
the first English translation of The Silver Spoon firmly cemented his reputation as a leader of Modern
Italian cooking.

Summary
Charting the best traditions and flavors across Italy, this cookbook looks at each region's signature
dishes and reinvents them with fresh, contemporary interpretations

In 1961 the Manfredi family—father Luigi, mother Franca, and sons Stefano and Franco—arrived in
Australia from Lombardy in the north of Italy. Stefano brought the food and memories from the
kitchen of his mother and grandmother, one of Lombardy's finest cooks, to his new home. Manfredi
has been an award-winning chef and restaurateur since the early 1980s, and this magnificent volume
is the culmination of Stefano's culinary journey, chronicling the food and wine from each Italian
region and the dishes that make them famous. With more than 500 recipes from the traditional to
the modern, this monumental and definitive cookbook will become an instant classic. Includes dual
measures and placeholder ribbon.

Penguin Books Australia
9781921383588
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$49.95/$59.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000
Territory: US & CA

9.5 in W | 11.5 in H | 3.4 lb
Wt

The Art of Traditional Italian
Lucio Galletto

Contributor Bio
Restaurateur Lucio Galletto has been serving elegant Italian food to media and political luminaries
and artists (whose works line the walls of his restaurant, Lucio's) for more than 30 years. His
previous books include Lucio's Ligurian Kitchen.

Summary
Without an understanding of tradition, you cannot make real Italian food!

Lucio Galletto grew up in a village on the Ligurian coast of Italy, where his parents had a restaurant.
In The Art of Traditional Italian, he celebrates La Cucina Italiana: the flavors, the history, and the
techniques of Italian cuisine, perfected over centuries. All your favorites are here—vitello tonnato,
spring minestrone, risotto alla milanese, eggplant parmigiana, veal saltimbocca, and tiramisu, along
with many more classic dishes you'll wish you'd tried sooner. This book is a feast for the eyes as well
as the tastebuds—original artworks from some of Australia's finest artists accompany the recipes in
this exciting collaboration between Lucio and the long-time friends whose art famously lines the walls
of his Sydney restaurant, Lucio's. This is food from the heart—passionate, generous, and authentic.
Lucio's eponymous restaurant is famously lined with artworks by some of Australia's most
accomplished artists, and this book follows suit—each chapter features original artwork from one of
his artist friends. A...
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Random House UK
9780224095327
Pub Date: 10/10/12
On Sale Date: 9/10/12
$19.95/$24.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000
Series: Square Peg Cookery
Classics
Sales Restrictions: Canada
only

5.4 in W | 8 in H | 0.7 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Top One Hundred Pasta Sauces
Diane Seed

Contributor Bio
Diane Seed has lived in Rome for 30 years, and has built up an international reputation for her
unrivaled knowledge of Italian regional cuisine. She writes for various magazines and travels the
world giving lectures, lessons, and demonstrations—Lonelyplanet.com refers to her as "the doyenne
of Roman cookery teachers." She worked frequently for the International Olive Oil Council, and for
eight years as the Italian food consultant for Marks and Spencer.

Summary
A charming revised edition of the classic Italian cookbook that has sold more than a million copies
and been translated into 12 languages

With flavors bursting from the simplest ingredients, the authentic Italian pasta dishes offered here
can make home cooking truly sensational. The scent of torn basil leaves, the sizzle of pan-fried
prawns, the sight of an olive-studded spaghetti alla puttanesca—pasta sauces invigorate all the
senses. In this definitive collection, Diane Seed shares the 100 best sauce recipes she has
encountered in 40 years of living, eating, and cooking in Italy. Infinitely varied, it includes
specialities from regions across Italy and classics we've come to love that are both delicious and
economical, plus a few extra-special dishes that are perfect for occasions. This indispensible
selection is as wide-ranging as Italian culture itself. Trusted by cooks for more than 25 years, its
sensational yet simple recipes are an essential ingredient in every kitchen. Includes dual measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743363096
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$40.95/$48.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB047000
Territory: US & CA

8 in W | 10 in H | 2.9 lb Wt

Venice Cult Recipes
Laura Zavan, Grégoire Kalt

Contributor Bio
Food writer Laura Zavan was born in Treviso, near Venice, and her earliest childhood food memories
originate there. Laura has a food blog, runs cooking classes, and writes for a variety of magazines
and newspapers in Europe. Her previous books include Cooking from Above and Pasta Basics. Grégoire
Kalt is a professional photographer.

Summary
Capturing the essence of Venice and its food, this is a book to dream over as well as to cook from

Black cuttlefish risotto, grilled squid, fancy antipasti, delicious Venetian sweets and ice cream—here
are 100 recipes that conjure up the real Venice. There are recipes for fish, chicken, antipasti, ravioli,
gnocchi, risotto, soups, snacks, polenta, and desserts. There are also recipes for Venetian drinks,
including the internationally renowned bellini, the perfect blend of white peach juice with sparkling
prosecco, invented by Giuseppe Cipriani in 1930 at Harry’s Bar in Venice, and synonymous with the
sparkling city. Author Laura Zavin shares her knowledge of Venetian food and its history generously,
and includes commentary and maps for five guided walks around Venice that stop off at cafes,
restaurants, food markets, and wine cellars—so if you’re lucky enough to find yourself in Venice, you
can experience authentic Venetian food and wine at first-hand. Includes dual measures.
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Allen & Unwin
9781877505584
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$45.00/$54.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB048000

9.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.1 in T
| 3.2 lb Wt

Masu
Nic Watt

Contributor Bio
Nic Watt honed his cooking skills at the Park Hyatt in Tokyo, Japan. Senior positions at both the
Michelin starred Nobu and the Park Hyatt in London followed before he headed the kitchen at the
world- renowned Huka Lodge. In 2013, he opened the multi-award winning Masu by Nic Watt in
Auckland.

Summary
This is the story of Masu, a Japanese restaurant in Auckland which has won many awards, and much
acclaim from diners. Nic Watt gives cooks lists of the items needed for a Japanese pantry, the tools
to make great Japanese food, and the philosophy behind it. You'll learn how to make sashimi the
right way, how to make sushi simply, how to make great salads and soups, and how to wow your
family and friends with menus that taste sensational but are actually really easy to make. It also
includes delicious desserts and cocktails; try the scrumptious white miso pavlova and you'll be in
heaven. Includes dual measures.

Allen & Unwin
9781760113711
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB118000
Territory: US, CA, CN, KR &
TW

9 in W | 6.5 in H | 1.1 lb Wt

Super Green Smoothies
Healthy Recipes for Healing and Happiness
Sally Obermeder

Contributor Bio
Sally Obermeder is best known for her reporter role on the 7 Network's Today Tonight. But she has
also presented on The Morning Show and Sydney Weekender.

Summary
When Sally Obermeder wanted to regain her health after cancer, she turned to green
smoothies—and now she is sharing her nutritious, delicious recipes to help others get in shape, feel
better, and stay healthy

After battling and surviving a rare and aggressive form of breast cancer, Sally Obermeder decided
she wanted to take back control of her life. She decided to make a simple change, and so began her
green smoothie transition. She lost over 22 lbs, got her skin glowing, ramped up her energy levels,
and ultimately realized this small change to her lifestyle resulted in her feeling the best she'd ever
felt. The green smoothie revolution has taken the world by storm, and Sally has spent the last year
testing and creating hundreds of crazy delicious green smoothie recipes that taste nothing like soggy
spinach and everything like an exploding taste sensation. The recipes are easy to follow and easy to
make. From savory to sweet, green to red, vegetable to fruit, breakfast to dessert, there's a
smoothie to suit every taste and every age, and even kids. Sally's smoothies are packed full of...
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Wilkinson Press
9781922178558
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$12.95/$15.95 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB108000
Territory: US & CA

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Paleo
The Real Food Diet to Reset Your Life
Elizabeth Marsh

Contributor Bio
Elizabeth Marsh is a qualified sports scientist and personal trainer who has worked in the fitness
industry for the past 7 years with both recreational and elite level athletes.

Summary
A beginner's guide to eating paleo meals

Paleo provides a clear and impactful introduction to the Paleo diet and aims to educate and inspire
readers to clean out their cupboards and reset their lives with nourishing, healthful and whole foods
based on those consumed prior to the industrial revolution. The 55 beautifully photographed recipes
included will provide practical advice and encouragement to keep readers on track and informed.

Murdoch Books
9781743369869
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$45.00/$54.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB054000

8.3 in W | 10.8 in H | 2.3 lb
Wt

Book of Tripe
And Gizzards, Kidneys, Feet, Brains and All the Rest
Stéphane Reynaud, Marie-Pierre Morel, José Reis de...

Contributor Bio
Stéphane Reynaud is chef and owner of restaurant Villa 9 Trois, just outside of Paris. He won the
2005 Grand Prix de la Gastronomie Francaise with his book Pork & Sons. His other cookbooks include
French Feasts, Rotis, Stephane Reynaud's Barbecue & Grill, and Terrine. He has appeared on The
Martha Stewart Show and NPR's The Splendid Table.

Summary
The highly acclaimed author of French Feasts and Pork & Sons explains what to do with gizzards,
kidneys, feet, brains, tails, and all the rest

From much-loved chef Stéphane Reynaud comes an extensive collection of nose to tail recipes
combining responsible eating with delicious cuisine. Stéphane's recipes showcase everything from
traditional dishes to more modern fare including Chicken Liver Soufflés, Pig Trotter and Dandelion
Salad, Lamb's Liver and Caramelised Apples, Sweetbreads with Cream, Pan-fried Duck Hearts with
Ginger, Peppered Brain Fritters, and Curried Pork Cheeks among many others. This charmingly
presented book will allay your prejudices and give you the perfect introduction to the world of tripe.
Recipes include dual measurements.
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Murdoch Books
9781743363133
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB054000
Territory: US & CA

7.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.4 lb
Wt

Gourmet Hot Dogs
How To Dress Your Dog With Style
Stéphane Reynaud

Contributor Bio
Stéphane Reynaud is chef and owner of restaurant Villa 9 Trois, just outside of Paris. He won the
2005 Grand Prix de la Gastronomie Francaise with his book Pork & Sons. His other cookbooks include
Book of Tripe, French Feasts, Rotis, Stephane Reynaud's Barbecue & Grill, and Terrine. He has
appeared on The Martha Stewart Show and NPR's The Splendid Table. Marie-Pierre Morel and José Reis
de Matos also worked on Book of Tripe and Stephane Reynaud's Barbecue & Grill.

Summary
Expand your hot dog horizons one topping at a time

Featuring 60 easy, tasty hot dog recipes, prepared with passion in gourmet French style, Gourmet Hot
Dog is peppered throughout with light-hearted, quirky illustrations of cute canines, each with their eye
on a tasty hot dog morsel. The recipes are divided into sausage type—from coarse and finely minced
sausages, to Frankfurters, chipolatas, Toulouse sausage, chicken sausage, veal sausage—and each
recipe includes suggestions for bread accompaniments, small (but perfectly formed) salad
garnishes, and the all-important condiments to maximize flavor and impact. Stephane’s followers
and fans of quick and easy food that’s high quality and fun to serve will love this book for its
fabulous recipes and Gallic charm. Includes dual measures.

Pavilion
9781910496626
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB054000

5 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Hot Dog!
The Wonderful World of the Wiener
Andy Lynes

Contributor Bio
Andy Lynes edited the Metro newspaper's Good Taste food and drink pages. He also writes for the
Independent on Sunday, the Times, Sainsbury's Magazine and Waitrose Food Illustrated, and has been
nominated for the Glenfiddich Award.

Summary
The humble hot dog has become a stellar street-food sensation. Long gone are the days in which a
squirt of ketchup or mustard made for a well-dressed dog; today's hot dog is more likely to be
brought alive with kimchi, sauerkraut or satay sauce. Hot Dog! is a mouthwatering celebration of the
hot dog and its illustrious history, from its Germanic roots through to its arrival in America where it
was quickly adopted as the ball-park convenience food of choice. Explore exciting recipes for
gourmet dogs, from Currywurst to Spanish Dogs (with grilled chorizo), as well as the ultimate classic
recipes. You can also order up delicious buns, sides and sauces—from Brioche to Pretzel Buns,
Potato Salad to Chilli-cheese Fries, and Sweet Pickle Relish to homemade Ketchup. All of your
quick-fire questions will be answered: Where did that name come from? What exactly is a corn dog?
Is it ever OK to use a knife and fork? (No.) Loaded with irresistible recipes and fascinating nuggets
of wiener trivia, from Barack Obama's perfect hot dog to why the hot dog was one of the first foods
enjoyed in space, t...
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Murdoch Books
9781743365137
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB054000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Meatballs
The Ultimate Guide
Matteo Bruno

Contributor Bio
Matteo Bruno is the owner of three Melbourne based Meatball & Wine bars. He is also the owner of
Flinders Lane Food & Beverage Co, an Australian importer of the finest Italian wines and represents
some of Australia's most celebrated wine makers.

Summary
Meatballs make the perfect dish for a Monday night supper or a Saturday night dinner party; and
here are meatballs like you've never seen them before. Seared beef carpaccio meatballs, or deluxe
pork with fennel and orange. Here we have meatballs for lamb, beef, goat, rabbit, veal, chicken,
fish, lobster, pork and venison. There are even vegetarian (meat)balls—corn and quinoa, chickpea
and cauliflower. Almost as important as the meatball itself is what the meatball sits on. Here are 20
ideas for sotte palle (literally "underneath the balls") including creamy polenta, roasted pumpkin,
wasabi slaw, and cheesy bread. Serve with a aioli, gorgonzola or creamy mushroom sauce (three of
the 20 options), top with truffle salt or crushed pistachios, and start eating! Includes dual measures.

Pavilion
9781862059894
Pub Date: 11/1/13
$34.95/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB054000

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 1 lb Wt

The Whole Cow
Christopher Trotter

Contributor Bio
Christopher Trotter is a freelance chef and food writer, restaurant inspector, and food consultant. He
is the coauthor of The Food and Cooking of Scotland, Scottish Traditional Recipes, A Taste of Scotland, and
The Whole Hog.

Summary
A companion volume to The Whole Hog, this gourmet celebration of the cow and all its parts offers
more than 100 recipes from around the world

Much more than just a cookbook, this book is a unique blend of historical, geographical, and culinary
interest, together with clear explanations of how to cook different cuts of beef and veal. It is a
celebration of the cow and all its variants. The book not only explains all the different ways to cook
with beef and veal, but it also gives the history and importance of great and rare breeds, butchers'
recommended cuts, and true head-to-tail eating. It includes the latest on ethical veal and is a
must-buy for any meat enthusiast. Includes dual measurements.
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Pavilion
9781862058613
Pub Date: 10/1/11
$34.95/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB054000

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 1.3 in T
| 2.6 lb Wt

The Whole Hog
Recipes & Lore for Everything but the Oink
Christopher Trotter, Carol Wilson

Contributor Bio
Christopher Trotter is a freelance chef and food writer, restaurant inspector, and food consultant.
They are the coauthors of The Food and Cooking of Scotland, Scottish Traditional Recipes, and A Taste of
Scotland. Carol Wilson is the author of several cookbooks on traditional foods, including Gypsy Feast.
She contributes to such publications as BBC Good Food, Food and Wine, Gastronomica, and Waitrose
Food Illustrated, and is a jury member for the Slow Food Biodiversity Awards.

Summary
Filled with historical and culinary lore as well as more than 100 recipes, this gourmet celebration of
the pig and all its parts is a must-have for every pork fan, bacon-sandwich supporter, and sausage
addict
Much more than a cookbook, this is a celebration of all things porcine—a unique blend of historical,
geographical, and culinary interest, together with clear explanations of how to cook the different cuts
of pork and delicious recipes. The idea of being able to "cook everything but the oink" of a pig
permeates the recipes which are informed by the traditions covered in the main text. Completely
international and full of fantastic photographs and an engaging text, this book features recipes such
as Escalopes of Pork with Avocado and Sage; Loin of Pork with Mustard and Vermouth; Leek and
Smoked Bacon Risotto; Tomato, Ham and Herb Tarts; Scotch Eggs; Pig's Liver with Lemon and
Honey; and Cassoulet. Includes dual measurements.

Random House UK
9781848093355
Pub Date: 11/1/12
On Sale Date: 11/14/11
$39.95/$59.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
ILLUSTRATIONS
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB054000

10.4 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.1 in
T | 3.5 lb Wt

Hawksmoor at Home
Meat - Seafood - Sides - Breakfasts - Puddings - Cocktails
Huw Gott, Will Beckett, Richard Turner, Dan Lepard

Contributor Bio
Fiona Beckett is an award-winning food and drink writer, one of the UK's leading experts on food
and drink matching, wine columnist for the Guardian, and the author of 22 books on food and wine,
including Fiona Beckett's Cheese Course and How to Match Food and Wine. She has been voted Food
Journalist of the Year by the British Guild of Food Writers and been a runner-up in the Best Drink
Writer category in the Glenfiddich awards. She is currently a contributing editor to the wine magazine
Decanter and to the artisanal magazine Fork. Richard Turner is head chef at Hawksmoor. He has
worked at Pharmacy, Quo Vadis, the Restaurant Marco Pierre White, the Canteen, and Le Gavroche.
Will Beckett and Huw Gott are owners and cofounders of Hawksmoor. Dan Lepard's photographs
have appeared in the Guardian, Tatler, the Telegraph, Vogue, and Made in Italy, the Glenfiddich award-
winning book on chef Giorgio Locatelli.

Summary
Seventy recipes and plenty of advice make up this lavish celebration of the most talked about
restaurant in Britain—the Hawksmoor restaurants, focusing on all things beef

Providing unique insight into the enthusiasm and passion that go into creating great food and drink,
this practical cookbook describes how to buy and cook great steak and seafood and much more,
including how to make the "best burger in Britain" and the "best roast beef in Britain;" how to mix
terrific cocktails; and how to choose wine to accompany a meal. When the proprietors of Hawksmoor
started out they had a simple plan—to open the best steak restaurant in London. They traveled the
world searching for the perfect steak, but discovered that beef from traditional breeds, reared the
old-fashioned way in Britain, and cooked simply over real charcoal, packed more flavor than anything
they tried in their travels. Their credo is simple: the best ingredients—dictionary-thick steaks from
Longhorn cattle traditionally reared in North Yorkshire by the multiple award-winningThe Ginger Pig,
dry-aged for at least 35 days, simpl...
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Ebury Press
9780091880842
Pub Date: 3/1/03
On Sale Date: 7/22/03
$37.95/$34.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
120 ILLUSTRATIONS
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB055000

10.1 in H | 7.3 in W | 0.9 in
T | 2 lb Wt

Moro: The Cookbook
Samuel Clark, Samantha Clark

Contributor Bio
Samuel and Samantha Clark are husband and wife who have both cooked at leading restaurants
such as The River Café. Sharing a passion for the Moorish regions, they opened Moro in London in
1997. The restaurant has enjoyed unequalled reviews and accolades.

Summary
The Moro menu encompasses dishes that originated in Spain and dishes from the Muslim
Mediterranean, two areas linked in history by the Moors' 700-year occupation of Spain. The book is
much more than a simple catalogue of recipes—the chefs also communicate the romance and
tradition inherent in each dish and their writing is informed by an intimate knowledge of
long-established culinary and cultural traditions. In a market saturated with impersonal restaurant
cookbooks, this book has a refreshingly different feel. It oozes character and is written and designed
with palpable passion and insight.

Chicago Review Press
9781613747223
Pub Date: 11/1/13
$17.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB008000

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Fizz
How Soda Shook Up the World
Tristan Donovan

Contributor Bio
Tristan Donovan is the author of Replay: The History of Video Games. His work has appeared in
publications such as the Times, Stuff, the Daily Telegraph, the Guardian, and the Big Issue.
Tristan Donovan is the author of Replay: The History of Video Games. His work has appeared in
publications such as the Times, Stuff, the Daily Telegraph, the Guardian, and the Big Issue.

Summary
This social, cultural, and culinary history charts soda's remarkable, world-changing journey from
awe-inspiring natural mystery to ubiquity. Off-the-wall and offbeat stories abound, including how
quack medicine peddlers spawned some of the world's biggest brands, how fizzy pop cashed in on
Prohibition, how soda helped presidents reach the White House, and even how Pepsi influenced
Apple's marketing of the iPod. This history of carbonated drinks follows a seemingly simple everyday
refreshment as it zinged and pinged over society's taste buds and, in doing so, changed the world.
The story of soda is the story of the modern world, a tale of glamorous bubbles, sparkling dreams,
big bucks, miracle cures, and spreading waistlines. Fizz: How Soda Shook Up the World charts soda’s
remarkable, world-changing journey from awe-inspiring natural mystery to ubiquitous presence in all
our lives.

Along the way you’ll meet the patent medicine peddlers who spawned some of the world’s
biggest brands with their all-healing concoctions, as well as the grandees of science and medicine
mesmerized by the mag...
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Pavilion
9781910496268
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£12.99
UK/€19.00 EU
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Cooking  /  Beverages
CKB008000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Pop, Bubble & Fizz
Recipes for Homemade Drinks & Snacks
Tove Nilsson

Contributor Bio
Tove Nilsson is a chef, food-writer and sommelier. She often writes for Sweden’s leading food
magazines and appears on the morning news and the radio to share recipes.

Summary
This book is not about sickly sweet soft drinks. It’s about tasty alternatives with the perfect balance
between acidity, sweetness and bitterness. Pop, Bubble & Fizz has a sparkling selection of easy-to-
follow recipes for all your favorite drinks including home brewed sodas, iced teas and coffees, ice
cream sodas and more. Learn how to make delicious homemade soda syrups from beautiful natural
ingredients, how to mix the ultimate lemonade, how to make fun and fruity bubble tea, and discover
the brewing secrets behind the kombucha trend. Plus, you can accompany your refreshing drinks with
an array of irresistible salty and sweet snacks—Crispy Onion Rings, Deep-Fried Olives, Vinegar
Crisps, Smoke Maple Popcorn, Cherry Ice Cream, and more. It's never been easier to enjoy a round
of thirst-quenching drinks. Includes dual measures.

Chicago Review Press
9781556529986
Pub Date: 5/1/10
$14.95/$16.95 Can./£12.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 42
Health & Fitness  /  Diet &
Nutrition
HEA017000

5.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

By Any Greens Necessary
A Revolutionary Guide for Black Women Who Want to Eat Great, Get Healthy, Lose Weight, and
Look Phat
Tracye Lynn McQuirter

Contributor Bio
Tracye Lynn McQuirter, a nutritionist who leads worldwide seminars on vegan nutrition, has been
featured in dozens of media, including Essence, the Washington Post, and Black Press USA. A 20-year
vegan and a former contributing writer for Heart and Soul, the largest health-and-fitness magazine for
African American women, McQuirter founded the Black Vegetarian Society of New York, directed the
nation’s first federally funded vegan nutrition program, and worked on legislation to improve federal
nutrition guidelines. She currently promotes school-based initiatives to reverse childhood obesity and
has served as a nutrition consultant for the Black Women's Health Imperative, the largest health
advocacy organization for black women and girls. A graduate of Amherst College and New York
University, where she received her master's of public health nutrition, McQuirter lives in Washington,
D.C.

Summary
* The first vegan guide geared to African American women
* More than forty delicious and nutritious recipes highlighted with color photographs
* Menus and advice on transitioning from omnivore to vegan
* Resource information and a comprehensive shopping list for restocking the fridge and pantry
African American women are facing a health crisis: Heart disease, stroke, and diabetes occur more
frequently among them than among women of other races. Black women comprise the heftiest group
in the nation—80 percent are overweight, and 50 percent obese. Decades of studies show that these
chronic diseases can be prevented and even reversed with a plant-based diet. But how can you
control your weight and health without sacrificing great food and gorgeous curves?

Just ask Tracye Lynn McQuirter. With attitude, inspiration, and expertise, in By Any Greens
Necessary McQuirter shows women how to stay healthy, hippy, and happy by eating plenty of fresh
fruits and vegetables, whole grains, and legumes as part of an active lifestyle. The book is a call to
action that all women should heed.
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PM Press
9781604860801
Pub Date: 5/1/09
$20.00/$22.00 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Health & Fitness  /  Diet &
Nutrition
HEA017000

8.9 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1 lb Wt

The Vegetarian Myth
Food, Justice, and Sustainability
Lierre Keith

Contributor Bio
Lierre Keith is a writer, a farmer, and a feminist activist. She is the author of the novels Conditions of
War and Skyler Gabriel. She splits her time between Northampton, Massachusetts and Humboldt,
California.

Summary
Part memoir, nutritional primer, and political manifesto, this controversial examination exposes the
destructive history of agriculture—causing the devastation of prairies and forests, driving countless
species extinct, altering the climate, and destroying the topsoil—and asserts that, in order to save
the planet, food must come from within living communities. In order for this to happen, the
argument champions eating locally and sustainably and encourages those with the resources to grow
their own food. Further examining the question of what to eat from the perspective of both human
and environmental health, the account goes beyond health choices and discusses potential moral
issues from eating—or not eating—animals. Through the deeply personal narrative of someone who
practiced veganism for 20 years, this unique exploration also discusses alternatives to industrial
farming, reveals the risks of a vegan diet, and explains why animals belong on ecologically sound
farms.

Murdoch Books
9781743315163
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$49.95/$59.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

216 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB097000

8.5 in W | 11.5 in H | 2.9 lb
Wt

Salt Grill
Fine Dining for the Whole Family
Luke Mangan

Contributor Bio
Luke Mangan is one of Australia's leading chefs and restauranteurs. He is the author of At Home and
in the Mood.

Summary
With an emphasis on foods that can be shared, this elegant cookbook from a top Australian chef
demystifies restaurant food for the home cook

Luke Mangan opened his first Salt restaurant in Sydney in 1999, and there are now several Salt and
Salt Grill restaurants worldwide. Salt Grill brings together the signature dishes from these restaurants,
alongside Luke's favorites. Suitable for the home cook, this book offers more than 140 recipes,
including Oyster Tempura with Leek and Wasabi; Fig, Red Onion Jam & Roquefort Tarts; Green
Beans with Confit Shallots & Toasted Almonds; and Salt Liquorice Parfait. Salt Grill captures the
signature freshness and elegance of Luke's food, in recipes that you can cook at home for your
family and friends. Includes dual measurements.
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John Blake
9781784186890
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$18.95/$22.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Humor  /  Form
HUM017000

5.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Dimly Lit Meals for One
Heartbreaking Tales of Sad Food and Even Sadder Lives
Tom Kennedy

Contributor Bio
Tom Kennedy started Dimly Lit Meals for One in 2014, and it was named one of Mashable's top 25 viral
blogs for the year. His writing has been featured on vice.com.

Summary
Consider the top image. A plate of chick peas and plain spaghetti, accompanied—we can only assume—by the
mournful, haunting wail of a conch.

Based on the popular Tumblr, this book features never-before-seen photographs of humanity at its
lowest culinary ebb, accompanied by tragicomic stories that will either leave you crying with laughter,
or just crying. You'll meet a cast of colorless characters trapped in a kitchen hell of their own
devising, witness their struggles to fulfill their recommended five a day, and marvel at how much
human misery can be heaped onto a single plate. Fuelled by the author's first-hand experience at
the dark heart of miserable food photography, Dimly Lit Meals for One is the culmination of one
man's quest to chronicle the exact opposite of food porn. Bigger, sadder, and funnier than ever
before, this book serves up bite-sized portions of hilarity and heartbreak alongside some of the
most inept food photography ever seen.

National Trust
9781909881327
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$37.95/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB063000

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 2.2 lb Wt

National Trust Complete Pies, Stews & One-Pot Meals
Laura Mason

Contributor Bio
Laura Mason is a food historian, a coordinator of the Slow Food movement, and the author of
several cookbooks, including The National Trust Farmhouse Cookbook and Sugar-Plums and Sherbets.

Summary
Chicken in Red Wine, Lamb Meatballs, Potatoes Roast in Cream and Herbs—a collection of delicious
recipes for ultimate comfort foods

A hearty collection of the traditional favorite pies, stews, and one-pot meals, from Steak and Kidney
Pie and Bolton Hotpot to Chicken & Leek Pie and Sausage & Lentil Stew. Recipes are included for
beef and veal, lamb, pork, chicken, game, fish and vegetables, as well as dumplings, pastry, and
other must-have accompaniments. Ingredients can be swapped, altered, or added to make quick
and easy nourishing meals for friends and family. Recipes include dual measurements.
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Murdoch Books
9781742663265
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$14.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB064000
Series: Make Me

7 in W | 8 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

Pizza
More Than 50 Sensational Recipes for Pizza Lovers

Contributor Bio
Murdoch Books is an independent publishing company with extensive on-site test kitchens.

Summary
Pear, Prosciutto, Blue Cheese & Walnut Pizza; Mixed Mushroom & Asparagus Pizza; Chorizo Pizza
Rolls; and Ricotta, Spinach & Bacon Pizza Pie

Packed with delicious, easy-to-follow recipes, this collection will turn any home kitchen into an Italian
pizzeria. From classic margherita and four-cheese toppings to exciting contemporary flavor
combinations, there are pizzas to suit everyone. Those looking for fresh and flavorful or very simple
options will also appreciate the selection of healthy and "cheats" pizzas. A basics section including
pizza doughs and sauces forms the foundation for all the recipes, and can be used for inspiration to
create new and individual pizzas. Includes dual measures.

Tabula Books
9780956699206
Pub Date: 10/1/11
$35.00/$35.00 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB065000

11.8 in H | 12.4 in W | 2 in T
| 3.7 lb Wt

Rose Petal Jam
Recipes and Stories from a Summer in Poland
Beata Zatorska, Simon Target

Contributor Bio
Beata Zatorska was raised in a remote village in rural Poland and emigrated to Australia when she
was 19. She has been a family doctor for more than 20 years. Simon Target has written and directed
award-winning television documentaries and directed numerous television food shows with chefs such
as Curtis Stone, Rick Stein, and Donna Hay.

Summary
Part memoir and part travelogue, this unique cookbook that the story of Beata Zatorska's childhood
in rural Poland, mixing stories of her youth and her grandmother’s handwritten recipes with stunning
photos of Poland in summer. Included are more than 60 recipes for traditional Polish home cooked
meals, from poppyseed cake and pierogi to fruit-flavored summer liqueurs. The photography
—ranging across locales such as Warsaw, Poznan, the Tatra Mountains, and the Baltic
Sea—showcases the Polish landscape and its influence on the country’s distinct cuisine.
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Ebury Press
9780091959722
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$35.00/£20.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB067000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T |
2.1 lb Wt

Chicken
Over Two Hundred Recipes Devoted to One Glorious Bird
Catherine Phipps

Contributor Bio
Catherine Phipps is a Guardian food columnist and the author of The Pressure Cooker Cookbook.

Summary
Chicken tonight? Fried, flambéed, roasted, barbecued, smoked, stewed, grilled, put in a sandwich or
made into soup, the versatility of chicken knows no bounds and this book contains every recipe for
chicken that you will ever need. There are recipes old and new to tempt and inspire you: Smoky
Chicken Chowder; Whole Smoked Chicken, Chinese Style; Chicken with 40 Cloves of Garlic; Buffalo
Wings; Chicken Tagine with Preserved Lemon and Olives; Butter Chicken; Gin-Soaked Chicken; Larb;
Chicken and Apricot Tart; Chicken with Blood Oranges and Cauliflower "Couscous," and plenty of
information on sauces, rubs, sandwiches, making stock, and more. This is a culinary world tour from
Jerk Chicken to Oyako-don to Chicken Adobo, with over 200 recipes using a vast array of flavors,
and a chicken lover’s feast. Includes metric measures.

Blink Publishing
9781910536193
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB070000

7.8 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
1 lb Wt

Epic Kitchen Adventures
Tasty Treats Ready in Minutes!
Raphael Gomes

Contributor Bio
Raphael Gomes, aka #raphablueberry, is an internet sensation. He has fans around the world but
notably in the United States, Canada, Australia, Portugal, India, Singapore, Malaysia, The
Netherlands and Germany. In his teens Raphael took to vlogging on YouTube where he combined his
passion for cooking to create Cooking with Raphael and now It’s Rapha Blueberry, a YouTube sensation
with more than 202,000 followers.

Summary
Entertaining countless followers and subscribers with his YouTube posts, Raphael Gomes has been
sharing his outrageous fast food recipes with hungry fans across the globe. His new and quirky
cookbook provides tried and tested recipes that promise to be ready in minutes. With basic
prep-time and speedy delivery, these yummy treats are perfect for those looking for something
more fun and less time consuming than standard cookbooks. With the accompanying free app,
readers can access additional exclusive content. By scanning icons throughout the book they will be
able to unlock the new videos, pictures and advice from Raphael to help them snack with style and
with speed. Approximately 50 recipes include Chocolate Mug Cake, 3 Ingredient Nutella Muffins,
Crispy Bacon and Cheese Roll-Ups, One-Minute Microwave Mini Pizzas, and Oreo Popcorn. Includes
metric measures.
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Palmer/Pletsch Publishing
9780935278774
Pub Date: 9/1/08
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB070000

9.3 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

The Food Nanny Rescues Dinner
Easy Family Meals for Every Day of the Week
Liz Edmunds

Contributor Bio
Liz Edmunds is an instructor at Sur la Table and a cooking expert for busy families in need of a
weekly dinner plan in their own homes. She lives outside Park City, Utah.

Summary
Deciding what to make is always the most wearisome part of preparing a meal. But unlike other
books that offer only good-looking recipes, this cookbook offers a revolutionary template for
scheduling fun food themes for each night of the week—Monday is comfort food night, Tuesday is
Italian night, Wednesday is fish night, and so on. With readily available ingredients in mind, this
handy collection also provides fun and delicious recipes appropriate for every theme—hungry kids will
look forward to a family dinner at home, especially when they know what to expect! Complete with
tips to help every parent get organized, equip the kitchen, supply the pantry, involve other family
members in the preparations, and forge family bonds around the dinner table—this book arrives
family-tested and kid-approved.

Verlag Anton Pustet
9783702506445
Pub Date: 8/1/08
$22.99/$27.99 Can./€19.95
EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Travel  /  Food, Lodging &
Transportation
TRV022000

7 in W | 4.5 in H | 0.5 lb Wt

A Taste of Salzburg
Helen Ploderer-King

Contributor Bio
Helen Ploderer-King was born in Canada. She was trained in the Hotel Management School of
Lausanne and the University of Nice (business and advertising). She spent a few years in the
hospitality industry (North America, Europe and Asia). Since 1986 the author lives in Salzburg. Her
great passion is gastronomy.

Summary
Feinspitz in Salzburg is a German-English restaurant guide now in a completely new edition. Helen
Ploderer-King has selected, tested and described numerous restaurants. She takes the reader
through the entire town of Salzburg, from long-established local inns to modern elite eateries. With
her expertise, Ploderer-King highlights the specialities of each restaurant, giving the reader an
overview of the wide culinary variety – ranging from traditional delicacies to modern haute cuisine –
that Salzburg has to offer both locals and visitors. Each restaurant is listed with address and
telephone number as well as information about price range and opening hours – so every diner will
find the perfect place to go.
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Edward & Dee
9781940585031
Pub Date: 10/1/13
$24.99/$26.99 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

280 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB072000

8 in W | 10 in H | 1.6 lb Wt

A Taste of Russia
A Cookbook of Russia Hospitality
Darra Goldstein

Contributor Bio
Darra Goldstein is a professor of Russian, the food editor at Russian Life magazine, and the
founding editor of the quarterly Gastronomica: The Journal of Food and Culture, published by University
of California Press. She is an award-winning cookbook author, including Baking Boot Camp at the CIA,
The Georgian Feast, and The Winter Vegetarian. She lives in Williamstown, Massachusetts.

Summary
Redesigned with a fresh, modern presentation, the 30th anniversary edition of this classic cookbook
layers superbly reseached recipes with informative essays on the dishes' rich historical and cultural
contexts. With more than 200 recipes for everything from borscht to bliny, from salmon coulibiac to
beef stew with rum, from marinated mushrooms to walnut-honey-filled pies, this mouthwatering
assortment truly exhibits the best that Russian cooking has to offer. The book has been revised and
updated with a new preface that considers the changes in Russian culinary culture since its original
publication and offers a dozen delectable new recipes, such as onion dumplings, horseradish vodka,
and whipped raspberry mousse.

BBC Books
9781849908450
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$45.00/£26.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB076000
Territory: US

9.8 in H | 7.7 in W | 1.3 in T
| 2.9 lb Wt

Fish & Shellfish
Rick Stein

Contributor Bio
Rick Stein is a chef, restaurateur, television host, and author. His other titles include Rick Stein's Far
Eastern Odyssey, Rick Stein's India, Rick Stein's Spain, and Rick Stein's Seafood, which won the coveted
James Beard Foundation Cookbook of the Year Award.

Summary
The definitive, classic guide to preparing fish and shellfish is reissued with a sumptuous new design,
new recipes, and additional photographs

Rick Stein’s lifelong passion for cooking fish and shellfish has formed the foundation of his award-
winning restaurants and taken him around the world, discovering innovative new recipes, exciting
ingredients, and the best preparation techniques. In this completely revised, updated, and
re-designed edition—including brand new recipes—of his classic Seafoods, he offers comprehensive
and inspirational how-to's for choosing, cooking, and enjoying fish, shellfish, and more. It includes a
step-by-step guide to more than 60 essential techniques to prepare all types of seafood: from
poaching and salting fish to cleaning mussels and cooking lobster. Based on the methods taught at
his Padstow seafood school, every step of Rick’s advice is illustrated with photographs for perfect
results. More than120 recipes from across the world include light salads, delicious starters, and
spectacular main courses—from Monkfish Vindaloo and Rick's own version of Salt ...
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Pavilion
9781862059290
Pub Date: 5/3/12
$29.95/$32.95 Can./£19.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB076000

9.8 in H | 7.7 in W | 1.1 in T
| 2.4 lb Wt

Fish Easy
Over 100 Simple 30-Minute Seafood Recipes
Mitch Tonks

Contributor Bio
Mitch Tonks is an award-winning food writer, restaurateur, and fishmonger whose titles include The
Fishmonger's Cookbook and The Seafood Cafe Cookbook.

Fish Easy contains more than 120 delicious seafood recipes that each take less than 30 minutes to
prepare and cook.

Summary
A seafood expert offers simple, delicious recipes that each take less than 30 minutes to prepare
and cook
A collection of incredible fish and shellfish dishes are all made using accessible yet sustainable fish,
from salmon and trout to bream and bass to mussels and crayfish. The five chapters are based on
cooking methods—the grill, the frying pan, the casserole pot, the oven, and the parcel, for fish
baked in a foil parcel. Each chapter features tips on how to get the best results, whatever the heat
source. There are plenty of tips and tricks with the recipes, including how to simplify the cooking
further, and how to make a similar dish more cheaply. Specially commissioned photographs of the
dishes and step-by-steps for many of the techniques complete this beautiful and accessible book.
Recipes include dual measurements.

Murdoch Books
9781743364628
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$37.95/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB076000

10 in H | 8 in W | 1.3 in T |
2.7 lb Wt

The Gourmet Farmer Goes Fishing
The Fish to Eat and How to Cook It
Matthew Evans, Nick Haddow, Ross O'Meara

Contributor Bio
Matthew Evans is a former chef and food critic, the author of Gourmet Farmer Deli Book and The Real
Food Companion, a writer for Feast magazine, and a farmer. Nick Haddow is a cook, award winning
cheesemaker and founder of The Bruny Island Cheese Company. Ross O'Meara is a chef and a
smallholder in Tasmania.

Summary
Food critic turned farmer and sustainable seafood activist Matthew Evans, with his two best chef
friends, show how seafood should be cooked. Simple recipes demystify everything from kingfish to
sea urchin, snapper to octopus. Sometimes the lesser known seafood species have stronger
gastronomic and ecological reasons to eat them! This book is all about the taste of food fresh from
the sea, cooked with care and respect for the seafood populations. Includes dual measures.
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Random House UK
9780091958053
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$24.95/£14.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB109000
Territory: US

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Slow Cooked
Miss South?s Easy, Thrifty and Delicious Recipes for Slow Cookers
Miss South

Contributor Bio
Miss South is a London-based food blogger won the Young British Foodies Food Writing award for her
blog North/South Food, which she writes with her brother Mister North. Miss South has also written for
Observer Food Monthly.

Summary
Sticky Pork Belly, Garlicky Tahini Chicken, Stuffed Salmon, Dulce de Leche Coffee Cake—no-fuss,
frugal slow cooking at its best

In her first book, Miss South turns to one of her favorite kitchen appliances, her beloved slow-cooker,
and shares 200 recipes for economical, adventurous food. Look forward to mouth-watering one pots,
including Pulled Pork, Sausage Ragu, spicy Gumbo, Beetroot Orzotto, and Brown Butter Rhubarb
Cobbler. Her ideas include plenty of hearty stews, soups, curries, braises, pasta, rice dishes, and lots
of meat-free ideas as well as foolproof recipes for slow-cooked chicken, pork, fish, seafood, lamb,
and beef dishes. Try Greek Salad-Stuffed Tomatoes, Ghanaian Peanut Soup, Chicken Korma, Fig and
Pomegranate Relish, or addictive Cream Cheese Brownies. This is no-fuss, affordable, slow-cooker
food at its best, with plenty of inventive ideas to use up leftovers. Includes metric measures.

Pavilion
9781909108707
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$23.95/$28.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Methods
CKB109000

8.9 in H | 9 in W | 1.1 in T |
2.4 lb Wt

The Essential Slow Cooker Cookbook
Lorna Brash

Contributor Bio
Lorna Brash is a food writer and menu consultant. She writes for numerous magazines, including BBC
Good Food and Delicious, and was food editor of BBC Vegetarian Good Food for several years.

Summary
With as little as 20 minutes prep at the start of the day, come home to a hearty bowl of soup, a
warming stew, or a succulent roast, with this retitled edition of Slow Cooker Magic

Many cooks who want to prepare healthy, homey meals feel that they don't have the time, but this
cookbook proves them wrong. Slow cooking is ideal for people with all kinds of lifestyles, from
parents and students to busy professionals, all who want to come home to a great meal. These
simple recipes cut down the shopping bill too. Cheaper cuts of meat are ideal for a slow cooker, as
are inexpensive legumes such as lentils. Recipes include Thai Pumpkin Soup; Creamy Potato,
Thyme and Bacon Bake; Slow-cooked Ham in Cola; Chinese Duck with Star Anise and Plum Sauce;
Butter Chicken; Strawberry, Apple and Lavender Jam; and Cardamom Rice Pudding with Honey-
Roasted Figs. With so many quick and easy recipes, this stylish book will prove an invaluable
addition to every cook's kitchen. Includes dual measurements.
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Chicago Review Press
9781613730591
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB078000
Territory: WOR

8.3 in W | 8.3 in H | 0.7 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

The People's Place
Soul Food Restaurants and Reminiscences from the Civil Rights Era to Today
Dave Hoekstra, Chaka Khan, Paul Natkin

Contributor Bio
Dave Hoekstra is the host of the radio program Nocturnal Journal with Dave Hoekstra on WGN-720 AM.
A Chicago Sun-Times columnist from 1985 to 2014, he is also the author of The Supper Club Book,
Cougars and Snappers and Loons (Oh My!), and Ticket to Everywhere. Chaka Kahn is a musician whose
unique blend of jazz, rock, funk, soul, disco, and pop has earned her 10 Grammy Awards. In 1999
she established the Chaka Khan Foundation, which assists at-risk children. Paul Natkin is a
professional photographer who has photographed major music stars since the mid-1960s, including
Frank Sinatra, the Rolling Stones, Prince, Tina Turner, and countless others. His images have
appeared in Creem, Ebony, Jet, Newsweek, People, Rolling Stone, and Spin, among others.

Summary
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. loved the fried catfish and lemon icebox pie at Memphis’s Four Way
restaurant. Beloved nonagenarian chef Leah Chase introduced George W. Bush to baked cheese
grits and scolded Barack Obama for putting Tabasco sauce on her gumbo at New Orleans’s Dooky
Chase’s. When SNCC leader Stokely Carmichael asked Ben’s Chili Bowl owners Ben and Virginia Ali to
keep the restaurant open during the 1968 Washington, DC, riots, they obliged, feeding police,
firefighters, and student activists as they worked together to quell the violence.

Celebrated former Chicago Sun-Times columnist Dave Hoekstra unearths these stories and hundreds
more as he travels, tastes, and talks his way through twenty of America’s best, liveliest, and most
historically significant soul food restaurants. Following the “soul food corridor” from the South
through northern industrial cities, The People’s Place gives voice to the remarkable chefs, workers, and
small business owners (often women) who provided sustenance and a safe haven for civil rights
pioneers, not to mention presidents and politicians;...

Pavilion
9781910496534
Pub Date: 1/1/16
Ship Date: 1/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB079000
Territory: US & CA

8.3 in H | 7.4 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Soup
Fresh, Healthy Recipes Bursting in Seasonal Flavour
Vava Berry

Contributor Bio
Vava Berry, also known as Valerie Berry, is a well-established food stylist and writer. Originally from
Paris, she started her own catering business when she lived in Connecticut, ran a pop-up restaurant
in Paris, then worked as a restaurant critic when she first moved to London. Her vegetarian recipes
are regularly published in the Sunday Telegraph’s Stella magazine and her previous books include
Basic Tapas.

Summary
Asparagus and Coconut Soup with Steamed Coriander Meringue, Chunky Tomato Soup with Baked
Polenta Dumplings, Mexican Cream of Avocado—100 out-of-the-ordinary recipes for every
occasion
A shot of flavor, a nourishing meal in one dish, a delicate entree—soup epitomizes versatility, ease,
and resourcefulness. It is the ultimate comfort food and thrifty cooking at its best. Here, the soups
are classified by occasions rather than just ingredients. This cookbook can be used to create a whole
dinner party around one soup (Vietnamese Hot Pot), cook a healthy lunch that will make colleagues
jealous (Roasted Carrots with Sprouted Seed Pesto), be creative for very little money (Minty & Spicy
Broad Bean Soup), play chef for the night (Moorish Pumpkin Soup with Pumpkin Seeds and Saffron
Brioche Croutons), get dinner on the table in 10 minutes (Egg and Tomato Soup), or plan a summer
picnic (Vodka Gazpacho). With stylish photography and appetizing recipes drawn from around the
world, this unusual collection will inspire readers and above all make cooking easy.
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Murdoch Books
9781742663364
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$14.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes
CKB079000
Series: Make Me

7 in W | 8 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Soups
More Than 50 Fresh and Easy Soup Recipes
Murdoch Books

Contributor Bio
Murdoch Books is an independent publishing company with extensive on-site test kitchens.

Summary
A new collection of flavor-packed soups that will take readers on a culinary journey with each new
recipe

Appealing in both summer and winter, these soup recipes are versatile enough to act as appetizers
or entrees. Chapters dedicated to healthy, quick, and traditional soups will cater to the health
conscious, time poor, and flavor seeking. Recipes include Pumpkin Soup with Harissa; Easy
Bouillabaisse; Greek-Style Lamb Meatball Soup; Goulash with Herb Dumplings; Mexican Cream of
Corn Soup; Crab Bisque; and Cold Avocado Soup with Lime-Pickled Onions. A basics section full of
accompaniments will also help dress up basic soups with spice and seed sprinkles and croutons or
make meals fun with grilled cheese. Includes dual measures.

Ebury Press
9780091938536
Pub Date: 4/1/12
On Sale Date: 9/5/11
$36.95/$34.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000

10 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T |
2.1 lb Wt

Casa Moro
Sam Clark, Samuel Clark

Contributor Bio
Samantha Clark and Samuel Clark have both cooked at leading restaurants such as The River Cafe
and the Eagle gastropub. They joined forces to open Moro in London in 1997. Since then the
restaurant has enjoyed impressive reviews and accolades, including being voted Best Restaurant in
2009's Observer Food Monthly awards. The Clarks opened their second venture, Morito, an intimate
tapas bar, in 2010. They are also the coauthors of Moro: The Cookbook.

Other Formats
Canadian Edition - 11/1/2004 $35.00 9780091894498

Summary
Now in paperback, an exquisite recipe collection celebrating the wonderful traditions of Spanish and
North African food
The proprietors of Moro have created fresh and dynamic dishes that reflect their restaurant's
ever-changing menu ranging from Asparagus with Parsley and Almonds; Moroccan Courgette Salad;
and Chicken with Pine Nuts, Saffron and Fino Sherry to Chestnut, Almond and Chocolate cake. Yet
this is much more than a simple catalog of recipes; it evokes Sam and Sam's extensive travels,
their first discovery of Spain and Morocco, and their house in the heart of Moorish Andalucia, taking
the reader on a journey that resonates with delicious dishes, history, and tradition. With an entire
chapter dedicated to the ancient ways and cooking of Andalucia and, more specifically, the village in
which Sam and Sam live, this personal, evocative account exudes romance and is written and
designed with palpable excitement and elegance. Includes metric measurements.
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Ebury Press
9780091947309
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$49.95/£26.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000
Territory: US

9.9 in H | 7.6 in W | 1.1 in T
| 2.7 lb Wt

Morito
Samantha Clark, Samuel Clark

Contributor Bio
Sam & Sam Clark not only work together but are also husband and wife, and have both cooked at
leading restaurants such as the Eagle gastro-pub and The River Café. After they were married, Sam
and Sam bought a camper van and set off on a three-month journey through Spain, Morocco, and
the Sahara. Sharing a passion for the Moorish regions, they joined forces to open Moro in
Clerkenwell in 1997. Since then, the restaurant has enjoyed unequaled reviews and accolades. In
2011 they opened Morito, just next door—a Barcelona-style tapas bar. They have published three
books: The Moro Cookbook, Casa Moro, and Moro East.

Summary
Another stunningly designed cookbook from the team behind Casa Moro and Moro: The
Cookbook—here the focus is on tapas

As the little sister of Moro, Morito has been serving delicious and innovative tapas and mezze for
several years. Morito’s cracked plaster walls and striking bright orange Formica bar create a space
that is relaxed and welcoming but also edgy and cool, described by Times critic Giles Coren as,
“simultaneously supercool and modest, and as much like a brilliant little backstreet place in Spain as
you’ll find in this country.” Now, with the publication of the cookbook of this hugely successful
restaurant, Morito’s small plates can be cooked, eaten, and shared at home. Photographed over the
course of two years, often by members of the Morito team, the pages of the book invite you in to
celebrate and share the special character and atmosphere of Morito. There are more than 150
simple and seasonal recipes arranged in 10 chapters. Choose from (Breads) Za’atar Flatbreads,
(Pinchos) Anchovy, Pickled Chilli and Olive Gilda, (Montaditos) Crab Toasts with Oloroso Sherry, (Eggs
and...

Penguin Books Australia
9781921383366
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$49.95/$59.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

400 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000
Territory: US & CA

9 in W | 11 in H | 3.7 lb Wt

MoVida Solera
Frank Camorra, Richard Cornish

Contributor Bio
Frank Camorra is chef and owner of the acclaimed MoVida restaurants in Melbourne and Sydney.
Frank has coauthored four previous books, MoVida, MoVida Rustica, MoVida Cocina, and MoVida's Guide
to Barcelona. An award-winning food writer, Richard Cornish is senior features writer for the Fairfax
Good Food and Epicure lift-outs, and is the writer and creator of its popular "Brain Food" column. He
has cowritten four previous books on Spanish food with Frank Camorra, and worked in Mexico
researching and photographing a book on Mexican food culture.

Summary
From an olive picker's breakfast to cuttlefish in saffron sauce and the smoky lamb skewers called
pinchitos morunos, MoVida Solera is a celebration of Andalusian food and culture

Journey with Frank Camorra as he searches for the traditional recipes of Andalusia in the south of
Spain—a land of ancient cities, whitewashed villages, and plains planted with olive groves and
vineyards. The largest and southernmost of Spain's regions, this is a place where cultures and
cuisines have always collided and mingled. Frank meets the food and wine producers, farmers,
fishermen, chefs, and cooks who share the recipes they have cooked in their kitchens for
generations. Along the way, he takes in riotous spring festivals, lively markets, and peaceful sherry
bodegas, and reveals his favorite places to eat, drink, and stay.
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Murdoch Books
9781743361757
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$37.95/$45.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000

11.3 in H | 8.9 in W | 1.3 in
T | 2.8 lb Wt

My Barcelona Kitchen
Eating, Living and Dreaming in Spain
Sophie Ruggles

Contributor Bio
Sophie Ruggles is the former proprietor of EMU Bar, Barcelona's first Australasian eatery. She now
provides informal cooking classes for visitors to Barcelona looking for a hands-on food experience of
the local cuisine.

Summary
For lovers of Spanish food, more than 140 recipes, from Sweet Red Piquillo Peppers Stuffed with
Crab to Slow-Baked Lamb Shoulder with Garlic Mayonnaise to Coffee & Cognac Flans with Pistachio
Praline

Sophie Ruggles brings to life this vibrant city with her colorful collection of recipes, stories, and
images, sharing her quirky insights and personal cooking touches, as well as her understanding of
the heartwarming and approachable local cuisine that made her fall in love with the place and its
food. This collection will inspire readers to discover the traditional and contemporary culinary diversity
Spain has to offer, from Sophie's take on authentic alioli, a hearty Catalan fishermen's stew, and
melt-in-the-mouth baked caramel custard, to irresistible tapas treats, including the guaranteed
life-changing taste sensation of Bombas de bacalao, and much more. Includes a black placeholder
ribbon and dual measurements.

Bene Factum Publishing
9781909657298
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$34.95/$41.95 Can./£20.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000

9.7 in H | 7.4 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2 lb Wt

The Buenvino Cookbook
Recipes from Our Farmhouse in Spain
Jeannie Chesterton, Sam Chesterton, Tim Clinch

Contributor Bio
Jeannie Chesterton received a Cordon Bleu training, after which she cooked the Bollinger directors’
lunches, ran a chalet in the Alps, and cooked for house parties at remote lodges in the Scottish
Highlands. She taught cooking in Hong Kong, and opened and managed a wine bar there before
returning to Scotland. Sam Chesterton learned to cook in his early teens. Sam and Jeannie created
Finca BuenVino Bed and Breakfast.Tim Clinch is a photographer whose work has been featured in a
variety of magazines, including Conde Nast Traveller, Forbes Life, Town & Country, Food Illustrated,
House & Garden, and Traditional Home.

Summary
Using ingredients native to Spain's Andalucía, this is an original take on classic Spanish and
Mediterranean dishes

For more than 30 years, Jeannie and Sam Chesterton have lived high in the hills of Spain's western
Andalucía at Finca Buenvino, their welcoming pink farmhouse, which they have run as a guesthouse,
achieving international acclaim for their cooking and their cooking courses. Drawing on local
ingredients like pork, sherry, Serrano ham, chestnuts, olives, scented honey, and the wild
mushrooms that abound in the local countryside, this book encapsulates the real essence of what
makes this place so special. The book will transport readers to their little corner of paradise through
delicious recipes and stunning photographs. Includes metric measures with a conversion chart.
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Murdoch Books
9781742660301
Pub Date: 6/1/12
$17.95/$21.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000

8.1 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

The Little Tapas Book
More Than 60 Tempting Little Snacks
Murdoch Books Test Kitchen

Contributor Bio
Murdoch Books is an independent publishing company with extensive on-site test kitchens.

The Little Tapas Book features over 60 recipes for savory little dishes that will tempt everyone from
meat eaters to vegetarians.

Summary
A handsome book, with padded cover, of tempting small Spanish plates
Tapas, or little snacks, may have originated in Spain, but the custom of lingering over three or four
delectable mouthfuls—scallop fritters, perhaps, or chili olives, say—with a glass of wine or two has
been happily embraced in countries all around the world. With more than 60 recipes to choose from,
inspired by Spanish cuisine and many others, this book filled with goodies will keep the tradition
alive and well. Recipes are divided into meat (Mushroom and Prosciutto Skewers or Ham and Olive
Empanadillas), seafood (Fish and Cumin Kebabs or Grilled Prawns with Tequila Mayonnaise), and
vegetarian (Fried Chickpeas, Potatoes in Spicy Tomato Sauce, or Olive Basil Cheese Spread).
Choose a few, or make a meal of them. Includes dual measures.

Pavilion
9781862059757
Pub Date: 9/1/12
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 2.2 lb Wt

The Real Taste of Spain
Recipes Inspired by the Markets of Spain
Jenny Chandler

Contributor Bio
A longtime lover of Spanish cuisine, Jenny Chandler is a chef, a cooking instructor, and the author of
The Food of Northern Spain.

Summary
More than 100 modern and traditional recipes for authentic Spanish dishes based on fresh, seasonal
ingredients are adapted for the home kitchen
From the famous Boqueria in Barcelona to the tiny village markets of rural Spain, market life and
fresh regional products are at the heart of Spanish life and cuisine. These dishes are based on the
everyday foods of Spain that are central to good home cooking—plump tomatoes, fresh fish and
vegetables, ripe fruits, tasty cheeses, and perfectly cured meats. With more and more people trying
to eat a varied and healthy diet, this illustrated cookbook and reference combines this demand with
Spain's ever-increasing popularity. Jenny Chandler has divided the book by the stalls of the local
market: shellfish and fresh fish, poultry and game, meat, cereals and legumes, olives and spices,
vegetables, fruit, and dried fruit. Each section includes quick tapas, smaller dishes, and main meals.
Jenny brings the vitality of the market to life with introductions to each stall and explanations of the
products. She also includes traditional cooking techniques a...
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921383557
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$37.95/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

354 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB080000
Territory: US & CA

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 1.8 in T
| 3.1 lb Wt

A Food Lover?s Pilgrimage Along the Camino to Santiago de Compostela
Food, Wine and Walking through Southern France and the North of Spain
Dee Nolan

Contributor Bio
Dee Nolan, an award-winning journalist and editor, has worked for leading newspapers and
magazines in London and New York.

Summary
One woman travels the route taken by pilgrims for hundreds of years in her car, journeying across
the land so well-loved by food lovers today

"A constant on my camino was the powerful sensation of a message across time, a guiding hand reaching out
to me from those who had passed this way before."

A thousand-year-old pilgrimage route and food traditions stretching back de toda la vida—since
forever. These are what Dee Nolan set out to experience on her pilgrimage to Santiago de
Compostela—through the rich farming lands of southern France and northern Spain. The monks of
the Middle Ages who came here planted grapevines from their homelands far away. Now food lovers
come seeking the magnificent wines made using grapes grown in those same ancient vineyards,
along with sublime cooking and fresh, luscious produce. Dee's personal journey along the Way of St
James—el camino de Santiago – took her back to the very heart of things: why we should care about
what we eat and how it is produced, why we need escape, and why she found herself, after a long
career in publishing, back on her grandfather...

UIT Cambridge Ltd.
9780857843302
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$24.99/$29.99 Can./£17.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Technology & Engineering  / 
Agriculture
TEC003070

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.6 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

Living on One Acre or Less
How to produce all the fruit, veg, meat, fish and eggs your family needs
Sally Morgan

Contributor Bio
Sally Morgan is an avid gardener, smallholder and writer. Fascinated by the natural world from an
early age, she went to Cambridge University to read Natural Sciences. She then taught biology for a
few years before turning to photography and writing - writing over 200 non-fiction titles for children.
Currently, she is editor of Organic Farming Magazine and blogs on her website. A homesteader for
more than 20 years, she now owns a small organic farm in Somerset, UK, where she has set up a
demonstration homestead and farm school which runs courses.

Summary
You don't need a huge parcel of land to start your own mini-farm and live more self-sufficiently. With
an acre, or even a half-acre, you can juggle a job, family, and still grow fruit and veg and even have
some chickens, pigs or sheep. Morgan takes the reader through the basics of a starting your own
homestead, including planning and setting up, growing your own fruit and vegetables, keeping
chickens, pigs and sheep— all while making use of sustainable and organic principles. This
inspirational book is perfect for anyone who aspires to take control of their food supply, or who wants
to do more with the land they've got.
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Murdoch Books
9781743366547
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB083000

8 in H | 6.3 in W | 1 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

The Little Thai Cookbook
More than 80 Delicious Recipes
Murdoch Books

Summary
The Little Thai Cookbook explores the ways in which geography, climate, culture and tradition have
shaped one of the world's most popular cuisines. It takes a look at the behind-the-scenes world of
growers, artisans, chefs and home cooks, whose passion for produce is reflected in the regional
styles and flavors of Thailand's rich and varied food. Special features focus on aspects of agriculture
and food production that characterize Thailand's traditions of cooking at home and restaurant dining.
Featured are More than 80 recipes include street food, seafood specialities, stir-fries, vegetable
dishes and curries. Includes dual measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743360491
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$59.95/$72.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

360 Pages
Carton Qty: 7
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB084000

10.5 in H | 10 in W | 1.3 in T
| 4.6 lb Wt

Anatolia
Adventures in Turkish Cooking
Somer Sivrioglu, David Dale

Contributor Bio
Somer Sivrioglu grew up in Istanbul and moved to Sydney when he was 25. He now runs the
acclaimed Efendy restaurant, where he draws on a multitude of cultural influences to recreate the
food traditions of his homeland. David Dale is an Australian journalist, commentator on popular
culture, and food writer. In his earlier books, David analyzed how Italian cooking conquered the
world. He's convinced that "Turkish is going to be the next international invader."

Summary
Turkish-born chef Somer Sivrioglu and coauthor David Dale reimagine the traditions of Turkish
cooking, presenting recipes ranging from the grand banquets of the Ottoman empire to the spicy
snacks of Istanbul's street stalls. In doing so they explain their take on the classics and reveal the
surrounding rituals, myths and folk wisdom of both the old and new Turkey. More than 150 dishes
are featured, and images of the recipes are complemented by specially commissioned photographs
shot on location in Turkey. Also included are feature spreads on local Turkish chefs and producers
and their specialties, adding another fascinating layer to the book. Take a unique glimpse into the
worlds of old and new Turkey with this beautiful, multidimensional cookbook. Includes dual
measures.
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Pavilion
9781910904374
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$29.95/$38.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB085000

9.8 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.2 in T
| 2.4 lb Wt

Simply Vegetables
Over 150 Modern Veggie Recipes
Sybil Kapoor

Contributor Bio
Sybil Kapoor is has won awards for her food writing, including two prestigious Glenfiddich Awards, and
two Michael Smith Awards from the Guild of Food Writers. She has was shortlisted for the Food Writer
of the Year at the Fortnum & Mason Food and Drink Awards 2013. Her career began as a chef in
London and New York. She is the author of London: Authentic Recipes Celebrating the Foods of the World
and Taste: A New Way to Cook.

Summary
This beautiful vegetable book offers simple, modern recipes, and encourage readers to cook
vegetables when they are at their very best and come into season—especially useful if they grow
their own. Discover an incredible range of vegetable dishes. Each of the 49 featured vegetables is
accompanied by practical information for preparation and culinary notes with options for different
ways of cooking. The book is packed with atmospheric photography and contains mouth-watering
recipes such as cucumber ice cream, salt-baked celeriac, wild mushroom and barley risotto, sticky
blackcurrant shallots and carrot and cardamom cake. This is a timely book to tie in with the current
renaissance in vegetable gardening community agriculture schemes. Includes dual measures.

Health Inspired Publishing
9780985190804
Pub Date: 7/1/12
$29.95/$32.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

306 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Specific
Ingredients
CKB085000

8.5 in W | 10 in H

The Passionate Vegetable (2nd Edition)

Health Inspired Recipes to Revitalize Your Life for Vegetarians or Meat Lovers!
Suzanne Landry

Contributor Bio
Suzanne Landry is a celebrity chef, wellness educator, industry consultant, blogger, and certified
Macrobiotic Cooking Teacher. Through her cooking school, Nature’s Table, she has lectured and
taught more than 8,000 students. She has appeared on TV and radio and has published numerous
articles. She lives in Ventura, California.

Summary
More than a cookbook, this revolutionary lifestyle guide reveals the pure simplicity and bountiful
flavor of fresh vegetables with recipes that are easy and delicious. In addition to the seasonal and
flavorful recipes, it boasts a simple guide to food nutrition, suggestions for healthy vegetarian
meals, transition recipes for the die-hard meat lover, pantry makeovers, and 145 tips and
time-savers to make cooking fun again. It also outlines nutritional needs for vegetarians to
flexitarian meat lovers and features delectable choices for gluten and dairy-free diets. With sections
on discovering fresh herbs and spices, navigating the carbohydrate maze, and much more, the book
help eaters dramatically improve health and energy to restore youthful vitality, end unnecessary
cravings, and feel more satisfied with every bite.
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Random House UK
9780091954680
Pub Date: 11/1/14
On Sale Date: 9/23/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$19.95/$24.99 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB026000
Territory: Canada only

9 in H | 7.6 in W | 0.4 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

The 2-Day Diet Cookbook
Michelle Harvie, Tony Howell

Contributor Bio
Dr Michelle Harvie is an award-winning research dietician at Genesis Breast Cancer Prevention.
Professor Tony Howell is a professor of medical oncology and the research director of Genesis Breast
Cancer Prevention. They are the coauthors of The 2-Day Diet.

Summary
The authors of The 2-Day Diet offer 65 delicious, healthy recipes to lose weight by dieting just two
days a week and eating normally for five

The 2-Day Diet is not about counting calories, fasting, or going hungry—simply follow the
straightforward low-carb eating plan for two days per week then eat normally but sensibly for the
other five. This new, beautifully illustrated cookbook offers 65 delicious, healthy recipes for every day
of the week, with ideas for both restricted and unrestricted days. Dieters can enjoy filling, tasty food
from breakfast through to dinner, and still lose more weight and up to twice as much fat as on a
standard calorie-controlled diet. Readers will also benefit from a wide range of health benefits
associated with the diet, such as reducing insulin and levels of other hormones and inflammation in
the body known to cause cancer, lowering high blood pressure, and improving well-being, mood, and
energy levels. Recipes for restricted days include Stuffed Tarragon Chicken with Bacon and Roasted
Veg; Chimichurri Steak; Spiced Turkey Burgers with Guacamole; Salmon ...

Rockpool Publishing
9781921295676
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Cooking  /  Health & Healing
CKB026000

7.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.2 lb
Wt

The Metabolic Clock Cookbook
Recipes to Speed Up Your Metabolism
Julie Rennie

Contributor Bio
Julie Rennie is an inspirational speaker with a background in elite sport and 10 years in the personal
growth industry. She is the author of The Metabolic Clock.

Summary
Discover what to eat, and when, to speed up your metabolism and lose weight easily with this
cookbook companion to The Metabolic Clock

Using the core principles of the successful The Metabolic Clock healthy life plan, this book is filled with
recipes that are designed to speed up your metabolism and improve your health. This is an inspiring
cookbook filled with nourishing and delicious meals covering breakfast, mid-morning fruit, lunch,
dinner, snacks, and treats. Keeping healthy and vital is made easy with the simple and nutritious
recipes that are family friendly and for those who want to improve their health and energy levels. You
owe it to yourself to nourish your body and gain the energy to live life to the fullest. Living the
metabolic clock lifestyle is easy, these recipes are healthy and delicious and more fun than a diet.
Includes dual measurements.
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921384172
Pub Date: 2/1/16
Ship Date: 2/1/16
$35.00/$42.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Travel  /  Essays &
Travelogues
TRV010000
Territory: US & CA

9 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.1 in T |
2.1 lb Wt

A Family in Paris
Jane Paech

Contributor Bio
Jane Paech grew up on a farm in South Australia where her lifelong love of food was born. Living in
New York further ignited her passion for both food and travel, and when an opportunity to live in
Paris arose, she turned from a career in nursing to travel writing, unable to resist documenting all
the wonderful sights, smells, and tastes she discovered. Her work has been featured in publications
including Australian Gourmet Traveller, Qantas inflight magazine, the Age, and the Sydney Morning
Herald. She is the author of A Family in Paris.

Summary
A frank, funny, and insightful account of an Australian family's new life in Paris

When Australian Jane Paech moves to Paris, her visions of afternoons in bijou bistros and
bookshops on the Left Bank are kept in check by the needs of a young family and a long to-do list
that includes apartment-hunting, school selection, and multiple trips to IKEA. Through a collection of
sharp observations, insightful travel articles, and laugh-out-loud anecdotes, A Family in Paris conveys
the joys and difficulties of living in this most famous of cities. It introduces us to the Parisians and
their eccentricities, explores the intricate rituals of daily life, and takes us beyond the well-trodden
tourist sites to the best eating spots, boutiques, museums, and markets that only a local could know
about. Frank, intimate, and beautifully photographed, A Family in Paris is about making a home in a
strange land, finding a community, and discovering the joy of renewal.

Council Oak Books
9781571783318
Pub Date: 1/1/15
Ship Date: 6/1/15
$20.00/$23.95 Can./£13.99
UK/€15.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Spiral Bound

64 Pages
Color photos and illustrations
throughout, Maps
Carton Qty: 32
Print Run: 2.5K
Cooking  /  Individual Chefs
& Restaurants
CKB115000
Series: Arts & Eats
Territory: WOR

6.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Arts & Eats: Oakland
A Collaboration Between Oakland Restaurants and Creative Growth Artists
Creative Rescue, Creative Growth

Contributor Bio
Creative Rescue was founded in 2011 by Susan Kay and Teri Hauswirth to utilize nonprofit arts
organizations to create products, with the proceeds of their sales benefiting animal rescue groups.
They are based in Marin County, California.

A unique collaboration between the "outside" artists from Creative Growth, and favorite recipes
from a number of the newest, and most acclaimed, restaurants from one of the hottest new
culinary locales

Summary
Pairs original artwork from local nonprofit Creative Growth with recipes from renowned restaurants
in the Oakland area

A uniquely formatted cookbook that celebrates the connection between culinary and visual arts, Arts
& Eats: Oakland is a collaboration between 25 acclaimed restaurants in Oakland and artists from the
nonprofit organization, Creative Growth. A lively mix of inventive new dishes and familiar classics, the
recipes come from some of Oakland’s most beloved restaurants and bars: Brown Sugar Kitchen,
Cholita Linda, Hog’s Apothecary, Kronnerburger, and Ramen Shop. Alongside these recipes, the
cookbook features the colorful work of 16 artists from the Creative Growth Art Center, the oldest and
largest organization of its kind, providing adults with developmental, mental, and physical
disabilities with a professional studio environment and gallery representation. Printed and bound in
San Francisco, the cookbook stands up in an easy-to-use easel format for viewing artwork on one
side and the recipe on the other.
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Random House UK
9781780890999
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$39.95/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 9
Cooking  /  Individual Chefs
& Restaurants
CKB115000

3.7 lb Wt

At Home
Michael Caines

Contributor Bio
Michael Caines is a truly original British chef, who has earned two Michelin stars and numerous
awards and accolades. For the last three years his flagship restaurant, Gidleigh Park in Devon, has
been voted second only to Heston Blumenthal's Fat Duck as Britain's best restaurant. With 20 years
at Gidleigh Park under his belt, Michael is now a partner and director of the Abode Hotels group. He
has cooked for the Prime Minister and taken part in the BBC's Great British Menu chefs' competition
for the Queen's 80th birthday.

Summary
A two star Michelin chef takes readers into his family kitchen and cooks delicious homemade food,
with some irresistible twists

The first cookbook from this acclaimed chef offers nearly 100 exciting, delicious recipes suitable for
cooking in domestic kitchens, distilled from a lifetime of passionate cooking, and with an emphasis
on seasonality. These approachable, personal recipes are inspired by his own experiences and
knowledge; they are meals he cooks and bakes at home with his family. Recipes include Cold
Gazpacho Soup with Soured Cream, Rosemary Gnocchi with Basil Pesto and Parmesan, Crab Tortellini
with Lemongrass and Ginger Sauce, Braised Smoked Belly Pork, and Caramelized Bananas with
Butterscotch Sauce and Gingerbread Ice Cream. Includes metric measurements.

Pimpernel Press
9781910258439
Pub Date: 8/1/15
Ship Date: 8/1/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Seasonal
CKB077000

9 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.7 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Beside the Seaside
Carolyn Caldicott, Chris Caldicott

Contributor Bio
Chris Caldicott and Carolyn Caldicott owned and ran the World Food Cafe in London's Covent Garden
for many years, serving delicious vegetarian street food from recipes collected on their travels. The
are the coauthors of World Food Cafe and they have been featured on the Food Channel and have
been guests on America's Live Kitchen. Chris is a freelance photographer and writer for such
publications as Conde Nast Traveller, GQ, Harper's Bazaar, House and Garden, the New York Times,
Tatler, and Vanity Fair. Carolyn has written for Elle magazine, and is the author of Bombay Lunchbox,
Comfort, and Vintage Tea Party.

Summary
The team behind World Food Café offer incredible photography and perfect summer recipes for the
beach lifestyle

Carolyn Caldicott’s mouthwatering recipes for fish and shellfish, picnics and packed lunches,
beachside barbecues, homemade ice-cream—and more—combine with Chris Caldicott’s magical
photographs to evoke glowing memories of long, lazy bucket-and-spade days, of crabbing and
rock-pooling, sandcastles, seagulls, and sunsets.Watermelon Gazpacho, Seabass Tajine, Thai
Moules with Coconut Milk, or Chili Chocolate Ice Cream, anyone?
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McBooks Press
9781590131220
Pub Date: 4/1/06
$16.95/$21.95 Can./£14.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 46
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Better Than Peanut Butter & Jelly
Quick Vegetarian Meals Your Kids Will Love! Revised Edition
Marty Mattare, Wendy Muldawer

Summary
This new revised edition of the trusted guide to vegetarian family cooking is better than ever with
recipes for quick, healthy, tasty, kid-tested meals—many of them totally new for this edition. The
vegan information has been expanded, too, with plenty of helpful tips on incorporating vegan
choices into a diet. This is one recipe book that belongs in every earth-friendly kitchen.

Murdoch Books
9781743365571
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$45.00/$54.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Cooking  /  Seasonal
CKB077000

11.5 in H | 9 in W | 1.1 in T
| 3.6 lb Wt

Biota
Grow. Gather. Cook.
James Viles

Contributor Bio
Chef and owner of two-hatted Biota Dining & Rooms in New South Wales, Australia, James Viles has
become one of Australia's most respected young chefs and restaurateurs.

Summary
Biota is about habitat-inspired food using local produce to create pure dishes, with each recipe telling
a story of how that dish came to be. Underpinning James Viles' food is a celebration of the balance
of animal and plant life. His food brings together ingredients, textures and flavors that exist
alongside each other in nature. There are 60 recipes, with accompanying stories, that reflect on the
notion of biota, "the animals and plant life of a particular region" and the philosophy of using what is
at hand. Lush photography captures the hunting and foraging that James does for Biota; showcasing
the local flora and fauna. The message is simple—take your inspiration and intuition from the very
place that surrounds you. Includes dual measures.
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Laburnum Press
9781909850217
Pub Date: 6/1/14
$10.99/$12.99 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Cooking & Food
JNF014000
Series: Sparklers: Food We
Eat

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Celebration Food
Clare Hibbert

Contributor Bio
Clare Hibbert is a freelance writer and editor who has written more than 100 books on numerous
subjects for children under 12.

Summary
Celebration Food encourages children to think about when they eat special food and what kinds of
food they might eat at different celebrations. They will encounter a range of celebrations from
around the world, both religious and secular. Finally they can follow the simple recipe to make their
own charoset.

b small publishing
9781908164292
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$7.99/$9.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Novelty Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Cooking & Food
JNF014000

8.9 in H | 9 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Creative Recipes
Susan Martineau, Martin Ursell

Contributor Bio
Susan Martineau is a children's author whose books include 50 French Phrases, 50 Spanish Phrases,
and Slimy Science and Awesome Experiments. Martin Ursell is an author and illustrator of children's
books including The Big Book of Experiments and Activities, Dragon Boy, and You Can Draw Wild Animals.

Summary
Gruesome, gross, and creatively-fun recipes in a cookbook shaped like a pizza

From homemade pizza with ghoulish toppings through spider-topped fairy cakes, to severed fingers
in a bun, these recipes will shock and surprise your friends—especially because they're so yummy!
Included are recipes for monster pizzas, prehistoric sandwiches, dung buns, bony biscuits, and many
more!
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Pavilion
9781909815421
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Holiday
CKB042000

8.8 in H | 7.3 in W | 1.1 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Do-Ahead Christmas
Stress-Free Cooking for the Festive Season
James Ramsden

Contributor Bio
James Ramsden's supper club, the Secret Larder, is one of the most popular in London and was
described by one journalist as "harder to get into than the Ivy." He is the author of Do-Ahead Dinners
and Small Adventures in Cooking.

Summary
100 creative recipes that can all be made ahead at a leisurely, stress-free pace, so that the cook is
free to enjoy the festivitiesThe festive season is when most of us need a bit of help in the kitchen,
with parties to prepare for and the big day itself, when family and friends converge for a Christmas
feast. This is where the "do-ahead" approach to cooking advocated here comes into its own, allowing
the cook to enjoy being with their guests instead of stuck in the kitchen. Cooks can do all the work
ahead of time with this a range of fresh, modern recipes, from amuse-bouches to little sweet things.
With practical advice for making delicious and creative festive food well in advance, from party
canapés, to Christmas lunch with all the trimmings, even drinks and edible gifts, ideas for scaling
up, menu planning, and storage, this is the book that no foodie can do without. Includes dual
measurements.

Murdoch Books
9781743365243
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000

9.3 in H | 8 in W | 0.9 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

Easy Vegan
140 Delicious and Inspiring Recipes
Sue Quinn

Contributor Bio
Sue Quinn is a food writer who writes for the Guardian and Delicious magazine. She is the author of
Super Foods Every Day and hosts her own food blog, penandspoon.com.

Summary
Veganism is a growing trend worldwide but many of the books currently on the market are health
focused rather than recipe and taste focused. They can also look rather forbidding and serious. Easy
Vegan offers 160 delicious recipes for anyone wanting to eat fewer animal product for ethical and
health reasons, as well as those who might just want to experiment with this style of cooking or who
have family or friends who are vegan. These recipes are proof that vegan food can be tasty and
interesting. Easy Vegan includes great explanations on how to replace the animal-sourced elements
of recipes: how to "veganize" a recipe; how to make vegan butter, cream, mayo or milk; and how to
replace eggs in a recipe. It also uses illustrations to break down some of the facts surrounding
vegan food into visuals, so key information is easy (and fun) to assimilate. Includes dual measures.
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Murdoch Books
9781743365465
Pub Date: 12/1/15
Ship Date: 12/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

230 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 8.3 in W | 1.6 in T
| 2.2 lb Wt

Easy Weekends
Neil Perry

Contributor Bio
Neil Perry is one of Australia's most influential chefs. He has managed several award-winning
restaurants, and today concentrates on his flagship brand, the Rockpool Group. Neil has been
creating menus for Quantas since 1997, redefining in-flight dining and service. He is the author of
Balance and Harmony, Good Food Easy Weekends, and Rockpool Bar & Grill.

Summary
A celebration of cooking at home from Australia's best known chef

Neil Perry is often associated with the food served at his successful restaurants around Australia,
from the flagship contemporary Australian fine diner Rockpool, to his popular Rockpool Bar & Grill
steakhouses and the Asian flavours of Spice Temple. However this book is a celebration of cooking
at home, with more than 100 recipes that focus on flavorsome food for any weekend occasion.
Whether you're looking for an easy and delicious family stir-fry on a Friday night, clever ideas for
Saturday dinner party menus, or preparing a slow-cooked Sunday feast for friends, this book has an
inspiring and accessible recipe for you. It includes lazy breakfasts, perfect lunches, delicious dinners,
feasting menus designed for celebrations, and some recipes that serve 10 or more. Includes dual
measures.

Random House UK
9781848094116
Pub Date: 9/1/14
On Sale Date: 9/25/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$49.95/$39.95 Can./£30.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

316 Pages
ILLUSTRATIONS
THROUGHOUT
Carton Qty: 7
Design  /  Interior Decorating
DES010000
Territory: Canada only

11.3 in H | 9.6 in W | 1.2 in
T | 3.6 lb Wt

Eat Drink Nap
Bringing the House Home
Soho House

Contributor Bio
Soho House is a group of private members' clubs, with the original location in Soho, London. Other
Houses are in Berlin, Miami, New York, Toronto, and West Hollywood, and a Chicago location is
projected for August 2014.

Summary
The quintessential cooking, style, and decoration book from Soho House, the world's leading private
club—with U.S. locations in Miami, New York, Hollywood, and Chicago

In the 17 years since the first Soho House opened its doors, they've perfected the art of
entertaining: how to make people feel at home, how to cook food they love, how to make a room
stylish but welcoming, how to throw a party, get the lighting right, mix a cocktail, design a bedroom,
build an art collection. This sumptuous book with a foreword from founder Nick Jones and newly
commissioned photography from leading food and interiors photographers Mark Seelen and Jean
Cazals, will share with readers the secrets of the Soho House way of doing things. Contemporary,
global, yet with something quintessentially homey at its heart, this is Soho House style explained by
its experts: the grit and the glamour, the style and the coziness. Packed with recipes and design
tips, this book shows how to transport a slice of Soho House right to one's home. Whether you want
to recreate your favorite house regular macaroni cheese or choo...
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Murdoch Books
9781742663890
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.8 in T |
2.1 lb Wt

Eat In
The Best Food Is Made At Home
Anna Gare

Contributor Bio
Anna Gare is considered one of Australia's most popular cooks and has spent more than 20 years in
the hospitality industry. Since 2007 Anna has presented several high-profile TV shows, been a judge
on Australian Junior MasterChef, and cohost of The Great Australian Bake Off.

Summary
Australian Junior MasterChef judge and Great Australian Bake Off cohost Anna Gare shares more
than 120 of her favorite recipes

Anna Gare knows a thing or two about balancing busy days with eating well. In this collection of
favorite recipes, Anna gives plenty of hints and tips for shopping, meal planning, and store cupboard
standbys—her mantra is you deserve to eat well and, with just a little thought and preparation, you
can. Her down-to-earth advice on preparing healthy and tasty food will be welcomed by busy and
hungry people everywhere. The book is divided into six sections: Good Morning! (Smoked Trout
Omelette or Cinnamon Toast), Lovely Lunches (Pork & Kale Soup or Pretty Frittata), Feeding Family &
Friends (Paella for 15 or Goat Tagine for six), Salads (Noodle Salad or Quinoa Tabouleh), What's for
Dinner? (Hazelnut-Crumbled Pork Chops or Nacho Bake), and Sweet Things (Apple & Strawberry Pie
or Chocolate & Hazelnut Cookies). Includes dual measures.

Murdoch Books
9781743365410
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$29.95/$36.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking
CKB000000

10.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 1 in T
| 2.1 lb Wt

Eat the Week
Every Meal Every Day
Anna Barnett

Contributor Bio
Anna Barnett has worked as an event organizer, a celebrity booker for MTV and PA for Kelly
Osbourne, but food has always been a passion. Anna writes a weekly column, "The Reluctant
Vegetarian," for the Independent and runs her own blog at annabarnettcooks.co.uk. She regularly
turns her house into a pop-up restaurant and has been extensively featured in UK food magazines
and national press.

Summary
It’s Tuesday, you’re feeling lazy and you’re craving flavor. It’s Thursday, the weekend is in sight and
it’s time to share a feast with friends. It’s Saturday, you’re ready to splash the cash and go big. Eat
the Week is stylish, practical and personal. Anna Barnett has devised creative recipes inspired by our
different moods as we navigate the week. There’s everything from weekend brunches and comforting
dishes packed full of carbs to nutritious salads and zesty Asian noodles for when you want
something lighter, plus cheats, insider tricks and imaginative ways with leftovers. On Mondays it’s all
about simple dishes, healthy-eating resolutions, minimum fuss and robust flavors; on Saturdays,
when you have more time to shop and cook, things get a bit more extravagant. Taking you from
Monday through to Sunday, breakfast through to dessert, Eat the Week will take the hassle out of
food shopping and meal planning and put the fun back into your week. Includes dual measures.
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Allen & Unwin
9781743314906
Pub Date: 9/1/13
$26.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

338 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Health & Fitness  /  Healthy
Living
HEA010000

6.5 in W | 8 in H | 1.3 lb Wt

Elixir
How to Use Food as Medicine
Janella Purcell

Contributor Bio
Janella Purcell is a naturopath, nutritionist, herbalist, iridologist, and chef. She is the author of Eating
for the Seasons and Janella's Wholefood Kitchen.

Summary
Revised, updated, and filled with vegan and gluten-free recipes, in this guide a naturopath and
nutritionist teaches readers how to use food as medicine

Janella Purcell understands how the food one eats affects one's mind and spirit as well as physical
body, and in this invaluable book she shares her expertise in food, health and nutrition.
Entertaining, practical, and comprehensive, this revised edition covers a wide variety of subjects and
information, ranging from suggestions for healthy aging and why to use organic produce to tips for
those suffering from headaches, fatigue, immunity problems, fertility issues, and digestive
complaints. This book introduces readers to what Eastern philosophy has been practicing for
thousands of years—the interconnectedness of the body, mind, and spirit, and how this affects one's
state of mind, health, and personality. Short-listed for The World Food Media Awards in the category
of Best Health Nutrition Book, this is a book to use, keep, and treasure.

Chicago Review Press
9781613748107
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Crafts & Hobbies
CRA000000

8 in W | 10 in H | 1.4 lb Wt

Everything Oz
Make Munchkin Placecards, Over the Rainbow Cake, "I'm Melting" Witch Candles, and Much More
Christine Leech, Hannah Read-Baldrey

Contributor Bio
Christine Leech is an art director with more than 15 years of experience in designing and art
directing magazines. She has worked on publications that include Fabulous, Look, Marie Clare, and New
Women, and she contributed to the launch of Hobbycraft Magazine.
Hannah Read-Baldrey is a props and fashion stylist who has worked with leading international
publications including Cath Kidston, Elle, Red, and Vogue magazines. She also works with craft
superstore Hobbycraft on ideas and themes for its magazine and website.

Summary
L. Frank Baum’s classic tale The Wonderful Wizard of Oz provides the inspiration for this creative
collection of more than 50 projects to make and bake, ranging from a dress-up Dorothy doll and
Toto’s dog coat to the Tin Woodman’s heart garland, the Cowardly Lion’s glove puppet, and
squashed Wicked Witch cupcakes. Filled with original and playful ideas for the eclectic craft lover, this
enchanting book perfectly captures the magical essence of this faraway land. Everything Oz is
brimming with new and innovative projects to eat, drink, wear, and display, inviting readers to bring
the Emerald City and other Oz whimsies to their own homes and events.
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Random House UK
9781848093577
Pub Date: 4/1/14
On Sale Date: 4/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/14
$27.95/£15.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
ILLUSTRATIONS
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking
CKB000000
Sales Restrictions: Canada
only

6.8 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.8 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Fairytale Food
Enchanting Recipes to Bring a Little Magic to Your Cooking
Lucie Cash

Contributor Bio
Lucie Cash is a debut cookbook author.

Summary
Mad Hatter's Teacakes, Snow Queen Cookies, Huff'n'Puff Pork—add a little magic to mealtimes with
more than 60 simple recipes, each inspired by a different fairytale and with a lavish full-color,
full-page illustrations

If you fancy tucking into a steaming hot bowl of Princess & the Pea Soup, curling up by the fire with a
cup of tea and a slab of Hansel & Gretel's House Gingerbread, or tickling your taste buds with a
dollop of Tinkerbell's Trifle, then this is the cookbook for you. Once upon a time, a young(-ish)
maiden decided she was fed up with cooking the same old pasta bakes every night; she longed for
some magic in her cooking. So she left her cozy cottage (London apartment), pen and paper in
hand, and set off to find inspiration in the land of fairytales. For months and months she toiled,
visiting best-loved characters; some were wonderfully sweet and generous, others were a bit grumpy
and a little scary, but they all gave her ideas, tips, and the confidence to create her very own
delicious recipes. Includes metric measures.

Bene Factum Publishing
9781909657410
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$23.95/$28.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Social Science  /  Agriculture
& Food
SOC055000

6.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.5 lb
Wt

Faith in Food
Changing the World One Meal at at Time
Sue Campbell, Susie Weldon

Contributor Bio
Sue Campbell has been a reporter and sub-editor on British newspapers, run a birding and fishing
camp in Botswana, and co-run a hot-air balloon company in Zimbabwe. Susie Weldon was a
journalist for 20 years in England and Hong Kong, including several years covering environmental
issues for which she won an award. For the past four years she has headed the Alliance of Religions
and Conservation's food and agriculture programs, including Faith in Food and sustainable
agriculture projects in Africa. She is co-author of a guidebook to Kyrgyzstan, Kyrgyz Republic.

Summary
An inspirational compilation based on three major themes—issues, food and spirituality, and action

Eating is a moral act: our choices of what, when, and how we eat have a huge impact on the Earth,
our fellow human beings, and other living creatures. This book presents a unique vision, combining
essays, scripture, story-telling, recipes, initiatives, and general wisdom in one beautifully produced
book, all seeking to change our relationship with what we eat and how we obtain our food. Altogether
this is a groundbreaking collaboration among Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Judaism, Sikhism, and
Hinduism, alongside secular organizations, to get people thinking, acting and eating with a new
consciousness. Includes dual measures.
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Pavilion
9781862059382
Pub Date: 12/1/13
$34.95/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Entertaining
CKB029000

9 in W | 11 in H | 2.8 lb Wt

Feasting with Bompas & Parr
Powerful Recipes & Savage Tales of Food for Feasting
Sam Bompas, Harry Parr

Contributor Bio
Sam Bompas and Harry Parr have blurred the boundaries between art and food since founding their
company in 2007, by exhibiting at the Barbican, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and Salone
Del Mobile; designing jellies with some of the world's leading architects; and inventing the world's
first flavor-changing chewing gum. They have made custom jellies for Heston Blumenthal and
Gordon Ramsay and have appeared on the Martha Stewart Show.

Summary
Following up their utterly original take on cocktails, Bompas & Parr offer another glimpse into the
world they know best—exciting and original ways to enhance the dining experience

Our next cookbook is so hairy and muscular it includes an investigation into spontaneous combustion, glitter
ham, a chronicle of feasting since the dawn of time, phallic ice sculptures, techniques for feeding 8 to 33,000
people and the surprisingly sensitive mixed drinks of Aleister Crowley. There are also compelling recipes and
a whole section on snakes vs cocktails.

Easily the most provocative players on the global food scene, Bompas & Parr have created a new
recipe book with a difference, focusing on how to create truly unusual and spectacular foodie events
in your own home. They offer fascinating spreads on special feasts through history (including many
of their own events) and outrageous but delicious recipes for food and drinks to make your own
feast dramatic and a real talking point for all your guests. From Cheese Straws to Glitter Ham,
Banana Flambé to Boudoir Biscuits, Chewing Gum to Alchemical Mou...

Graffito Books
9781909051157
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US & CA

9.1 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Food Truckin'
Recipes from the World's Best Food Trucks
Graffito Books, Natasha Case

Contributor Bio
Natasha Case is the cofounder of the hugely successful Coolhaus food trucks brand. Following a stint
doing architecture at Walt Disney Imagineering, Natasha created her first truck in 2009. Today
Coolhaus has a national fleet of trucks and its products are stocked in more than 1500 grocery
stores across the U.S., including in New York City, Dallas, Los Angeles, and Austin. She recently made
the Forbes 30 under 30 list. She lives in Los Angeles.

Summary
Recipes from the world's best food trucks

Recreate those unique flavors with signature recipes from the world's best, and most fun, food
trucks. Hailing from New York, L.A., San Francisco, Austin, Seattle, Vancouver, London, Paris,
Stockholm, Melbourne, and Cape Town (to name a few) this is food with attitude and the vibe of the
street, the beach, and the open road. Plunge in, cook up, and enjoy! Includes dual measures.
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921384189
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$35.00/$42.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Entertaining
CKB029000

11.8 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.3 lb Wt

Food, Fashion, Friends (2nd Edition)

Recipes and Styling for Unforgettable Parties
Fleur Wood

Contributor Bio
Fleur Wood is one of Australia's leading fashion designers, with stores around Australia and a loyal
clientele in the United States and Europe. She is the author of Food, Fashion, Love. She lives in New
York.

Summary
Cookbook, style guide and photographic tour de force, this is a gloriously indulgent celebration of
the pleasures of frocking up, decking out and cooking up a storm. Fashion designer and passionate
home cook Fleur Wood shows us how to create the kind of event that delights the eye and ignites
the imagination, from a wild-child birthday party to a winter solstice fondue dinner and afternoon tea
in the greenhouse with the girls. Includes metric measures.

Life of Reiley
9780977412013
Pub Date: 2/1/10
$14.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 54
Cooking
CKB000000

6 in W | 7 in H | 0.4 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Fork Me, Spoon Me
The Sensual Cookbook (Limited Edition)
Amy Reiley

Contributor Bio
Amy Reiley is the second American to earn the title Master of Gastronomy from Le Cordon Bleu and
was named one of the five best female wine professionals in the world by France’s Wine Women
awards. She has written for Daily Candy, Gault Millau, Las Vegas, and Variety, and is the author of Chile
Aphrodisia and The Love Diet. She lives in Las Vegas.

Summary
Exploring the world’s most potent aphrodisiacs for steaming up the kitchen or bedroom (or
wherever), this cookbook from a leading authority on sensual foods leads readers down the road to
romance or, if preferable, simply helps them get down and dirty. More than 40 recipes based on 12
main ingredients are featured, including vanilla-scented sea bass, moist mango meatloaf, ginger
mojitos, and Persian love cake, all designed to promote overall sexual health. This limited edition is
presented with a new, alternate cover.
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Random House Australia
9780857982346
Pub Date: 6/1/14
$37.95/$44.95 Can./£27.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking
CKB000000

10.6 in H | 8.3 in W | 1 in T
| 2 lb Wt

Four Kitchens
Colin Fassnidge

Contributor Bio
Colin Fassnidge has worked at some of Sydney’s most acclaimed restaurants, including Banc and est.
In 2003 he took over Four In Hand dining room, and in May 2012, he opened the Sydney dining
hotspot 4Fourteen, which has already established itself as a favorite among food critics and patrons
alike.

Summary
With the help of this cookbook, even the most humble meal can be transformed into restaurant-
quality cuisine

Chef and restaurateur Colin Fassnidge leapt to prominence Down Under as the outspoken Irishman
on Australian reality show My Kitchen Rules. His first book is an extension of what he's created in his
restaurants, The Four in Hand and 4Fourteen. An introduction for each section provides insight into
Colin's own inspiration, offers advice, and shares secrets to turn the modest home-cooked meal into
impressive restaurant fare. The style of food is predominantly drawn from 4Fourteen, an all-day
"Eating House" and bar, with an emphasis on share food, from small plates to whole animals.
Includes dual measurements.

UIT Cambridge Ltd.
9780857840523
Pub Date: 2/1/15
Ship Date: 2/1/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

264 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000

9.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.7 in T |
2.2 lb Wt

Gaia's Feasts (3rd Edition)

New Vegetarian Recipes for Family and Community
Julia Ponsonby

Contributor Bio
Julia Ponsonby was the former catering manager at Schumacher College, which was founded to work
towards a new worldview of sustainable living in harmony with the natural environment and the whole
human race. Her culinary style developed to fit those founding principles: local, sustainably sourced
ingredients prepared using cooking methods from around the world.

Summary
Following the success of the previous edition of Gaia’s Kitchen, Julia Ponsonby presents yet more
mouth-wateringly delicious vegetarian recipes for celebrations big and small, whether you want to
rustle up Mushroom and Barley Soup for a community event, Chestnut and Leek Salad for a summer
celebration, or a sumptuous array of cakes for a large family tea, you will find the inspiration and
information you need in this book. The new third edition contains all new recipes, keeping within the
theme of sustainable, vegetarian cooking and catering for small and large gatherings.
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PM Press
9781604863383
Pub Date: 6/1/11
$14.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 88
Health & Fitness  /  Healthy
Living
HEA010000
Series: Tofu Hound Press

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.4 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Generation V
The Complete Guide to Going, Being, and Staying Vegan as a Teenager
Claire Askew

Contributor Bio
Claire Askew has been a vegan since the age of 15; has written for the Kansas City Star, VegNews
magazine, and Vegetarian Journal; and is a contributor to the 2009 edition of Fiske Real College Essays
That Work. She lives in Portland, Oregon.

Summary
Covering the ins and outs of becoming a vegan during the teen years, this reference shows young
people how to make smart decisions about changing their diet and lifestyle while dealing with varying
reactions from family, friends, and people at school. Curious teens will find answers for issues such
as buying groceries with their families and sticking with the vegan mentality and diet, as well as
important nutrition facts, delicious recipes, and inspirational stories. While some may find the switch
to veganism daunting, this delightful handbook makes the transition simple, explaining ethical
arguments and encouraging dedication and tolerance.

b small publishing
9781908164650
Pub Date: 11/1/12
$9.99/$11.99 Can./£5.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

48 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Gardening
JNF022000

8.6 in H | 7.2 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Grow Organic, Eat Organic
Lone Morton, Martin Ursell

Contributor Bio
Lone Morton is the author of many bilingual English and French books, including Space Postman/Le
Facteur Spatial, Hurry Up, Molly/Depeche-Toi, Molly, and I'm Too Big/Je Suis Trop Gros. Martin Ursell is an
author and illustrator of children's books including The Big Book of Experiments and Activities, Dragon
Boy, and You Can Draw Wild Animals.

Summary
Learn how to cultivate your own plants, whether in pots, window boxes, or in the garden

What does organic mean? How do you make an organic garden? Why are worms and bees so
important? Discover the answers to these questions, and lots of other useful advice, in this lovely
first book for budding organic gardeners and cooks, and soon you'll know the excitement of eating
fresh, home-grown produce. This colorful book is packed with useful information and offers a clear,
practical, step-by-step approach to sowing, growing, cooking, and eating in harmony with the natural
world.
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921383854
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$69.95/$83.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Cooking  /  Entertaining
CKB029000

13 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.1 in T
| 4.5 lb Wt

Guillaume: Food for Family
Guillaume Brahimi

Contributor Bio
French-born Guillaume Brahimi is one of Australia's most respected chefs. He trained under Michelin-
starred chef Joel Robuchon in Paris before moving to Sydney in 1990. His celebrated restaurant
Guillaume at Bennelong, situated in the southern shell of the iconic Sydney Opera House, won
almost every major accolade in Australian food, as well as international recognition. The restaurant
held its last service on New Year's Eve 2013. Bistro Guillaume, his award-winning take on the classic
French bistro, opened in Melbourne in 2009; a second venue followed in Perth in 2012. Guillaume
launched his eponymous new restaurant in Sydney in 2014.

Summary
Join Guillaume for a decadent winter luncheon hosted by Cate Blanchett in an iconic country woolshed
or a stylish seafood lunch at the beachside hideaway of Kellie Hush, editor-in-chief of Harper's
BAZAAR. Guillaume also shares more of his family's favorite recipes—relaxed, delicious meals
designed to satisfy a household of hungry children (and a busy French chef)—before inviting you
behind the scenes of his brand new restaurant. This is full-flavored, big-hearted food, perfect for
sharing with those you love. Stunning photography by Anson Smart and Earl Carter ensures Food for
Family is a true feast for the eyes as well as the tastebuds. With a foreword by model Sarah
Murdoch.

Chicago Review Press
9781613735756
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$29.99/$35.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Gardening  /  Reference
GAR018000

8.8 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Heirloom Plants
A Complete Compendium of Heritage Vegetables, Fruits, Herbs & Flowers
Lorraine Harrison, Thomas Etty

Contributor Bio
Thomas Etty dealt in seeds in the nineteenth century and is the namesake behind the heirloom
seed company Thomas Etty Esq., created and run by dedicated seedsman and Etty’s great-great-
grandson, Ray Warner. Today the company dispenses seeds and expertise to home growers keen to
keep heirloom varieties alive. Lorraine Harrison has a master’s degree in garden history and a
sizeable garden to cultivate her collection. She writes for the gardening quarterly Hortus and has
authored a number of books on horticulture, including Latin for Gardeners.

Summary
It’s nearly impossible for gardeners to resist the allure of heirloom plants. Their names alone sound
inviting—Flanders Purple kale, Golden Marconi sweet peppers, Moon & Stars watermelons, Turk’s
Turban squash, Scarlet Emperor running beans, and Jefferson plums—and many growers claim that
their taste is unsurpassed. Beyond the classic appeal, however, lies the far more important issue of
biodiversity. Unless these unique seeds are grown and saved, they will not only be forgotten, but lost
forever. Based on the extensive seed catalogs of Thomas Etty, the popular heirloom seedsman,
Heirloom Plants includes information on almost 500 exciting cultivars to be grown and harvested,
along with detailed profiles and cultivation tips for each plant. In addition to edibles, the book also
has chapters on antique herbs and flowers, from Cup and Saucer vines to Sweet William carnations
to Empress of India nasturtiums. Trowel and book in hand, let your motto be, “Growing the past,
saving the future.”
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921383069
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$39.95/$47.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Gardening  /  Vegetables
GAR025000
Territory: US & CA

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.1 in T
| 2.8 lb Wt

Heirloom Vegetables
A Guide to their History and Varieties
Simon Rickard

Contributor Bio
Simon Rickard has been head gardener at several historical gardens in Australia. He is now a writer
and leads tours to beautiful gardens around the world.

Summary
A lively introduction and guide to the weird and wonderful world of heirloom vegetables, with tips
on how to grow them—and how doing so will help save the planet

How often do you hear someone complain that tomatoes don't taste like they used to? It's
becoming a common concern, as food production is increasingly controlled by multinational
corporations more interested in profit than flavor. People who care about their food are growing their
own vegetables in droves—and especially heirlooms for their wonderfully diverse flavors, shapes, and
colors. Not to mention their rich history and weird and wonderful names—who could resist a lettuce
called "Drunken Woman Frizzy Headed", not be intrigued by the potato that "Makes the Daughter-
in-Law Cry", or fail to be moved by the "Cherokee Trail of Tears" bean? In this lively, passionate,
and at times political introduction to the world of heirloom vegetables, gardener Simon Rickard
describes the history of many of his favorite varieties, encourages you to get growing yourself, and
explains why he believes edible gardening is so important to our f...

Murdoch Books
9781743360187
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$22.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking
CKB000000

6.3 in W | 8.5 in H | 1.1 lb
Wt

I'd Eat That!
Simple Ways to Be a Better Cook
Callum Hann

Contributor Bio
Callum Hann won the second-place spot on MasterChef Australia. He is the author of The Starter
Kitchen.

Summary
More than 90 recipes for fast, easy, and delicious meals that will be enjoyed by novice and
experienced cooks alike

The recipes and sound advice collected here will give novice foodies the skills and the enthusiasm to
become better, more knowledgeable, happier cooks. In addition to more than 90 fast, fresh, and
simple recipes there is a wealth of information on cooking fundamentals, from a guide to flavor
combinations and advice on choosing the right restaurant to techniques for preparing perfect
seafood, and buying and preparing seasonal ingredients. Recipes cover delicious breakfasts and
brunches (Maple Bacon, Asparagus, Smashed Avocado & Feta on Toast, or Ricotta Pancakes with
Blueberries & Raspberry-Swirled Butter), things you can eat with your hands (Spicy Chicken Tacos with
Apple & Cabbage Salsa, or Crunchy Baked Chickpeas), super quick meals (Baked Mac'n'Cheese with
Rosemary Breadcrumbs), weeknight dinners (Pan-Fried Mushrooms with Pesto & Parm Polenta),
salads (Zucchini, Mint & Feta Salad), food to impress a date (Spanish Mussels) and essential rubs,
dips, sauces, and dressing...
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Allen & Unwin
9781743310984
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$32.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Seasonal
CKB077000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 2.2 lb
Wt

Janella's Wholefood Kitchen
Janella Purcell

Contributor Bio
Janella Purcell is a naturopath, nutritionist, herbalist, iridologist, and chef. She is the author of Eating
for the Seasons and Janella Purcell's Elixir.

Summary
Make wholefoods the star of the table with 130 tempting recipes from a Gourmand-awarded
nutritionist and cook, each clearly marked as vegetarian, vegan, raw, dairy-free, or gluten-free

Janella Purcell is passionate about healthy eating, about eating food that is as close to the way
nature created it as possible, and, most importantly, about making wholefoods easy, enticing, and
lick-your-fingers delicious. The focus of this book is on seasonal produce, with most recipes suitable
for vegetarians and vegans. From soups to main courses, party food to salads and desserts, this
cookbook will start cooks on the path to, or help them maintain, a healthy lifestyle. Recipes include
Malay Tempeh Noodles, Miso Soup, Guilt-Free Crumbed Fish and Chips, Millet and Tofu Croquettes,
Maple Nut "Cheese" Cake, Chocolate and Orange Mousse, and Pistachio and Rosewater Halva.

Allen & Unwin
9781742376813
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$36.95/$40.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking
CKB000000

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 1 lb Wt

Kitchen Coquette
The Go-To Guide for Those Random Life Scenarios When Food Is the Only Answer
Katrina Meynink

Contributor Bio
Katrina Meynink is a freelance food writer with a masters in gastronomy from Le Cordon Bleu. She is
in her final stages of training to be a chef and Kitchen Coquette is her first cookbook.

Summary
A fresh, exciting, and stylish cookbook for young women
Not your typical breakfast-lunch-dinner format cookbook, this book knows that what you cook to
fortify the soul is vastly different to what you might cook to impress a first date. It provides the
recipes with the context, whether the reader wants to feed 10 hungry friends, the man of her
dreams, or her lovely grandma; and it even provides a bite to eat for all those inspired in-between
moments. Whether it is the first dinner date at home (Crispy Blue Cheese Ravioli, Raddichio and
Walnut Salad with Quince Dressing), the family reunion (Beer-Battered Onion Halves with Chorizo,
Feta and Olives), coping with heartbreak (Rose Vodka or Cinnamon Caipirinha), or cooking for
potential in-laws (Caramelised Chipotle Chicken with Chipotle Glaze and Parsnip Fries), all occasions
are covered in this funny, approachable cookbook. This go-to guide gives cooks a sense of
achievement, while embracing all those tear-ruined, sweaty-palmed, and swear-word fueled
moments of life—all while providing the dish that suits. Includes dual measures.
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Summersdale
9781849536639
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking
CKB000000
Series: Wit

7 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Kitchen Wit
Quips and Quotes for Cooks and Food Lovers
Jane Brook

Contributor Bio
Jane Brook is the author of You Know You're a Horse Lover When . . . .

Summary
"Cooking is like love. It should be entered into with abandon or not at all." —Harriet van Horne

"Ask not what you can do for your country. Ask what's for lunch." —Orson Welles

Laburnum Press
9781909850200
Pub Date: 6/1/14
Ship Date: 6/1/14
$10.99/$12.99 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 75
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Cooking & Food
JNF014000
Series: Sparklers: Food We
Eat

9.8 in H | 9.9 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Let's Eat Breakfast
Clare Hibbert

Contributor Bio
Clare Hibbert is a freelance writer and editor who has written more than 100 books on numerous
subjects for children under 12.

Summary
Let’s Eat Breakfast encourages children to think about when they eat breakfast and what kinds of
food they might eat. They will encounter a range of healthy breakfast from around the world, and
see where some foods come from. Finally they can follow the simple recipe to make their own
muesli.
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Laburnum Press
9781909850224
Pub Date: 6/1/14
$10.99/$12.99 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Cooking & Food
JNF014000
Series: Sparklers: Food We
Eat

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Let's Eat Dinner
Clare Hibbert

Contributor Bio
Clare Hibbert is a freelance writer and editor who has written more than 100 books on numerous
subjects for children under 12.

Summary
Let’s Eat Dinner encourages children to think about when they eat dinner and what kinds of food they
might eat. They will encounter a range of healthy dinners from around the world, and see where
some foods come from. Finally they can follow the simple recipe to make their own raita.

Laburnum Press
9781909850231
Pub Date: 6/1/14
Ship Date: 6/1/14
$10.99/$12.99 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Cooking & Food
JNF014000
Series: Sparklers: Food We
Eat

9.8 in H | 9.9 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Let's Eat Lunch
Clare Hibbert

Contributor Bio
Clare Hibbert is a freelance writer and editor who has written more than 100 books on numerous
subjects for children under 12.

Summary
Let’s Eat Lunch encourages children to think about when they eat lunch and what kinds of food they
might eat. They will encounter a range of healthy lunches from around the world, and see how what
they eat may change with the seasons. Finally they can follow the simple recipe to make their own
Greek salad.
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Penguin Books Australia
9781921384233
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$26.95/$31.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking  /  Seasonal
CKB077000

10.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.3 lb Wt

Maggie Beer's Spring Harvest Recipes
Maggie Beer

Contributor Bio
Maggie Beer appears as a guest chef on Australia's MasterChef and she has an export kitchen, which
produces a wide range of pantry items for domestic and international markets. Her previous
cookbooks include Maggie's Harvest and Maggie's Table.

Summary
Maggie Beer's Spring Harvest Recipes brings together all of Maggie Beer's signature recipes from the
spring chapter of her cookbook Maggie's Harvest, including detailed descriptions of seasonal
ingredients and inspiring accounts of memorable meals with family and friends. The recipes highlight
Maggie's philosophy of using the freshest and best seasonal produce available in the Barossa Valley
South Australia, and treating it simply, allowing the natural flavors to speak for themselves.
Describing herself as a "country cook," Maggie cooks from the heart and is passionate about
instilling in others this same confidence—to use recipes as a starting point, and be guided by instinct
and personal taste. This book from one of Australia's best-loved cooks is essential for anyone with
an appreciation of the pleasures of sourcing, cooking and sharing seasonal food. Includes metric
measures.

Penguin Books Australia
9781921384240
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$26.95/$31.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Seasonal
CKB077000

10 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

Maggie Beer's Summer Harvest Recipes
Maggie Beer

Contributor Bio
Maggie Beer appears as a guest chef on Australia's MasterChef. Her previous cookbooks include
Maggie's Harvest and Maggie's Table.

Summary
This collection brings together Maggie Beer's signature recipes from the summer chapter of her
cookbook Maggie's Harvest, including detailed descriptions of seasonal ingredients and inspiring
accounts of memorable meals. The recipes highlight Maggie's philosophy of using the freshest and
best seasonal produce available, and treating it simply, allowing the natural flavors to speak for
themselves. Describing herself as a "country cook," Maggie cooks from the heart and is passionate
about instilling in others this same confidence—to use recipes as a starting point, and be guided by
instinct and personal taste. This book from one of Australia's best-loved cooks is essential for
anyone with an appreciation of the pleasures of seasonal food. Includes metric measures.
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PM Press
9781604863239
Pub Date: 7/1/13
$17.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000
Series: Tofu Hound Press

7 in W | 10 in H

Mango & Mint
Arabian, Indian, and North African Inspired Vegan Cuisine
Nicky Garratt

Contributor Bio
Nicky Garratt is an internationally recognized guitar player and vegetarian chef. In 1977 he released
his first recording with his punk rock band UK Subs and 30 years later the band won a BBC poll as
the world’s best punk rock band. Over the past 40 years he has been an outspoken advocate for
science and animal rights, and is active on the lecture circuit on science advocacy topics. He divides
his time between San Francisco and Quedlinburg, Germany.

Summary
Nicky Garratt’s love of Arabian, Indian, and North African cuisine is obvious in this mouth-watering
collection of vegan recipes. Challenging the notion that meals require a centerpiece—historically
based around the kill from the hunt or domesticated herd—this recipe collection offers satisfying
menus in both buffet style and formal sit-down meals using the vegan philosophy of an intelligent
use of the resources available. The full-color photographs offer ideas for presentation, and the book
includes sections on planning meals in advance to save money and maximize resources as well as a
selection of recipes that utilizes often-discarded items as ingredients—such as watermelon rinds and
beet tops in addition to the common problem of easily forgotten leftovers. The flavor of Arabic and
North African cuisine is seen in the recipes for Baba Ghannouj, Red Pepper Bulgar, Spinach Pies,
Harissa, and Donuts in Syrup, while Indian favorites such as Apple Soup, Peanut Vada, Chana
Masala with Green Chili, and Mango Rice also make an appearance. The recipes range from quick
and easily created to ...

Murdoch Books
9781743310274
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking
CKB000000

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 1.2 in T
| 2.4 lb Wt

Margaret and Me
Recipes for Life from My Grandmother's Kitchen
Kate Gibbs, Margaret Fulton

Contributor Bio
Kate Gibbs is a food and travel writer whose work has appeared in the Wall Street Journal and the
Sydney Morning Herald. She is the author of After Toast: Recipes for Aspiring Cooks. Margaret Fulton is
an Australian cooking guru and the author of Margaret Fulton Baking.

Summary
Food writer Kate Gibbs grew up at the apron strings of her grandmother, Margaret Fulton. The
matriarch of Australian cooking taught Kate everything she needed to know about cooking, including
how to make bereavement soup, how thickly to spread butter on bread and that porridge must
absolutely be made with salt. Here Kate reveals some of the highs and lows from the life of her
extraordinary grandmother, and her own experiences growing up in a foodie family. Kate distills this
kitchen wisdom into 50 beautifully photographed recipes, a mixture of classic dishes such as Scotch
broth and homemade crumpets that recall Margaret's Scottish heritage, to Kate's takes on
slow-roasted lamb shoulder and custard-filled chocolate profiteroles. These are the recipes that both
women grew up with and which endure as family favorites. Includes dual measures.
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Murdoch Books
9781741965520
Pub Date: 6/1/12
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Cooking  /  Entertaining
CKB029000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 1 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

Meals in Heels
Do-ahead Dishes For the Dinner Party Diva
Jennifer Joyce

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Joyce is a food writer, stylist, and chef whose books include Panini, Small Bites, and The
Well-Dressed Salad. She grew up in rural Wisconsin and is now a Londoner who teaches weekly
cooking classes and writes for BBC Good Food, Elle Decor, and the Telegraph. She has appeared on
several cooking shows on the BBC, as well as NBC's Today show.

Meals in Heels teaches hosts how to plan, cook and present meals with style and ease, with plenty of
time left over to slip on heels and a coat of lipstick before guests arrive.

Summary
How to plan, cook, and present with style and ease, with plenty of time left over to slip on heels and
pop on lipstick before guests arrive
The author has drawn on her many years of successful soirees and laid-back lunches to present
time-saving tips and show-stopping recipes for hostesses who want to actually enjoy their own dinner
parties. She teaches readers how to do as much of the cooking and preparation beforehand as
possible, so they can then relax, spruce up the house, and enjoy quality time with friends. There are
recipes here that are perfect for all tastes and occasions, such as Barbecued Mussels with Tangy
Pesto Dip; Crostini with Jamón, Goat's Cheese and Fig Jam; Rosemary and Olive Lamb Stew; and
Peppermint Brownies. Filled with glamorous illustrations, this cookbook breaks each recipe into which
steps can be done days ahead, the morning of, before guests arrive, and just before serving; and it
offers suggestions to give each dish an elegant look. Includes dual measurements.

Allen & Unwin
9781741757156
Pub Date: 5/1/10
$23.95/$28.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

279 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Health & Fitness  / 
Children's Health
HEA046000

6.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.9 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

More Peas Please
Solutions for Feeding Fussy Eaters
Kate Di Prima, Julie Cichero

Contributor Bio
Kate Di Prima is a dietitian and an adult and infant nutritionist. She writes a regular nutritional
column for three magazines, Mother and Baby, Pregnancy and Birth, and Little Kids and is interviewed
regularly for magazines including New Idea and Good Health. Dr. Julie Cichero is a specialist in feeding
and swallowing disorders and former codirector of the No Fuss Feeding & Swallowing Centre.

Summary
Do you dream of enjoyable mealtimes with children who are adventurous about trying a variety of
foods? If so, this is the perfect book for you, providing a wealth of nutritious solutions for fussy
eaters. The number of children with feeding problems, food fussiness, or food group avoidance who
are seeing health professionals is growing drastically. Apart from a dislike of certain foods and an
aversion to trying new things, some children refuse to eat "lumpy" or "slimy" foods. Not many people
know there's a strong relationship between learning to chew and swallow and learning to talk.
Likewise, there is a little known connection between constipation, poor appetite, and fussy eating
habits. This book provides loads of authoritative, sensible, practical advice about feeding children,
along with easy recipes and a wealth of information about why kids sometimes have strange
responses to certain foods, and how they can overcome them. This guide to helping children learn to
happily eat a healthy and varied diet examines the importance of feeding kids a balanced diet,
tackling the psychologi...
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Ebury Press
9781785030970
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$24.95/£16.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.6 lb Wt

Naturally Sassy
My Recipes for an Energised, Healthy and Happy You
Saskia Gregson-Williams

Contributor Bio
Saskia Gregson-Williams is a trained ballet dancer and the founder of Naturally Sassy, a healthy
food brand. She is also the food editor for Hip and Healthy and is a brand ambassador for Free
People and Sweaty Betty. Naturally Sassy Superfood Bites are sold at a growing range of health
retailers, including Planet Organic. She lives in London and Chicago.

Summary
Saskia's delicious, easy-to-make recipes will prove to sugar addicts, hardened carnivores and dairy
lovers that plant-based eating is delicious, fun and satisfying—as well as really good for you. Recipes
are either quick and simple or can be made ahead, ingredients are affordable and easy to find, and
you don't need lots of expensive equipment to make this food. As a ballet dancer, this diet gives
Saskia all the energy and nutrition she needs to train, recover and perform—but you don't have to
be an athlete to benefit from this book. These recipes will overhaul your health, leave your skin
healthy and glowing, give you energy to tackle every situation and occasion from gym work-outs to
that special occasion for which you need to look for best, and give your body all the nutrients it
needs to be healthy. Includes dual measures.

Natural History Museum,
London
9780565093556
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

72 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Cooking  /  Seasonal
CKB077000
Territory: US & CA

8.3 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Nettle Cookbook
Recipes for Foragers and Foodies
Vivian Tuffney

Contributor Bio
Vivian Tuffney has worked at the Natural History Museum, London, for 24 years. She developed a
special interest in nettles during her time working in the Museum’s Wildlife Garden and as a
researcher in biomedical resources.

Summary
The very first cookbook devoted to nutitious nettles, covering everything

Celebrating a much maligned but surprisingly scrumptious and highly nutritious plant, this cookbook
features more than 35 delicious recipes for appetizers, main courses, desserts, and drinks, from
soups and spiced meatballs to shortbread and sponge. Nettles are native to many countries in
Europe, Asia, and the Americas and have been valued as a spring food for many centuries. Despite
their reputation for being prickly, fearsome, and inedible, this book shows how this abundant plant
can be used in many different dishes and forms of cooking. The introduction describes the different
types of nettles and where they can be found, and when and how they should be collected. Then
there are recipes for every occasion—tuck into Feta Cheese and Nettle Filo Triangles, Asparagus and
Nettle Soup, or Spiced Nettle Meatballs, before washing it all down with a glass of Nettle Beer or a
warm cup of Nettle Tea. The book is fully illustrated with artworks specially selected from the Natural
History Museum’s unparalleled collections...
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McBooks Press
9780935526639
Pub Date: 10/1/99
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Health & Fitness  / 
Children's Health
HEA046000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.8 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

New Vegetarian Baby
Sharon K. Yntema, Christine Beard

Summary
An all-new edition of America's favorite guide to bringing up baby as a vegetarian, this book
incorporates all the latest information to answer questions and lay to rest any lingering doubts about
a vegetarian regimen for infants.

Murdoch Books
9781743360033
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$85.00/$102.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Individual Chefs
& Restaurants
CKB115000

10 in W | 12.5 in H | 5.5 lb
Wt

Organum
Nature Texture Intensity Purity
Peter Gilmore

Contributor Bio
Peter Gilmore has been the executive chef of Quay restaurant since August 2001. Peter's creative
and original food has brought Quay international accolades, and the restaurant has appeared on the
S. Pellegrino World's 50 Best Restaurants list for five years in a row. His first cookbook was Quay.

Summary
A gorgeous follow-up to Quay, this high end leatherette book celebrating one of the top restaurants
in Australia is slipcased in a hardcover textured and embellished case

While there is a layered complexity to world-renowned chef Peter Gilmore's ethereal—yet grounded
—cuisine, his philosophy of cooking is relatively simple. Just four elements are required to create
perfect unison in a dish: nature, texture, intensity, and purity. In his new book, Peter invites the
reader to share in his private obsession with nature—when not in the kitchen at Sydney's Quay
restaurant, he is working in his experimental garden where he grows a huge array of edible plant
species. Each component of a plant, from sweet, earthy roots to bitter fronds and fragrant blossoms,
is potentially destined for inclusion in one of the 40 exquisite dishes featured here. Peter also
introduces us to the many influences on his cooking, and to the people who grow, catch, and source
key ingredients. Images include intensely beautiful food and ingredient shots, as well as producers
and produce photographed on location. Recipe...
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Murdoch Books
9781760110024
Pub Date: 6/1/16
Ship Date: 6/1/16
$37.95/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

280 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000

10 in H | 8 in W | 1.1 in T |
2.8 lb Wt

Raw
150 Dairy-Free and Gluten-Free Vegan Recipes
Omid Jaffari

Contributor Bio
Omid Jaffari is a world renowned chef, having worked at London's River Café and now based at
Melbourne's Botanical Cuisine. This is his first book.

Summary
Here are 150 dairy-free and gluten-free vegan recipes that let you into the secret of creating
gourmet raw cuisine everyday. Eating organic, nutritionally dense, uncooked plant foods can really
improve your health and wellbeing because the less food is processed, the less stress it puts on the
digestive system. The three sections in Raw—raw materials, staples and recipes—guide you through
the processes for creating delicious raw vegan cuisine. From using a dehydrator and stocking a
pantry with the best ingredients, to making raw vegan staples for your fridge and freezer, to
combining these staples to make delicious breakfasts, soups, salads, pastas, risottos, tarts,
desserts and chocolates, Raw is a guide to clean to nourishing food that is full of goodness for body
and soul. Includes dual measures.

Random House Australia
9780857980472
Pub Date: 7/1/15
Ship Date: 7/1/15
$24.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Cooking
CKB000000

6.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.4 lb
Wt

Robyn Lawley Eats
Decadent Dishes for Friends and Family
Robyn Lawley

Contributor Bio
Robyn Lawley has appeared on the cover of Vogue Italia, Vogue Australia, Madison, Elle, marieclaire,
and Mode, and has been a guest on Ellen. One of the world’s most famous and recognized plus-size
models, Robyn has shot campaigns for many international designers and has worked with the likes
of legendary photographer Steven Meisel. She shares her joy of food and cooking on her blog
robynlawleyeats.tumblr.com. She recently signed a contract to host her own TV cooking show which is
set to air in Australia in 2015. She lives in New York City.

Summary
In addition to being an international supermodel for the likes of H&M and Ralph Lauren, Robyn
Lawley is a self-confessed foodie

When Robyn Lawley is not gracing the cover of Vogue, modeling swimwear, or walking the runway, she
is scouring menus around the globe and cooking up a storm for her best friends in her adopted
home of New York City. Robyn Lawley Eats takes its name from her popular food blog and brings
together a collection of modern classics and sumptuous photography from Robyn’s travels, as well as
home-grown Aussie dishes from her upbringing in Sydney. A rich, cosmopolitan array of recipes for
any occasion, Robyn Lawley Eats has something for all levels of cooking experience and is an
inspiration to women who just love to eat. Includes metric measures.
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Life of Reiley
9780984689804
Pub Date: 1/16/12
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Cooking
CKB000000

6 in W | 7 in H | 0.5 lb Wt

Romancing the Stove
The Unabridged Guide to Aphrodisiac Foods
Amy Reiley

Contributor Bio
Amy Reiley has combined culinary education with a life long ardor for all things food. The result?
She is considered a leading authority on aphrodisiac foods.

In August 2004, Amy became the second American to earn a Master of Gastronomy awarded by
France’s culinary temple, Le Cordon Bleu. While at Cordon Bleu, Amy rose to prominence for her
work in culinary aphrodisiacs. In 2006, Amy releases her first book, Fork Me, Spoon Me: the sensual
cookbook, cementing her role as America’s leading aphrodisiac food authority. Filling a niche in the
cookbook market, demand resulted in the book’s second printing less than two years later.

Romancing the Stove is her fourth book on aphrodisiac foods. In addition to creating cookbooks,
Amy speaks and consults on aphrodisiacs and is internationally recognized as a wine journalist.

Summary
The sequel to the critically acclaimed Fork Me, Spoon Me: the sensual cookbook, Romancing the
Stove is your guide to romance, from the kitchen to the bedroom. Discover what makes some of
your favorite foods aphrodisiac and how to use cooking as a gateway to finding, keeping and
ultimately enjoying romance in your life.

Penguin Random House New
Zealand Limited
9781775537373
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$65.00/$75.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Cooking  /  Individual Chefs
& Restaurants
CKB115000

12 in H | 10.5 in W | 1.6 in T
| 5.2 lb Wt

Saison
Simon Wright

Contributor Bio
Simon Wright trained as chef at leading restaurants in London, including at Harvey's where he
worked with Gordon Ramsay for the legendary Marco Pierre White. He and his wife Creghan Molloy
purchased the famous Auckland restaurant The French Cafe in 1999 with business partners Simone
Forde and Chris Mackay. They later bought the restaurant outright and went on to win a string of
major awards.

Summary
The famous Auckland restaurant The French Cafe has long been the epitome of excellence, the
standard to which others aspire. The service is exemplary, the atmosphere cosseted and refined yet
convivial, and the food . . . well, the food is nothing short of heavenly. Husband and wife team
Simon (chef) and Creghan (front of house) Wright have woven magic there ever since they took the
restaurant over in 1999. They are never satisfied with resting on the laurels of their numerous
awards. Instead they constantly strive for even higher standards and an even richer experience for
their guests. Be it their recent garden development or adjustments to the menu, The French Cafe
exemplifies perfection. This cookbook showcases Simon Wright's glorious approach to food and his
respect for the seasons in which ingredients are at their peak. Lavishly produced and beautifully
photographed, it's the next best thing to dinner at The French Cafe.
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Virgin Books
9780753556146
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$18.95/£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US

7.2 in H | 5.4 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Scone with the Wind
Cakes and Bakes with a Literary Twist
Miss Victoria Sponge

Contributor Bio
Miss Victoria Sponge is a writer and baker.

Summary
Seventy five delicious literary inspired recipes, from Banana Karenina to Tart of Darkness

Bake your way through the classics from Jane Eclair to Middlemarshmallows, as well as Captain
Corelli's Madeleines, On the Rocky Road, Flapjack and the Beanstalk, Nineteen-eighty Petit Fours,
and many more. Arranged by genre, enjoy cakes, puddings, and pies from romance and comedy
through to horror and science fiction, and discover fun, edible versions of your favorite books. The
book includes witty introductions and amusing illustrations throughout, as well as baking essentials
and themed menus for book clubs, parties, and afternoon teas. Other recipes include Whoopie Pies
and Prejudice, Key Lime and Punishment, Finnegan's Cake, Eton Mess of the D’Urbervilles, Life of
Pecan Pie, Lord of the Mille-feuilles, The War of the Viennese Whirls, James and the Giant Peach
Cobbler, Much Ado About Muffins, The Cherry Pie Orchard, Scone with the Wind and more.

Murdoch Books
9781743363522
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$65.00/$78.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

292 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Cooking  /  Individual Chefs
& Restaurants
CKB115000

9 in W | 12.5 in H | 4.6 lb Wt

Sepia
The Cuisine of Martin Benn
Martin Benn

Contributor Bio
Martin Benn began his cooking career as a chef at the Oak Room in London. Since then, he has
worked at the Criterion, Sydney's Forty One Restaurant, and Tetsuya's. Martin opened Sepia
Restaurant in 2009. In 2011, he was awarded the coveted Sydney Morning Herald Good Food Guide
Chef of the Year. In 2012 and 2014 Sepia Restaurant was awarded Sydney Morning Herald Good Food
Guide Restaurant of the Year and three chef's hats.

Summary
A culinary journey through 60 exciting dishes from renowned chef Martin Benn

Based around four degustation menus, this book highlights the technical mastery and sheer beauty
of Martin Benn's food, with its deep connections to Japanese cuisine and flavors and its focus on
texture and contrast. Text, design, and photography combine to recreate the atmosphere and the
sophisticated, art deco feel of his Sydney restaurant, Sepia. Interspersed among the menus are
narrative features exploring the workings of the restaurant, and the stories of its staff and clientele,
while location photography captures a sense of old-fashioned, cosmopolitan glamour. Recipes
include dual measurements.
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Murdoch Books
9781743360514
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$40.95/$48.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 8.3 in W | 1.6 in T
| 2.7 lb Wt

Simply Good Food
Neil Perry

Contributor Bio
Neil Perry is one of Australia's most influential chefs. He has managed several award-winning
restaurants, and today concentrates on his flagship brand, the Rockpool Group. Neil has been
creating menus for Quantas since 1997, redefining in-flight dining and service. He is the author of
Balance and Harmony, Good Food Easy Weekends, and Rockpool Bar & Grill.

Summary
Renowned Australian chef Neil Perry brings us a collection of the simple, produce-driven recipes he
likes to cook for friends and family

Neil’s recipes illustrate just how easy and enjoyable it is to cook fresh, healthy food at home and
while they are influenced by many different cuisines, they all reflect his belief in top-quality,
sustainably produced, seasonal ingredients. In this evocatively photographed and elegantly styled
book you will find a dish for any kind of gathering, from an intimate family meal to a dinner party.
Many of the recipes can be prepared either as individual dishes or enjoyed as part of a shared table,
and Neil Perry has grouped together Mexican, Asian-inspired, and Mediterranean banquet
suggestions. With 105 recipes encompassing everything from a small but perfectly formed selection
of cocktail recipes through to chicken with pancetta, Thai-style squid salad, and raspberry and
champagne jelly with spiced berry compote, Simply Good Food has your kitchen table covered.
Includes dual measures.

Fresh Baby LLC
9780972722728
Pub Date: 2/21/05
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Hardcover

117 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P
And Under
Cooking  /  Baby Food
CKB107000

8.5 in W | 8.3 in H | 0.6 lb
Wt

So Easy Baby Food (2nd Edition)

A Personalized Guide to Making Baby Food at Home
Joan Ahlers, Cheryl Tallman

Contributor Bio
Joan Ahlers is the cofounder, with her sister Cheryl, of www.FreshBaby.com, a site dedicated to
raising children with healthy eating habits. She lives in Los Alamos, New Mexico. Cheryl Tallman is an
authority on the subject of healthy eating habits for infants, toddlers, and children, and the author of
So Easy Baby Food Basics. She lives in Petoskey, Michigan. They are the coauthors of So Easy Baby
Food Kit and So Easy Toddler Food.

Summary
Presented in an innovative format that is a combination of cookbook, workbook, and instructional
guide, this reference helps parents provide dietary essentials for their babies through all-natural,
homemade baby food. With more than 40 recipes for fruit, vegetable, and protein purees, hundreds
of suggestions for creating meals, and tips for enhancing flavor with herbs, parents will learn to
easily prepare food in only 30 minutes per week that looks, smells, and tastes better than any
mass-produced variety. In addition to the recipes, the guide provides information on the benefits of
homemade baby food, introducing solid foods, and developing healthy eating habits, while the
workbook format makes it easy to record allergies and other reactions.
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Fresh Baby LLC
9780972722759
Pub Date: 7/16/10
$8.95/$9.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 3 And Under, Grades P
And Under
Cooking  /  Baby Food
CKB107000

8 in W | 8 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

So Easy Baby Food Basics
Homemade Baby Food in Less Than 30 Minutes Per Week
Cheryl Tallman

Contributor Bio
Cheryl Tallman is an authority on the subject of healthy eating habits for infants, toddlers, and
children, and the coauthor of So Easy Baby Food, So Easy Baby Food Kit, and So Easy Toddler Food. She
lives in Petoskey, Michigan.

Summary
This cookbook for all-natural, homemade baby food provides recipes and instruction for making
stage 1–3 baby foods. Also included are the basics of introducing solid foods and how to develop
healthy eating habits. In less than 30 minutes a week, parents can save money, reduce childhood
obesity, and avoid processed-food safety concerns with this easy and straightforward system.

Fresh Baby LLC
9780988429505
Pub Date: 12/19/12
$8.95/$9.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Cooking  /  Baby Food
CKB107000

8 in W | 8 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

So Easy Toddler Food (2nd Edition)

Survival Tips & Simple Recipes for the Toddler Years
Cheryl Tallman

Contributor Bio
Cheryl Tallman is an authority on the subject of healthy eating habits for infants, toddlers, and
children. She is the author of So Easy Baby Food Basics and coauthor of So Easy Baby Food and So Easy
Baby Food Kit. She lives in Petoskey, Michigan.

Summary
With survival tips on common toddler eating behaviors and 40 easy recipes designed to win over the
pickiest child, the updated edition of this cookbook is the perfect all-in-one reference for parents.
The recipes use common ingredients, are explained through simple steps and photos, and feature
nutrition facts and menu ideas. Recipes include a breakfast burrito, pineapple kabobs, homemade
pizza, and creamy cauliflower soup. This new edition also features practical advice and tips for
toddler eating behaviors; healthy eating topics; and introduction to the MyPlate system; dos and
don’ts to avoid food battles; and engaging kitchen activities.
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Pavilion
9781862059733
Pub Date: 12/1/12
$15.95/$17.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Cooking  /  Entertaining
CKB029000
Series: Style Me Vintage

8.2 in H | 7.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Style Me Vintage: Tea Parties
A Guide to Hosting Perfect Vintage Events
Betty Blythe

Contributor Bio
Betty Blythe is a series of vintage tea rooms based in West London. Staffed with girls in vintage
outfits and red lipstick, it is a service-based old fashioned establishment, serving up delectable
afternoon teas to discerning clientele. As well as devouring delectable cakes and pastries, visitors
can delve into a vintage dressing up box and take lessons on etiquette in beautiful surroundings,
reviving age-old tea traditions.

Summary
A vintage and thematic take on a traditional afternoon tea party, with recipes for food and drink,
and complete information on how to style the table, room, invites, and guests
The current trend for retro styled events and afternoon tea parties is as much about styling as it is
about food and drink, and this book will help readers achieve their own perfect party. Split into
themed tea parties, it will teach aspiring hosts and hostesses how to dress their table, decorate their
room, and do their invitations, as well as offering costume suggestions, and key recipes for food and
drink within each theme. Themes include a Victorian tea party with lace aplenty and dainty cakes; a
1920s speakeasy with cocktails in tea cups and recipes for jazz bunnies; a 1930s country house
party with silk, tweed, and high tea with elegance; a 1940s street party with bunting and finger
sandwiches; a 1940s tea dance for those who like some swing with their tea; and a 1950s Famous
Five picnic—ripping ginger beer anyone? With advice on scaling up into a tea party for many, or down
to an intimate tea for two, y...

Murdoch Books
9781743364123
Pub Date: 6/1/15
Ship Date: 6/1/15
$27.95/$33.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

232 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000
Territory: US & CA

8 in W | 10 in H | 2.2 lb Wt

Supercharged Food: Eat Clean Green and Vegetarian
Vegetable Recipes to Heal and Nourish
Lee Holmes

Contributor Bio
Lee Holmes is a certified health Coach (IIN), yoga teacher, and wholefoods chef.

Summary
This book will inspire you to create meals that are thoroughly delicious and loaded with health-
promoting properties to supercharge your health. Wellness warrior Lee Holmes presents over 100
exciting vegetable dishes that your meat-loving family members will also enjoy. Each recipe features
options for veganizing your meal, and is accompanied by an icon indicating whether it is wheat-free,
gluten-free, dairy-free, sugar-free, vegetarian, or vegan. An in-depth introduction provides a wealth
of supporting information including organic versus conventional vegetables; the low-down on
vegetarian diets; top ten supercharged vegetables; and storing, preparing and cooking your
vegetables. Eat in-season with winter vegetable korma or stuffed summer squash, and enjoy hearty
soups, such as creamy mushroom, zucchini and tomato and snow white vegetable soup. Finish it all
off with Pumpkin muffins and Avocado ice cream. Includes dual measures.
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Murdoch Books
9781743369609
Pub Date: 6/1/15
Ship Date: 6/1/15
$27.95/$33.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

232 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000
Territory: US & CA

8 in W | 10 in H | 2.2 lb Wt

Supercharged Food: Eat Yourself Beautiful
Delicious, Anti-Inflammatory Food for Ageless, Radiant Beauty
Lee Holmes

Contributor Bio
Lee Holmes is a certified health Coach (IIN), yoga teacher, and wholefoods chef.

Summary
This simple and inspiring guide to eating for optimum health and beauty contains nutritionally rich,
delicious anti-inflammatory recipes for ageless beauty. It features more than 100 recipes, many of
which are free of gluten, wheat, dairy, yeast, and sugar, and each bursting with nutrient-rich or
"super" foods that will help nourish, heal, and restore. This is your one stop shop for easy, vibrant,
and flavorful meals that will jump-start your immune system, boost your energy levels, and maintain
your long term beauty, health, and well-being. Includes dual measures.

Murdoch Books
9781742667560
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$35.00/$42.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking
CKB000000

8 in W | 10 in H | 2.4 lb Wt

The Bookery Cook
Art to Eat
Jessica Thompson, Georgia Thompson, Maxine Thompso...

Contributor Bio
Jessica Thompson, Georgia Thompson, and Maxine Thompson created and run the blog The Bookery
Cook. Jessica lives in Melbourne, Georgia lives in Brisbane, and Maxine lives in New York.

Summary
From the authors of one of the quirkiest foods blogs around comes a unique cookbook full of
recipes which have been visually interpreted with original artwork by over 60 different artists from
around the world

Family meals have always played a significant role in the lives of the Thompson sisters—Jessica,
Georgia, and Maxine—so much so that they created a blog, thebookerycook.com, to celebrate their
love of food. Instead of photographing their chosen dishes, however, they made contact with artists
all over the world, who supplied dedicated artworks, in a huge variety of styles and media, to
illustrate the recipes. This book will appeal to lovers of art as much as lovers of food, and will find its
place equally in the kitchen or on the coffee table. Includes dual measures.
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The Discovery Box
9780977492282
Pub Date: 1/1/13
$14.95/$16.95 Can./£12.50
UK
Discount Code: SPT
Spiral Bound

136 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Cooking
CKB000000

9.1 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

The Braces Cookbook 2 (2nd Edition)

Comfort Food with a Gourmet Touch
Pamela Waterman, Amee Hoge

Contributor Bio
Pamela Waterman is an engineer and author who has published four books on recipes and
children’s activities, dozens of parenting, craft, renovation, and small business articles, and more
than 80 technical articles. She is the author of The Braces Cookbook. Amee Hoge is a graduate of the
French Culinary Institute of New York and the culinary and gardening instructor, food stylist, and
photographer at Playing with Food. They live in Mesa, Arizona.

Summary
Created specifically for adults with braces, this cookbook features a full range of flavor-filled dishes
through easy, stay-soft recipes and comfort food tips for any kind of braces—metal, ceramic, behind-
the-teeth, or aligner-type. The recipes range from basic ideas made from around-the-house
ingredients to meals with true gourmet touches, including breakfasts, appetizers, desserts, entrees,
and vegetarian dishes. This book is ideal for eating well at home, on the road, and at the office.
Savvy tips for being confident in braces at work are also included.

John Blake
9781784180256
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

164 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking
CKB000000

6 in H | 7 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

The Breaking Bad Cookbook
Chris Mitchell

Contributor Bio
Chris Mitchell shamefully missed the first two seasons of Breaking Bad, but caught up in a three-day
binge that saw him temporarily removed from society. This is his first book.

Summary
Cook like New Mexico's finest TV family—from the Whites' celebrated cooked breakfast and Hank
Schrader's delicious barbecue, to Walter's mouth-watering Heisenburger and Gus Fring's delectable
Los Pollos Hermanos Fried Chicken. All recipes are crystal meth-free.

For five seasons, Walter White and Jesse Pinkman were undisputedly the greatest cooks in North
America. From their humble origins as part-timers in a cramped (and decidedly unreliable) RV to the
halcyon days in a state-of-the-art "kitchen," the duo prospered, with competitors falling (sometimes
explosively) by the wayside. The partners may have had their detractors but, without a doubt, they
were the best of the best. Finally, their knowledge and expertise has been condensed into one
easy-to-use collection of recipes filled with flavor, as well as winks and nods to the show. The
cookbook includes step-by-step instructions, copious illustrations, lists of ingredients, and handy tips
gleaned from the series. Whether you favor precision and exact measurements, or prefer flair
cooking with a dash of chili powder, this book has some...
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Michael O'Mara
9781782431572
Pub Date: 4/1/14
Ship Date: 4/1/14
$22.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Personal Memoirs
BIO026000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

The Cheese and I
An Englishman's Voyage Through the Land of Fromage
Matt Feroze

Contributor Bio
Matt Feroze worked as an accountant in London until, in 2011, he gave it up to explore France and
his passion for cheese.

Summary
How a British accountant went on sabbatical to chase a cheese dream, and ended up France's most
talented cheesemaker

Matt Feroze had a rather unusual dream: to become a cheesemonger in the highly competitive
French cheese industry. To accomplish this, however, he would have to make huge sacrifices: give up
a good job as an accountant in England and say goodbye to his friends and family, moving to a
country in which he struggled with the language and knew next to nothing about the profession he
wished to enter. Yet only a year later he was being crowned Champion de France des Fromagers,
beating veteran French cheesemongers to the title and opening up a wealth of new opportunities for
himself. Here is the remarkable story of how he pulled off such an incredible feat. This inspirational
tale of how one man sacrificed so much to realize his goal proves that, with enough determination, it
is possible to achieve anything you desire.

Michael O'Mara
9781843179580
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Cooking
CKB000000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.7 lb Wt

The Cooks' Book
Age-Old Advice and Tips for the Kitchen
Louise Dixon

Contributor Bio
Louise Dixon is a cookbook editor.

Summary
The proper way to eat lobster, how to use different types of chillies, an explanation of different
cuts of meat, how to infuse oils and vinegars—jam-packed with useful hints, tips, wit, and wisdom,
this celebration of food will delight and inspire the cook in every home
Whether a cook wants to get back to basics, throwing away the convenience food and cooking some
good old grub, or is simply interested in learning about the tried-and-tested methods used in the
good old days, collected in this guide are the wisdom and advice of the trained chef. A treasure trove
of information, this beautiful retro-look book will bring out the best in everyone in the kitchen. It
includes advice on food hygiene, handling, and preparation; techniques and tricks to help bread rise
and pies taste just like Grandma made them; old and surprising new uses for store cupboard
staples; tips and tricks for successful jams, preserves, and pickles; storage and reheating advice;
and, stories, anecdotes, quips, and quotes from food writers, gourmands, and chefs. Includes dual
measures.
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Andre Deutsch
9780233003849
Pub Date: 11/1/13
$29.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking  /  Reference
CKB071000

6 in W | 9.5 in H

The Epicurean's Good Food Guide
Buying and Using Ingredients from Around the World
Roz Denny, Gordon Ramsay

Contributor Bio
Roz Denny is a cookbook author whose many titles include Vegetarian Kids' Cookbook and Vegetarian:
200 Classic Recipes. She has worked closely with many celebrity chefs including Michelin-starred chef
Gordon Ramsay, assisting and coauthoring five of his books including Gordon Ramsay's Passion for
Flavor. Gordon Ramsay is a Michelin-starred chef, bestselling author, and host of numerous cooking
shows.

Summary
A comprehensive and extremely useful reference packed with facts about the foods on sale today,
from flour to herbs to meat to condiments—what and how to buy, and how to look after and cook a
vast array of ingredients

Most professional cooks are now emphasizing that it is not complexity and elaboration that make for
great cuisine but the quality of ingredients—sourcing the best produce at the right time of year,
getting the best cut of meat and the freshest seafood, using the finest oils, vinegars, and spices.
The difference between one variety of rice and another or one kind of olive oil and another can
make or break a dish. With the revolution in fusion cuisine and molecular gastronomy and people's
familiarity with foods and ingredients from around the world, supported by the increasingly broad
range of supermarkets, the modern cook wants to know more about new ingredients and how to use
them. This book leads the reader through the vast array of foods on sale, offering an A–Z of every
staple ingredient to be found in the modern cook's pantry: where to shop, what to select, and how
t...

Pavilion
9781909108813
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$27.95/$33.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 1 in T |
1.9 lb Wt

The Fresh Vegan Kitchen
Delicious Recipes for the Vegan and Raw Kitchen
David Bailey, Charlotte Bailey

Contributor Bio
When David and Charlotte Bailey fell in love with a Citroën H van they saw parked in Notting Hill,
Wholefood Heaven was born. Having worked in many leading restaurants, including as the founding
head chef of Saf, where he cooked with Chad Sarno, David followed his heart and hit the road. The
ethos of Wholefood Heaven is simple: no matter where you are, you should be able to buy
high-quality, nutritious, healthy, ethical and tasty fresh food. They won Best Main Dish at the British
Street Food Awards for their Buddha Bowl.

Summary
David and Charlotte Bailey's food is not about what’s missing—it’s about maximizing the potential
and flavor of plant-based ingredients. Discover enticing egg- and dairy-free dishes from regions with
a long tradition of vegetarian eating, such as Asia and India, as well as innovative twists on Spanish
tapas, Middle Eastern mezze, Chinese dim sum and more. From big breakfasts to light salads and
comforting mains to low-sugar sweet treats, The Fresh Vegan Kitchen is a glorious collection of
exciting, satisfying recipes that taste terrific. An inspirational collection of recipes featuring classic
dishes from a wealth of cultures, including Thai Coconut Curry, Israeli Chickpea Pancakes, Moroccan
Vegetable Patties and Chinese Tofu Rolls. You can even treat yourself to mouth-watering sweet
treats and make classic desserts, from a Pineapple and Coconut Cheesecake to a sumptuous
Chocolate Mousse. Includes dual measures.
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Chicago Review Press
9781613740729
Pub Date: 9/1/12
$22.00/$25.00 Can./£18.50
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking
CKB000000

8.1 in H | 9.1 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

The Hemingway Cookbook
Craig Boreth

Contributor Bio
Craig Boreth is the author of How to Iron Your Own Damn Shirt and How to Feel Manly in a Minivan and
the owner of the Santa Monica Chocolate Company.

Summary
Ernest Hemingway’s insatiable appetite for life was evident in his writing and was rivaled only by his
voracious appetite for good food and drink. The Hemingway Cookbook collects more than 125 recipes
from Hemingway’s life and art featuring such unique dishes as Dorado Fillet in Damn Good Sauce,
Woodcock Flambé in Armagnac, Campfire Apple Pie, and Fillet of Lion washed down with Campari
and Gordon’s Gin or a cool Cuba Libre. The pages are enriched by family photos; dining passages
from stories such as A Moveable Feast, The Old Man and the Sea, and A Farewell to Arms; his short
stories; personal correspondence; and even a contribution from his last wife, Mary. Collecting recipes
from former Hemingway haunts, period cookbooks, and other sources, this book is an authentic
re-creation of the meals that so enriched Hemingway’s literature.

Ebury Press
9780091957582
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$45.00/£25.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US

9.9 in H | 7.6 in W | 1.1 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

The Kitchen Orchard
Fridge Foraging and Simple Feasts
Natalia Conroy

Contributor Bio
Natalia Conroy trained as a chef at The River Café, under Ruth Rogers, Joseph Trivelli, and Sian Wyn
Owen. The River Café is known for notable for training such chefs as Jamie Oliver, Hugh Fearnley-
Whittingstall, Sam and Sam Clark of Moro, April Bloomfield of the Spotted Pig, and Jessica Boncutter
of Bar Jules.

Summary
An enchanting look at the myriad ways to use the ingredients found in the "orchard" of one's own
kitchen

Every modern kitchen features a fridge and a pantry. The bare essentials. But for Natalia Conroy,
they are an orchard—the source of abundant meals, platefuls of fresh salads, or slow-cooked
vegetables—it just requires a little imagination. Natalia's cooking draws inspiration from seasonal
produce, which she combines with essential everyday ingredients—a little cream, fresh herbs, good
stock, a head of garlic, leftover cheese or wine—so that nothing goes to waste. She matches dishes
to occasions, time constraints, or even mood, relishing the endless possibilities on offer with a
thoughtfully stocked fridge and pantry. With more than100 recipes grouped around the dairy
compartment (storing eggs, milk, cream, and wine), the vegetable drawer (housing root vegetable
and robust herbs), and the top drawer (garlic, onions, lemons, and fresh seasonal herbs), Natalia
takes one hero ingredient and builds the dish around a core flavor. Dill lifts a salad of beetroot and
mustard. Fresh rosemary...
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National Trust
9781909881396
Pub Date: 7/1/15
Ship Date: 7/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking
CKB000000

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 2.1 lb Wt

The Picnic Cookbook
Outdoor Feasts for All Occasions
Laura Mason

Contributor Bio
Laura Mason is a food historian, a coordinator of the Slow Food movement, and the author of
several cookbooks, including The National Trust Farmhouse Cookbook and Sugar-Plums and Sherbets.

Summary
More than 100 recipes covering picnics, barbeques, and campfire food

Picnics and outdoor meals are a classic theme in every culture. Afternoon tea in the garden on a
golden afternoon in late summer, a packed lunch consumed on a hilltop while the eyes feast on a
magnificent view, and the tantalizing smell of grilling from a barbecue are all part of this. The
recipes here range from Bresola Rolls and Lemon Gin to be enjoyed as a picnic, to a Warming
Minestrone and Spiced Parkin, a Baba Ganoush made with Aubergines chargrilled on the barbecue,
or Mussels Wrapped in Seaweed and Cooked on the embers of a campire. There are also tips on
transporting and cooking food in the great outdoors, as well as historical context to the recipes, and
guides to lovely National Trust properties in England that are perfect for outdoor eating. Recipes
include dual measurements.

Ebury Press
9780091957049
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$29.95/£18.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US

8.8 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

The Recipe Wheel
120 Recipe Ideas from 10 Inspirational Wheels
Rosie Ramsden

Contributor Bio
Rosie Ramsden is a cook, writer, and food stylist for delicious. magazine. She also publishes recipes
on her blog, Rose Cottage.

Summary
A brand new way to cook—more than 120 recipes presented in visual form

Rosie Ramsden has invented a whole new way of planning meals: it's called The Recipe Wheel. She
takes one simple, core recipe—like risotto—that sits at the center of its own recipe wheel. From there
lead spokes or threads to new, more developed recipes—select your perfect dish by occasion,
budget, or time. Each wheel is like a mind map, bringing flavors together and encouraging the
reader to mix and match, adding to their own creativity and cooking skills. A basic roast chicken
inspires dishes like Chicken, Mango and Cashew Nut Curry; white bread goes into Beetroot
Panzanella or Butterbean, Garlic and Thyme on Toast. Get creative with risotto with Barley Risotto
with Chestnut and Savoy. A simple sponge cake becomes Three-tier Vanilla Raspberry Cake, and
custard is transformed into Rhubarb Treacle Creme Brulee or Peach and Amaretto Trifle. This
innovative cookbook turns the idea of the traditional recipe book on its head. Includes metric
measures.
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The History Press
9780750963947
Pub Date: 11/1/15
Ship Date: 11/1/15
$27.95/$33.95 Can./£15.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Cooking
CKB000000
Territory: US & CA

6.7 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

The Royal Heritage Cookbook
Recipes from High Society and the Royal Court
The Hon. Sarah Macpherson

Contributor Bio
The Hon. Sarah Macpherson was born in Castletown House, Ireland’s largest private home, a
neo-Palladian mansion on the banks of the River Liffey. She is the author of The Children of
Castletown House and M’Lady’s Book of Household Secrets.

Summary
A collection of 50 historic recipes from the stately homes of Britain and Ireland

During the 18th century, ladies of high society kept handwritten notes on recipes and it became
fashionable to exchange the most successful with friends and neighbors. This charming book is a
compilation of 50 of the best recipes taken from the archives of the country houses of Britain and
Ireland. Each recipe is shown in its original form accompanied by an up-to-date version created by
professional cooks so that the recipes can be recreated today. In today’s world, dominated by
additives and synthetic foodstuffs, these traditional recipes contain only natural ingredients and
shows that simple ingredients are often the best when it comes to creating great-tasting dishes.
Recipes include those dating as early as the 1650s, and are fully illustrated with modern color
photography. Includes dual measures.

Chicago Review Press
9781569762813
Pub Date: 4/27/10
$14.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking  /  Reference
CKB071000

7 in W | 10 in H | 0.5 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

The Way Kitchens Work
The Science Behind the Microwave, Teflon Pan, Garbage Disposal, and More
Ed Sobey

Contributor Bio
Ed Sobey is the author of A Field Guide to Household Technology and The Way Toys Work.

Summary
If you’ve ever wondered how a microwave heats food, or why aluminum foil is shiny on one side and
dull on the other, or whether it is better to use cold or hot water in a garbage disposal, you should
read The Way Kitchens Work. Modern kitchens are hi-tech marvels, with more machinery than any
other room in the house. Each of the 50+ entries includes its history, interesting trivia, and a
discussion of the technology involved.
Readers will also enjoy reviewing the utensils’ and appliances’ original patent blueprints, as well as
photos of the “guts” of these culinary tools. The author even includes odd side stories, such as how
the waffle iron played a role in the founding of Nike, how you can reset a turkey timer, and why
socialite Josephine Cochran really invented the dishwasher in 1886--it wasn’t because she wanted to
ease the burden of her servants, but because she wanted a device that would avoid the unsightly
chips associated with hand washing.
And finally, for those whose stovetop skills are still in development, Sobey provides information on
the invention ...
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Real African Publishers
9780986996818
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$26.95/$29.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Cooking
CKB000000

10.8 in W | 8.5 in H

Ukutya Kwasekhaya
Tastes from Nelson Mandela's Kitchen
Xoliswa Ndoyiya, Anna Trapido

Contributor Bio
Xoliswa Ndoyiya is Nelson Mandela's personal cook. Anna Trapido has worked as a cook in hotels
and restaurants in South Africa, Switzerland, England, and India. She is a food writer, a radio and
television broadcaster, and the author of Hunger for Freedom and To the Banqueting House: African
Cuisine and Epic Journey.

Summary
A collection of favorite recipes by Nelson Mandela’s personal chef, this book contains the food served
to visiting heads of state, celebrities, and politicians for more than 20 years. Featuring some of the
former South African president’s favorite meals, including samp and beans, farm chicken, and tripe,
this cookbook also features paella, peri-peri chicken, prawn curry, and a myriad of other delights.
With simple, delicious, and nourishing recipes, it will interest those who wish to prepare meals that
are both elegant and healthy. Handwritten notes from Mandela and Oprah Winfrey are also included.

Ebury Press
9780091949914
Pub Date: 12/1/14
On Sale Date: 9/15/14
Ship Date: 12/1/14
$14.95/$16.99 Can./£7.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Biography & Autobiography
BIO000000
Territory: Canada only

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Under a Mackerel Sky
A Memoir
Rick Stein

Contributor Bio
Rick Stein is a chef, restaurateur, television host, and author. His other titles include Rick Stein's Far
Eastern Odyssey, Rick Stein's Spain, and Rick Stein's Seafood, which won the coveted James Beard
Foundation Cookbook of the Year Award.

Other Formats

Canadian Edition - 9/1/2013 $36.95 9780091949907
Canadian Edition - 9/1/2013 $27.95 9780091957018

Summary
The wry, perceptive, and strikingly evocative memoir of a much-respected chef

Rick Stein's childhood in 1950s rural Oxfordshire and North Cornwall was idyllic. His parents were
charming and gregarious, their five children much-loved and given freedom typical of the time. As he
grew older, the holidays were filled with loud and lively parties in his parents' Cornish barn. But
ever-present was the unpredictable mood of his bipolar father, with Rick frequently the focus of his
anger and sadness. When Rick was 18 his father killed himself. Emotionally adrift, Rick left for
Australia, carrying a suitcase stamped with his father's initials. Manual labor in the outback followed
by adventures in America and Mexico toughened up the naive public schoolboy, but at heart he was
still lost and unsure what to do with his life. Eventually, England called him home. From the
entrepreneurial days of his mobile disco, the Purple Tiger, to his first, unlikely nightclub where much
of the time was spent breaking up drink-fueled fights, Rick charts his personal journey in a way that
is both wry and percepti...
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PM Press
9781604860153
Pub Date: 1/1/10
$14.95/$16.95 Can./£10.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

196 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000
Series: Tofu Hound Press

8.5 in H | 5.6 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Vegan Freak (2nd Edition)

Being Vegan in a Non-Vegan World
Bob Torres, Jenna Torres

Contributor Bio
Bob Torres is the author of Making a Killing as well as several essays that have appeared in Critical
Sociology, International Journal of Occupational and Environmental Health, the Journal of Latinos and
Education, and Satya magazine. Jenna Torres is a frequent personality on vegan talk shows who has
been on Animal Voices Radio and has been quoted as an expert in Newsweek, Veg News, and
Vegetarians and Vegans in the World Today. They cohost Vegan Freak radio show and live in Colton, New
York.

Summary
In this informative and practical guide, two seasoned vegans offer tips and advice for thriving without
animal by-products. Sometimes funny and irreverent yet always aware of its serious message, this
resource for being vegan in a world that doesn’t always understand or have sympathy for the lifestyle
illustrates how to go vegan in three weeks or less by employing a “cold tofu method;” convince
family, friends, and others that there is no such thing as a vegan cult; and survive restaurants,
grocery stores, and meals with omnivores. Also offering answers to questions such as “Do you, like,
live on apples and twigs?” this reference dispels myths and explains the arguments for ethical,
abolitionist veganism, encouraging everyone to embrace their inner vegan.

Pavilion
9781910496220
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Vegetarian
CKB086000

9 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.5 lb Wt

Very Veggie Family Cookbook
Delicious, Easy and Practical Vegetarian Recipes to Feed the Whole Family
Sara Ask, Lisa Bjärbo

Contributor Bio
Sara Ask is a children’s dietitian, food journalist and lecturer with a lot of experience in creating
recipes for parenting magazines among others. Lisa Bjärbo is a journalist, writer, blogger and parent
of two very picky vegetarians.

Summary
In a time when more and more people turn their eyes away from the meat counter and look at the
vegetables on offer instead, the question of cooking for a young family raises its head. For many
people this is a thorny issue, because what are you supposed to make when cooking vegetarian
food for the whole family? Will everyone be satisfied and full enough? Will the children even taste it?
There are recipes here that take only 20 minutes on a stressful day after work, but also dishes for
nights in the week when you might be able to spend a bit longer than half an hour on dinner. There
are recipes for the weekend that are a bit more demanding, but also a bit more luxurious. There are
also recipes for finger food, good snacks, yummy desserts and lots of practical tips. This book is for
anyone who is looking for vegetarian cooking inspiration. Whether the aim is for your family to do
without meat now and then, or whether you already cook lots of veggie food but are bored with your
old recipes, this cookbook is a colorful, stylish, fun and large source of inspiration in your kitchen.
Includ...
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Bene Factum Publishing

9781909657656

Pub Date: 5/1/15

Ship Date: 5/1/15

$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Cooking  /  History

CKB041000

Series: Eating the Alphabet

7.6 in H | 5.6 in W | 0.9 in T

| 0.8 lb Wt

Who's on the Menu
The People on Your Plate
Robert Booth

Contributor Bio
Robert Booth writes a regular food column and is the author of several books about food and drink.

Summary
An anthology of the famous and infamous after whom many hundreds of dishes have been named

With a lighthearted tone, this compilation pays homage to the food pioneers who had the foresight
to mix ingredients together into favorite dishes and recipes that have stood the test of time—and
the test of people's picky palates. Discover the Caesar Salad's unlikey origins in defiance of
Prohibition, who the original Madeleine was before she captivated Proust, why Heinz's success owed
so much to the occult as well as the petty, how Tarte Tatin was the chaotic result of flirting while
cooking, and many other morsels of gastronomic history sure to delight and entertain. This amusing
and compelling who's who will appeal to all foodies who are curious about the origins of their favorite
dishes and desserts.

Pukka Publishing

9780982595213

Pub Date: 6/1/15

$24.95/$29.95 Can.

Discount Code: SPT

Mixed Media Product

176 Pages

includesdvd 1

Carton Qty: 11

Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Cooking & Food

JNF014000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.7 in T

| 1.8 lb Wt

Your Kids: Cooking!
A Recipe for Turning Ordinary Kids Into Extraordinary Cooks
Barbara Brandt

Contributor Bio
Barbara Brandt, M.ED., has more than 30 years of experience teaching, cooking, and creating
curriculums for national educational publishers. She is the founder of Hooked On Cooking!, a
non-profit foundation dedicated to teaching children how to eat and live healthier through cooking
education in schools. She lives in Missoula, Montana.

Summary
A fun and engaging cooking program, this book teaches kids to cook for their friends, their families,
and for the rest of their lives. Using step-by-step video demonstrations and a unique, kid-friendly
recipe format with pictures of every step, this revolutionary new program is a complete cooking
course that teaches kids over 100 cooking skills, methods, techniques, terms, and basic nutrition
concepts. Kids do all the cooking themselves while their parent act as “sous chef”—there to provide
encouragement and to keep things safe. Learning is completely hands-on and a guaranteed
success, whether parents know how to cook or not. Upon completing the ten “recipe-lessons,” which
results in kids preparing 20 complete and balanced meals the whole family can enjoy together, kids
have all the knowledge, experience and confidence they need to cook anything they want from any
cookbook they choose.
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Michael O'Mara

9781782430261

Pub Date: 7/1/13

$15.95/$17.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Cooking  /  History

CKB041000

8.1 in H | 5.4 in W | 0.9 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Eating for Victory (2nd Edition)

Healthy Home Front Cooking on War Rations
Jill Norman

Contributor Bio
Jill Norman is a noted chef and the author of The Cook's Book and Herb and Spice.

Summary
A nostalgic collection of Ministry of Food leaflets, featuring advice on everything from one-pot
meals to how to preserve tomatoes
Food rationing was introduced in England in January 1940 after supply ships were attacked by
German U-boats. The first food items to be rationed were butter, sugar, bacon, and ham, though
restrictions were also eventually placed on meat, fish, jam, biscuits, cheese, eggs, and milk. In
response, the Ministry of Food produced a series of "Eating for Victory" pamphlets that advised the
general public on how to cope with these shortages. Designed to lift spirits in a time of shortage,
these jolly leaflets contained a variety of recipes and cooking advice ranging from how to make
steamed and boiled puddings and hints on how to reconstitute dried eggs. For all the hardship that
rationing brought, the food restrictions resulted in many people eating more healthily than ever
before. A nostalgic look back at one of the most difficult and yet healthiest times in history, this
quaint collection is also a relevant guide to good eating today. Includes Imperial measures...

b small publishing

9781874735458

Pub Date: 9/1/99

$8.99/$10.99 Can./£4.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Cooking & Food

JNF014000

Series: Gruesome Series

11 in H | 9 in W | 0.3 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

Gruesome Grub & Disgusting Dishes
Susan Martineau, Martin Ursell

Contributor Bio
Susan Martineau is a children's author whose books include 50 French Phrases, 50 Spanish Phrases,
and Slimy Science and Awesome Experiments. Martin Ursell is an author and illustrator of children's
books including The Big Book of Experiments and Activities, Dragon Boy, and You Can Draw Wild Animals.

Summary
This alternative kid's cookbook takes familiar recipes and reworks them to highlight the yuck factor

Here's a terrific collection of revolting recipes for the budding grossologist, including sweet and
savory dishes, hot and cold food, and drinks. Kids can enjoy trying out their cookery skills and throw
a gruesome party to gorge themselves on gorgeous but disgusting-sounding treats.
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Streamline Press

9781930064171

Pub Date: 12/1/13

$24.95/$27.95 Can./£20.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

244 Pages

Carton Qty: 34

Cooking  /  History

CKB041000

Series: Vintage Living

9.1 in H | 6.9 in W | 0.7 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Rosie's Riveting Recipes
Comfort Foods & Kitchen Wisdom from 1940s America
Daniela Turudich

Contributor Bio
Daniela Turudich is an avid researcher of historical trends, styles, and fads and the author of the
Vintage Living series, which has been relied upon as sourcebooks by film and television designers,
academics and historians, and professionals and novices alike. She lives in Long Beach, California.

Summary
From an era when American women pulled up their trousers, slipped on their gloves, and stepped up
to the plate comes this intriguingly hip companion to the ultimate 1940s kitchen. More than 200
recipes—from cooking goodies for soldiers to re-creating dazzling libations—and timeless tips on how
to recapture the cool charm of the '40s kitchen fill this delectable guide to one of the most
innovative times in home economics. Based on recipes and tips compiled from period sources and
magazines, this resource includes advice for creating lovely desserts and balanced meals on a
strictly rationed, shoestring budget—proving that what worked for the resilient women of World War II
is just what is needed for today's girl (or boy) on the go.

Pavilion

9781862058491

Pub Date: 6/1/09

$29.95/$35.95 Can./£14.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Cooking  /  Vegetarian

CKB086000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.9 in T

| 2.8 lb Wt

World Vegetarian Classics
Over 200 Essential International Recipes for the Modern Kitchen
Celia Brooks Brown, Gus Filgate

Contributor Bio
Celia Brooks Brown runs a successful vegetarian catering company is the author of Entertaining
Vegetarians, Low-Carb Vegetarian, New Vegetarian, and Party Food for Vegetarians. Gus Filgate is a food
photographer.

Summary
Organized geographically with every continent represented, this is the definitive collection of
vegetarian recipes from around the globe. Dishes presented range from such standards as Boston
Baked Beans and Moroccan Mixed Vegetable Couscous to more exotic fare, including Coriander Pea
Cakes in Coconut Curry from Mauritius, Son-in-Law Eggs from Thailand, and Ukrainian Borsht.
Features include highlights on key foods designed to demystify exotic ingredients and interviews with
international experts and chefs. Extensively researched and filled with appetizing illustrations, this
sumptuous recipe collection will be an unending source of inspiration for the discerning cook.
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